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SUMMARY 
The small size of wireless microsystems allows them to be deployed within larger 
systems to sense and monitor various indicators throughout many applications. However, 
their small size restricts the amount of energy that can be stored in the system. Current 
microscale battery technologies do not store enough energy to power the microsystems 
for more than a few months without recharging. Harvesting ambient energy to replenish 
the on-board battery extend the lifetime of the microsystem. Radio frequency (RF) 
energy harvesting extracts energy from electromagnetic radiation, but current technology 
does not extract enough power. Although kinetic energy harvested through piezoelectric 
or electrostatic transducers could produce enough power for the system, vibrations are 
not always available or persistent. Harvesting from light or thermal proves more 
promising because of their abundance and steady availability. 
Although light and thermal energy are more practical in some applications than 
other forms of ambient energy, they nevertheless suffer from long energy droughts. 
Additionally, due to the very limited space available in the microsystem, the system 
cannot store enough energy to continue operation throughout these energy droughts. 
Therefore, the microsystem must reliably wake from these energy droughts, even if the 
on-board battery has been depleted. The challenge here is waking a microsystem directly 
from an ambient source transducer whose voltage and power levels are limited due to 
their small size. Starter circuits must be used to ensure the system wakes regardless of the 
state of charge of the energy storage device. 
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The purpose of the presented research is to develop, design, simulate, fabricate, 
test and evaluate CMOS integrated circuits that can reliably wake from no energy 
conditions and quickly recharge a depleted battery. Since the battery is depleted during 
startup, the system must use the low voltage produced by the energy harvesting 
transducer to transfer energy. However, the low gate drive available results in low 
efficiency charging during this phase, so the system should start to a small capacitor to 
minimize the duration of the low efficiency phase. Once the small capacitor is charged, it 
can supply a high efficiency charger that can efficiently transfer energy to the larger 
battery. Systems in the literature today charge the battery during startup, which results in 
prolonged wake times or add a bulky additional inductor to start to a temporary supply, 
which leads to an impractical system size. The presented system has the fastest 
normalized wake time while reusing the inductor already present in the battery charger 
for startup, therefore, minimizing the overall footprint of the system. 
This dissertation presents the background motivation, theoretical analysis, design 
procedures, and experimental results from prototypes of a fast self-starting energy 
harvesting system. The first chapter describes the background and applications of 
wireless microsystems and energy harvesting sources. Chapter 2 introduces a task-
scheduling algorithm whose aim is to minimize the size of the on-board battery and 
describes the theoretical motivation of minimizing wake time and a design strategy to 
reduce wake time. Chapter 3 presents, compares, and evaluates state of the art low 
voltage starters. Chapter 4 introduces a novel starter circuit and provides the design 
procedure and experimental performance. This starter circuit reuses the battery charging 
inductor to quickly charge a temporary supply without affecting efficiency during steady 
xv 
 
state charging. Chapter 5 describes an improved starter circuit, which addresses the 
limitations of the starter presented in the previous chapter. Specifically, robustness is 
improved by giving the starter the ability to operate from a slow rising, resistive input 
source and charge the output capacitor to higher voltages when compared with its 
predecessor. Chapter 6 integrates the starter circuit into a complete harvesting system and 
details the operation of the system and the circuit blocks that make the system 
operational. A prototype of the system was fabricated, and experimental results are 
presented that validate the system and are used to compare with the state of the art. 
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation by summarizing the findings, the major 
contributions, technical limitations and future direction of this research.
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CHAPTER 1 
ENERGY-HARVESTING MICROSYSTEMS 
1.1 Applications 
Modern technological advances have allowed the design and creation of systems in the 
millimeter or less scale. Due to their small size, these microsystems can be deployed 
within larger systems to sense and monitor various indicators in biomedical, industrial, 
and military applications [1]-[22]. Biomedical applications include wearable 
electrocardiograms [1], [2], and implantable pacemakers [3], [4]. The intraocular pressure 
sensor in Figure 1.1 can be implanted into the anterior chamber of the eye to continuously 
monitor pressure leading to improved treatment regiments, assessment of medication 
schedule compliance and vision loss prevention [5], [6]. The implantable blood glucose 
monitor in Figure 1.2 senses blood glucose levels inside the body and transmits the data 
to an external reader [7].  
 
Figure 1.1. (a) Stacked self-powered sensor system [5] © 2010 IEEE and (b) 
implantable intraocular pressure monitor [6] © 2011 IEEE. 
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Figure 1.2. Implantable, wireless powered blood glucose sensor [7] © 2009 IEEE. 
The miniaturization of mechanical and electronic systems has enabled the design 
and prototyping of microrobots that could one day assist in minimally invasive surgeries 
[8]. Smart drug delivery microsystems using biodegradable chips could treat hormone 
deficiencies, chronic pain, or other long-term ailments by releasing pulses of doses at 
intervals after implantation [9]. These drug delivery systems could increase the efficiency 
of treatment by delivering more concentrated doses to the affected areas without 
damaging the rest of the body [10], [11]. A network of tiny sensors that monitors a 
patient’s sleep can diagnose sleep disorders without disturbing sleep due to their small 
size [12].  
Microsystems also find many applications outside of the biomedical field. Micro 
aerial vehicles can provide operations in hazardous environments. For example, these 
tiny, insect-like vehicles can lead a search and rescue within collapsed buildings, conduct 
explorations in a nuclear plant during a radiation leak, or provide reconnaissance and 
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surveillance for the military [13]. Microsystems can also provide in-tire pressure sensor 
for vehicles that monitors load and tire wear-out. Tracking the health of a tire would help 
prevent blowouts by informing the user when preventative maintenance or replacement is 
required [14], [15]. 
1.2 Technological Challenges 
Although modern microsystems have significantly reduced their operating power 
requirements, the limited size restricts both the available power that can be delivered to 
the system and the amount of energy that can be stored. A restriction on the available 
power reduces the functionality and performance of the system. For example, increasing 
processing speed or wireless transmission data requires higher levels of power. 
Additionally, a limited amount of stored energy restricts the system’s lifetime or 
increases maintenance cost, since the depletion of the energy storage unit leads to the 
system’s death or requires a recharge. 
The most common power source for microelectronics is the electrochemical 
battery. The technologies in Table 1.1 are some of the most common types of 
electrochemical batteries. Nickel-cadmium batteries have a high number of charge cycles 
at 1500, but the lowest weight energy density and power density [23]. This means that 
although this technology can be charged many cycles before significant performance 
degradation, the battery itself does not hold much energy and cannot produce as much 
power as other electrochemical technologies. Additionally, nickel based batteries have a 
relatively high self-discharge rate, which means it loses a large amount of capacity on its 
own whether in use or on the shelf.  
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Although nickel-metal hydride provides high energy and power density with a 
moderate amount of charge cycles, Li-ion and Li-polymer provide even larger densities 
with similar number of charge cycles. Furthermore, lithium based batteries have a charge 
efficiency greater than 99.8%, meaning that only 0.2% of energy is lost during the 
charging process. With an efficiency as low as 66 – 70%, nickel based batteries can lose 
up to 34% of energy inside the battery during charging. These losses are inherent to the 
battery and are in addition to circuitry used for power conversion. A drawback of Li-ion 
and Li-polymer batteries is that they need to be pulse-charged, requiring a special 
charging circuit or auxiliary battery whereas NiMH batteries can be directly connected to 
an energy source without requiring complex charging circuits [23]. 
Table 1.1. Comparison of electrochemical batteries. 
Technology 
Weight Energy 
Density (Wh/kg) 
Power Density 
(W/kg) 
Cycles 
Charge 
Efficiency 
NiCd 42 150 1500 70%–90% 
NiMH 100 250 – 1000 1000 66% 
Li-ion 165 1800 1200 99.9% 
Li-polymer 156 3000 500-1000 99.8% 
 
An alternative to electrochemical batteries are supercapacitors, which can have 
over 500,000 charge cycles [24] and 3000 W/kg [25] power densities. In addition to 
having more charge cycles, the charging profiles of supercapacitors are more flexible 
than batteries, allowing for deep or shallow discharges without much loss in performance. 
However, a large drawback of supercapacitors is a high self-discharge rate. At a loss of 
around 5.9% per day, supercapacitors are not ideal for long term energy storage, but are 
more appropriate as short term power supplies. Supercapacitors share their charge-
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voltage relationship with regular capacitors, meaning that their voltage level is nearly 
linear with their charge level. Therefore, if the charging circuit requires a minimum 
voltage on the supercapacitor, the charge stored below this voltage level cannot be used. 
This restriction reduces the useable amount of energy in a supercapacitor. 
An additional form of energy storage for wireless microsystems is the fuel cell. 
Micro fuel cells, typically fueled by hydrogen or methanol can be fabricated on silicon 
wafers alongside the integrated circuit it powers [26]. Direct methanol fuel cells (DMFC) 
can have as much as 10 times more energy density than Li-ion or Li-polymer batteries 
[27]. Although they hold much more energy than electrochemical batteries, fuel cells are 
not recharged, but instead are refueled, which may not be practical for microsystems. 
Additionally, fuel cells have much lower power densities than lithium based batteries and 
typically cannot produce the peak power level demanded by the microsystem. Therefore, 
micro fuel cells are often combined with batteries in a hybrid system so that the fuel 
cell’s high energy density complements a battery’s high power density [28]. It should be 
noted that although the battery supplies the system’s immediate power needs, the 
system’s total energy needs, and therefore its average power, is supplied by the fuel cell. 
Because of the fuel cell’s limited output power, special power management circuits must 
be used to ensure the maximum amount of power is being extracted from the cell since 
the fuel inside will be spent regardless [29], [30]. This results in a nearly constant power 
extracted from the cell regardless of the microsystem’s immediate power needs.  The 
hybrid system would allow the battery to provide the extra power or absorb the excess 
power in the system.  
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Nuclear batteries provide up to five or six orders of magnitude higher energy 
density than electrochemical batteries or micro fuel cells. The high energy density 
combined with a very low self-discharge rate leads to extremely long lifetimes, up to 
hundreds of years in some cases [31]. Additionally, nuclear batteries are extremely 
resilient regardless of ambient conditions, producing near constant performance under 
severe temperature, pressure or electromagnetic fields [32], [33]. One type of nuclear 
battery, a betavoltaic cell, uses silicon to capture the kinetic energy released from a 
radioactive isotope, potentially allowing integration with the rest of the microsystem [31], 
[32]. Unfortunately, nuclear batteries remain an expensive solution due to the difficulty 
of extracting and operating the radioactive isotopes [33]. Furthermore, although the 
energy density is very high, their maximum power is extremely limited, with microscale 
devices producing less than 100 nW [31]. 
While Lithium batteries and supercapacitors deliver the necessary instantaneous 
power to the microsystem, their energy density is too low for extended applications. In 
other words, they would discharge before the intended life of the system. Fuel cells and 
nuclear batteries hold orders of magnitude more energy, but fuel cells need manual 
refueling and nuclear batteries produce far too little power for a practical wireless system. 
Although a combination of high energy dense fuel cells or nuclear batteries alongside 
high power dense electrochemical batteries or supercapacitors can both produce the 
required power levels of wireless microsystems and extend the energy lifetime of the 
system, the limitation of fuel cells and nuclear batteries persists. An attractive alternative 
is to harvest energy from the immediate environment of the microsystem to recharge an 
auxiliary battery or supercapacitor. Transducers converting light, thermal, or kinetic 
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energy can produce the necessary average power while maintaining a small form factor. 
Since the energy consumed by the system comes from the environment, and not an on-
board device, the lifetime of the system, in terms of energy requirements, is extended 
indefinitely. 
1.3 Ambient Energy 
Harvesting ambient energy from a tiny transducer can extend the lifetime of a 
wireless microsystem indefinitely while maintaining a practical size for miniaturized 
applications. Advances in microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have allowed the 
creation of tiny transducers that could produce practical power levels for wireless 
microsystems. By continually replenishing the system with the power it requires, energy 
harvesters remove the need of an energy storage device, replacing it instead with a much 
smaller energy cache, which delivers short bursts of power that the energy harvester 
alone cannot provide. Possible forms of ambient energy that can be harvested for wireless 
microsystems include kinetic, radio frequency (RF), light, and thermal energy.  
1.3.1 Kinetic Energy 
Kinetic energy transducers convert energy in the form of motion into electrical 
energy and, generally, use one of three transduction mechanisms: electrostatic, 
piezoelectric or electromagnetic. Electrostatic transducers, in general, extract energy from 
a parallel plate capacitor, whose capacitive properties are altered by motion. Piezoelectric 
harvesters derive their power from materials whose molecules polarize when the material 
is deformed or bent due to vibrations. Finally, electromagnetic transducers take 
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advantage of the fact that when a coil moves in a static magnetic field, it produces an 
electromotive force (EMF), which can be harvested as electrical energy.  
Electrostatic Transducers: 
Electrostatic transducers, in essence, are pre-charged capacitors, in which one 
plate is stationary and the other moves with the applied motion.  In these transducers, 
mechanical energy from motion works against the electrostatic force stored as charged in 
the parallel plates. For example, the proof mass in the transducer in Figure 1.3 moves 
with vibrations with respect to the stationary anchor [34]. If the proof mass and stationary 
anchor are pre-charged with opposite polarities, the electrical force will try to pull them 
together. When motion is applied that opposes the electrical force, i.e. pulls the plates 
apart, the mechanical energy is transferred into electrical energy [35]-[48]. With applied 
forces typical of microsystem applications, tiny electrostatic transducers can harvest 
around 1 – 50 μW/cm
3
 [35], [49], [50]. 
 
Figure 1.3. Diagram of a MEMS electrostatic transducer. 
Piezoelectric Transducers: 
Materials that exhibit the piezoelectric effect offer another way of harvesting 
kinetic energy from vibrations. When a strain is applied to a piezoelectric material, the 
molecules inside the material are deformed and become electrically polarized [34]. This 
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polarization creates an electric field inside the material, which translates to a voltage 
across the terminals of the device. If a proof mass is applied on one side of a piezoelectric 
cantilever while the other side is anchored, a vibration applied to it will cause the 
cantilever to bend, as shown in Figure 1.4 [51]. Straining the material will transfer some 
of the mechanical energy from the vibration into elastic strain energy, i.e. bending the 
material, and the rest into the electric field that generates a voltage. An energy harvesting 
circuit can then extract energy from this voltage [52]-[62] in the range of 16–375 μW/cm
3
 
[50], [52], [53].  
 
Figure 1.4. Diagram of a piezoelectric cantilever. 
Electromagnetic Transducers: 
A third method of harvesting kinetic energy from vibrations is to use an 
electromagnetic transducer. According to Faraday’s Law of Induction, a changing 
magnetic field inside a coil or conductor will induce an electromotive force across the 
conductor. A coil moving with respect to a stationary magnet will experience a changing 
magnetic field, and therefore will produce an electromotive force or voltage across its 
terminals [54]-[67]. Miniaturized coils attached to a beam, as in Figure 1.5 [56], move 
with vibrations within a stationary magnet producing 55–215 μW/cm
3
 [56], [60] of 
electrical power. 
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Figure 1.5. Diagram of electromagnetic vibration harvester. 
1.3.2 RF Energy 
With the increased use of wireless data transmission in everyday life, harvesting 
power from unused transmissions in the radio frequency (RF) band is becoming more 
attractive [68]-[79]. However, significant obstacles still remain, as power levels remain 
well below practical uses, typically below 100 nW/cm
2
 when the receiving
 
antenna is 
within 100 meters of the power source [80]. Larger distances prove to be even more 
impractical since the power per unit area decreases quadratically with distance from the 
source [81].  Additionally, harvesting energy from multiple sources is difficult since 
antennas typically can receive only a single narrow frequency band while sources 
generate radiation across the entire RF spectrum. 
1.3.3 Light Energy 
With the abundance of light in many microsystem applications and light’s high 
energy density, harvesting energy from light remains a popular and viable method of 
powering microsensors [82]-[97] Harvesting energy from the sun in outdoor applications 
can produce 0.15 – 10 mW /cm
2
. Using artificial light in indoor applications results in 
significantly less harvested power, around 10 – 100 μW/cm
2
, but enough to power a 
wireless microsensor [5], [6], [98]. Additionally, the ability to integrate the photovoltaic 
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cell in the same silicon chip as the rest of the system using the same process leads to 
decreased costs when compared to other energy harvesting transducers [99], [100].   
1.3.4 Thermal Energy 
Electrical, mechanical, and chemical process create waste heat as they are not 
perfectly efficient. In many situations, this wasted heat can be re-captured and converted 
into electrical energy. Using thermoelectric generators, a small part fraction of the wasted 
heat can power wireless microsensors in factories, vehicles, oil rigs, or other applications 
in which there is a large temperature difference between the system and the outside 
environment [33], [101]-[119]. An emerging application for thermoelectric generators is 
wearable or implantable medical devices. The difference in temperature between the 
human body and ambient air is around 10 – 15 °C [120], although not all of the 
temperature difference falls across the transducer. Nevertheless, wearable sensors could 
harvest this thermal energy and power the system with about 20 μW [121]. More 
generally, microscale thermoelectric generators produce about 1–100 μW/cm
2
 [122], 
[123] per degree Celsius.  
1.3.5 Comparison 
Harvesting ambient energy from the sources in Table 1.2 to supply wireless 
microsensors can extend the lifetime of the microsystem by replenishing the on-board 
battery. In the current state of the art, RF energy harvesting does not produce enough 
power to sustain a sensor throughout its lifetime. Although kinetic energy harvested 
through piezoelectric or electrostatic transducers could produce power levels up to 375 
μW/cm
3
 of power, vibrations are not always available or persistent. Photovoltaic cells 
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and thermoelectric generators produce similar power levels when compared to kinetic 
energy transducers, but their energy sources tend to be more constant and abundant. For 
example, sunlight and indoor lighting are typically available for hours at a time. In the 
case of thermal energy, because of the slow nature of temperature changes, temperature 
differences are inherently available for long periods of time. The combination of 
abundance and steady availability make light and thermal energy ideal for harvesting in 
wireless microsystems.  
Table 1.2 Comparison of Energy Harvesting Sources 
Source  
Transduction 
Mechanism 
Estimated Power 
Light 
Photovoltaic Effect 
 
1 – 388 μW/mm
3
 
Thermal Seebeck Effect 1 – 30 μW/˚C/mm
3
 
Vibrations 
Electrostatic 1 – 50 μW/mm
3
 
Piezoelectric .01 uW – 3.5 μW/mm
3
 
Electromagnetic 0.6 μW – 2.2 μW/mm
3
 
RF Energy Antenna < 1 nW/mm
3
 
1.4 DC Sources 
Although harvesting energy from vibrations could produce enough power for 
microsystems, vibrations are not always available. Two practical alternatives are light 
and thermal energy, which are ubiquitous across microsystem applications. Light energy 
is harvested primarily using semiconductors as free charges are created when light is 
absorbed in the material. The Seebeck effect is exploited to harvest thermal energy when 
a temperature difference is imposed across a material. Although both harvesting sources 
use very different mechanisms, the challenges involved with both, namely low output 
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power and low output voltage for tiny transducers, allow similar, though not the same, 
solutions.   
1.4.1 Photovoltaic Cells 
The abundance of light across applications of microsystems makes photovoltaic 
cells an attractive and practical source of energy. Because electrons in semiconductors 
are can be freed by receiving a relatively low amount of energy, called the bandgap 
energy, light hitting a semiconductor releases a large amount of electrons [124]. When an 
electron is freed, it leaves a positively charged absence, called a hole, in its original atom. 
Both the electron and the hole can now move across the material. In a general 
semiconductor, the free electron will recombine with the hole after a short and the energy 
will be lost to thermal dissipation.  
Minority carriers, i.e. electrons in p-type and holes in n-type semiconductors, 
have a finite lifetime before the carrier loses its energy and recombines with one of the 
relatively numerous majority carriers. However, separating the pair before recombination 
produces a net charge across the semiconductor, which can be used to produce electrical 
current. The electric field created in the depletion regain of a PN junction, as in Figure 
1.6, could separate an electron-hole pair. If the minority carrier created by the photon is 
within one diffusion length, LN or LP, of the junction and its built-in electrical field εBI in 
Figure 1.7, the field will attract the minority carrier and sweep it across the junction while 
blocking the majority carrier. However, statistically the minority carrier will not travel 
much further than its diffusion length before recombination, so pairs created further from 
the junction will not be separated and will not produce electrical energy.  
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Figure 1.6. Electron-hole pairs created due to light incident on a PN junction. 
 
Figure 1.7. Minority carriers diffusing near a depletion region. 
As electrons in the p-type region are swept to the n-type region, the n-type region 
accumulates negative charge. Similarly, as holes from the n-type are swept to the p-type 
region, a positive charge accumulates in the p-type region. As charge across the junction 
increases, a new electrical field, i.e. a voltage, forms in the opposite direction of the built-
in field. As the built-in field is neutralized, majority carriers begin to cross the junction in 
the opposite direction of the photocurrent. Therefore, at equilibrium, the PN junction has 
a positive voltage, called the open-circuit voltage, with no net current or power flowing 
out of the cell. To extract energy, a load is connected to draw photovoltaic current so less 
current flows into the diode. The model in Figure 1.8 illustrates that as the load at vPV 
draws more of the photocurrent, iPH, the diode DPV conducts less and the voltage is 
lowered.  If too much current is drawn, all the photocurrent flows out of the cell; with no 
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voltage formed, no power is drawn. At the other extreme, if no current is drawn, all the 
photocurrent flows through the diode and again, no power is drawn. Therefore, a 
conditioning circuit must be used so that the energy from the cell is extracted at its 
maximum power point where a balance is reached between the cell voltage and current. 
 
Figure 1.8 Photovoltaic cell model.  
Because of the small size of microscale devices, the amount of light absorbed by 
the exposed semiconductor is also small. For example, each of the low cost, integrated 
CMOS photovoltaic cells in Figure 1.9 are as small as 70 μm on each side [100]. 
Furthermore, because semiconductors have relatively high resistance, smaller cells, 
routed by highly conductive metal, are typically connected in parallel to reduce the 
equivalent resistance and increase efficiency. Although efficiency is improved, the metal 
routing reduces the amount of exposed semiconductor and, therefore, the power 
generated [99]. Additionally, many microsystems applications are indoor, where light 
comes from low intensity, artificial sources. Therefore, both the photocurrent and diode 
voltages are relatively small. Microscale photovoltaic cells produce 300 – 450 mV of 
open circuit voltage and 1 – 100 μW of power from indoor light [125], [126].  
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Figure 1.9. Integrated CMOS cell for powering microsystems [100]. 
1.4.2 Thermoelectric Generators 
As a material is heated, it acquires more thermal energy and its particles are more 
likely to diffuse [127]. If a thermal gradient or difference in temperature exists across a 
material, as it does in Figure 1.10, charged particles, if free to move, will tend to diffuse 
into the cold region. Likewise, particles in the colder region will diffuse towards the 
hotter region. However, because the hotter charges have more thermal energy, they will 
tend to diffuse more than their colder counterparts. This difference in energy causes a net 
movement of hot charged particles to the cold region creating an accumulation of charge 
in the colder region. The accumulation of charge translates to a voltage, which is 
proportional to the temperature difference across the material. The proportionality 
constant between voltage and temperature, named the Seebeck coefficient, depends on 
the material used and the absolute temperature of the device.  
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Figure 1.10. Positive charges diffusing towards higher temperatures. 
The ability to fabricate semiconductors with either hole (positive) or electron 
(negative) majority charge carriers makes semiconductors an ideal material to harvest 
energy using the Seebeck effect. In a semiconductor with a hole majority, or p-type 
material, both holes and electrons move in the direction of decreasing temperature. 
However, since the number of positive charges (holes) overwhelms the number of free 
electrons, a net positive charge is observed on the cold side of the material. Conversely, 
in an electron majority semiconductor, or n-type material, electrons overwhelm holes, 
and a negative charge is created on the cold side. Placing an n-type material next to a p-
type material and connecting two ends together, as in Figure 1.11, creates a net voltage 
across the free terminals of the n- and p-type materials. Since charges in both materials 
move in the same direction, but with opposite electrical polarity, a positive charge 
accumulates in the cold end of the p-type material, while a negative charge accumulates 
on the cold end of the n-type material.  
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Figure 1.11. Single thermoelectric generator cell with P and N sections. 
The voltage produced by each cell, vCELL, is tiny, on the order of 200 µV/K [108], 
[110], [112], [115], [116], so a practical energy harvesting device would contain many of 
these cells in series, where the number of cells is limited by the total area and the 
minimum size of each cell. Modern fabrication processes have allowed the creation of 
tiny cells, in the order of 35 by 35 μm. The small area of the cell allows for a dense array 
of many thermoelectric cells, as shown in Figure 1.13, which produces 80 mV/K with 
210 Ω series resistance [123]. In addition to the limited voltage produced by each cell, the 
electrical resistance of the semiconductors limits the generated power as shown in Figure 
1.12. When an electrical load is connected across vTEG, current is drawn from the 
thermoelectric generator, but some power is lost to RTEG. As the current increases, more 
power and voltage is lost to the resistance, until finally no power is available at the 
output. Therefore, as is the case with a photovoltaic cell, the harvesting circuit must draw 
power at or near the transducer’s maximum power point so it does not draw either too 
much or too little current. 
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Figure 1.12. Model of a thermoelectric generator. 
 
Figure 1.13. Miniature, stacked thermoelectric generators [123]. 
1.5 Microsystem Wake-up  
Distributed wireless microsensors sense, process, and transmit data across a 
network to a base station, which then uses the information to make intelligent decisions 
regarding the larger system or infrastructure [20].  The microsystem in each node can 
essentially be divided into the blocks in Figure 1.14: an energy source, power 
management, sensors, data processing and storage, and communications. The energy 
source and power management blocks work together to provide the necessary voltage and 
power required by the individual blocks. The energy source provides the total energy 
consumed by the microsystem throughout its lifetime whereas the power management 
block delivers the instantaneous power while supplying a regulated voltage. Since the 
energy sources are not persistent, the microsystem will experience energy droughts in 
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which it will need to either survive from the on-board energy storage or enter a sleep state 
in which the system wakes when the energy source returns. 
 
Figure 1.14. Functional component diagram of wireless microsensor. 
1.5.1 Voltage Requirements 
Because the size constraint of the microsystem requires the energy source to be 
tiny, the voltage produced by the energy source transducer is small [125], [128]. 
Therefore, the power management block must step up or boost the input voltage to a level 
high enough that the functional blocks can operate correctly. The requirement of each 
block is different as each is composed of a combination of digital, analog and radio 
frequency (RF) circuits. Circuits in wireless microsystems consist mainly of CMOS 
transistors that require a minimum supply voltage to function. Signal amplification limits 
the supply voltage of digital circuits, as the gain reduces with decreasing supply. 
Threshold and overdrive voltages limit the supply of analog circuits, as these limit the 
bandwidth and accuracy. Furthermore, voltage swing and signal-to-noise ratio add an 
extra requirement on the supply, particularly in radio frequency (RF) blocks. Even the 
boosting circuits used in the power management block must be supplied with a voltage 
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sufficient to turn transistors fully on and off during operation, which makes the minimum 
supply dependent on the threshold voltage. 
By operating in the subthreshold regime, the supply voltage of a digital gate can 
be below the transistor threshold voltage. Since the transistors operate in weak inversion, 
drain current follows an exponential relationship with input voltage, beginning at its 
leakage current and increases with gate voltage. For digital gates, signal amplification or 
restoration occurs when the gain across the circuit is greater than one. As a signal is 
passed through cascaded gates, the signal is amplified by each gate according to their 
gain. If the gain is less than one, the signal will be attenuated and possibly lost. 
Therefore, the supply voltage must be enough so that gain of each stage remains above 
one.   
For an ideal MOSFET transistor, the minimum supply for the simplest digital 
circuit, an inverter, is about 36 mV at room temperature [129], [130]. However, this value 
does not consider process variations, specifically asymmetry between the NMOS and 
PMOS transistors. Any asymmetry moves the inverter away from the ideal, maximum-
gain bias point of half the supply voltage. Assuming a standard deviation of the threshold 
voltage of 32 mV for each type of transistor, the minimum supply increases to 250 mV 
[129]-[133]. It should be noted that this minimum supply voltage ensures operation, but 
not performance. For example, the maximum operating frequency decreases with supply 
voltage, so the required speed of the circuit may dictate a higher supply voltage. 
Furthermore, the minimum supply voltage is temperature dependent, so ensuring the 
circuit operates at all desired temperatures requires inserting margin that will increase the 
supply past 250 mV.    
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The digital inverter also serves as a simple, high gain analog amplifier [134], 
[135]. However, although the inverter provides gain at 36 mV supply voltage for 
theoretical transistors and at 250 mV taking into account process variations, the supply 
voltage must be high enough to allow voltage swings that overcome noise present in the 
system with sufficient margin. The largest voltage swing a non-switching, linear, CMOS 
amplifier can provide is the supply voltage. Therefore, the output signal of the amplifier 
will, at maximum, swing between the supply voltage and ground. Since real circuits 
insert noise into the signal, the larger the signal swing, the stronger the signal strength 
will be compared to the injected noise. Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
increases with supply voltage and is poor at low supply voltages. 
As the supply voltage decreases, the bandwidth, or speed, of CMOS circuits also 
decreases. The transition frequency of a transistor represents the maximum frequency at 
which the transistor still provides gain above unity [136]. In the above-threshold regime, 
the transition frequency, increases linearly with gate voltage bias. However, in 
subthreshold, the transition frequency, increases exponentially with gate voltage bias. 
Therefore, bandwidth falls rapidly in the subthreshold region and becomes a limiting 
factor when reducing the supply voltage.  
Finally, wireless microsensors rely on radio frequency (RF) transmission to 
communicate with the central node or other nodes in the network. This communication 
requires driving an antenna at an RF carrier frequency along with the modulated (data) 
signal with a power amplifier. To transmit the required distance while maintaining signal 
quality, the power amplifier must deliver sufficient power, which increases quadratically 
with supply voltage [137]. Although switching, non-linear power amplifiers can provide 
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higher power levels to the antenna, the supply voltage still limits the output voltage 
swing, causing output power to decrease rapidly with the supply voltage. Therefore, the 
minimum supply voltage for RF transmitters is dictated by the amount of power required 
to drive the antenna. 
1.5.2 Wake-up Conditions 
Although harvesting energy from the environment can extend the lifetime of a 
microsystem, the energy source will not always be available. In the case of outdoor light, 
sunlight is not constant during the day and is not present at night. In indoor light 
applications, lights may be turned off during the day or overnight. Even temperature 
differences may go away when machinery is turned off for downtime or maintenance in 
an industrial application; in the case of wearable devices, the ambient temperature may 
change when moving between indoors and outdoors. When the energy source to the 
microsystem disappears for extended periods of time, the system can only operate from 
the energy storage device. However, due to the very limited space available in the 
microsystem, the system cannot store enough energy to continue operation throughout 
energy droughts. Therefore, the microsystem must be able to come back online, or wake, 
when the energy source returns. The challenge with waking a microsystem after long 
droughts is that the energy storage device, or battery, may be depleted and cannot provide 
the voltage and power necessary to the power management block in order to restart the 
system. A starter circuit, with a lower minimum supply voltage, must provide the voltage 
and power to the power management block, and charge the battery so that full operation 
can resume.  
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1.6 Summary 
The continued reduction in the size of microelectronic devices has allowed the 
creation of systems in the millimeter or less scale. Their small size allows these 
microsystems to be deployed within larger systems to sense and monitor various 
indicators throughout many applications. In addition to their small size, advances in 
circuit designs have allowed the circuits to consume less power while performing the 
necessary functions. However, the limited size still restricts both the power that can be 
delivered to the system loads and the amount of energy that can be stored. Current 
microscale battery technologies do not store enough energy to power the microsystems 
for more than a few months. Harvesting ambient energy to supply wireless microsensors 
can extend the lifetime of the microsystem by replenishing the on-board battery. RF 
energy harvesting extracts energy from electromagnetic radiation, but current technology 
limits the extracted power levels well below what microsensors require. Although kinetic 
energy harvested through piezoelectric or electrostatic transducers could produce enough 
power for the system, vibrations are not always available or persistent. Harvesting from 
light or thermal proves more promising because of their abundance and steady 
availability. 
Although light and thermal energy are more steady and constant than other forms 
of ambient energy, they unfortunately suffer from long energy droughts. Additionally, 
due to the very limited space available in the microsystem, the system cannot store 
enough energy to continue operation throughout these energy droughts. Therefore, the 
microsystem must reliably wake from these energy droughts, even if the on-board battery 
has been depleted. The challenge here is waking a microsystem directly from an ambient 
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source transducer whose voltage and power levels are limited due to their small size. 
Starter circuits must be used to ensure the system wakes regardless of the state of charge 
of the energy storage device.  
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CHAPTER 2 
ENERGY-HARVESTING AND DROUGHT-RECOVERING 
WIRELESS MICROSYSTEMS 
Wireless microsensors can add life-, cost-, and energy-saving intelligence to 
larger systems by sensing ambient conditions [6], [14], [90], [98], [138]. The key to their 
ubiquity is miniaturization because space in modern and emerging applications is 
increasingly scarce. Tiny onboard batteries, however, store little energy, and in the case 
of super capacitors, also leak considerable power [24]. Therefore, harnessing ambient 
energy is often a requirement for these microsystems. Still, ambient energy, EA, is not 
constant and not always available [139], [140]. When ambient energy is present, 
miniaturized transducers might only produce 1 of the 100μW/mm
2
 that the highest 
power-producing devices can [6], [90]. So with EA, the harvesting source vH in Figure 2.1 
feeds a maximum power-point (MPP) charger that replenishes a battery, CB, with enough 
energy to supply the system. The power supply [141], [142] then draws and conditions 
power to satisfy the sensor, digital-signal processor (DSP), power amplifier (PA), and 
other system components. The central processor (CP) assesses the state of the system to 
determine which blocks to activate and which to disable. 
 
Figure 2.1. Energy-harvesting wireless microsensor system 
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Since vH does not always output power PH, the battery must be large enough to 
store the energy that the system requires across harvesting droughts. Or, if allowed to 
drain, which is more practical because drought periods can be long and batteries suffer 
from self-discharge, the system should recover fast enough when the ambient energy 
returns to leverage input power is available before EA again fades. Critical design 
considerations here are size and wake time. But for a small battery, load power should be 
low. A low task schedule minimizes the size of the battery while maximizing the use of 
the input power. A small battery, however, drains across harvesting droughts, so the 
system must be able to survive and quickly recover energy droughts to continue sensing 
and transmitting data. 
2.1  Low-Energy Task Schedule 
Tasks performed by the microsensor, including sensing, processing data, and 
sending data require power and energy to be delivered to the system load. This energy 
must first be delivered to and stored by the battery CB, since PH is not enough to fully 
satisfy the load on its own. Scheduling multiple tasks at a time requires the battery to 
hold the sum of the energies required by each task. Therefore, to minimize how much 
energy the battery CB stores at any given time, the system should schedule no more than 
one task at a time, and a task should only occur when CB has enough energy to sustain it. 
This way, the task with the largest energy usage dictates the energy capacity of the 
battery instead of the sum of all tasks. Reducing the required battery capacity means 
decreasing its volume and the overall size of the microsystem. 
In a microsensor, the main tasks performed are typically sensing, processing, and 
transmitting processed data. The first task is to acquire a measurement of the external 
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information, for example a temperature or pressure reading, using a sensing transducer.  
The transducer converts the measurement into an electrical signal which must be 
processed and stored into a local memory.  Since the storing event constitutes the 
recording of the data point, processing and storing must occur immediately after the data 
is available from the transducer or the data point will not be recorded. Therefore, sensing, 
processing, and storing should be considered as a single, combined task that cannot be 
divided or rearranged. Sensing, processing, and storing the data requires electrical power 
and energy, which is supplied by CB. Once data is stored, it must then be transmitted, 
which also requires power and energy from CB. Transmitting data usually requires more 
energy, ET, than sensing events (sensing, processing, and storing) do with ES.  
Since a transmitting event requires more energy, and therefore, more time to 
charge the battery, scheduling multiple sensing events between transmissions leads to the 
system sensing and processing more data points within a given time period. For this, the 
system can monitor CB's voltage vB as a way of determining when CB stores enough 
energy to sustain a task. As soon as CB collects sufficient energy, the system executes the 
task. So, when the harvester charges CB to the sensing threshold VS(TH), like Figure 2.2 
indicates and Figure 2.3 shows at 180 ms, the system senses, processes, and stores data. 
Since CB supplies the sensor and microelectronics involved in this process, the event 
discharges CB below VS(TH). After the sensing event, the system allows the harvester to 
recharge CB, so vB rises. When vB again reaches VS(TH) at 200 ms, the system senses again 
and the sequence repeats (and loops in Figure 2.2) the N times that the application 
requires. 
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Figure 2.2. Proposed low-energy "just-enough" task schedule flow chart. 
After sensing N times, the system waits and the harvester charges CB until vB 
reaches the transmission threshold voltage VT(TH). Since transmissions are usually the 
most power-consuming task in the system, VT(TH) corresponds to the highest energy level 
that CB should hold. The smallest CB that will hold this energy will do so at the highest 
voltage possible, which corresponds to the breakdown voltage VBD of the circuit. So 
when vB reaches VBD, which happens at 350 ms in Figure 2.3, the power amplifier 
transmits the information collected across N sensing events. Since CB supplies the 
transmitting circuits, the transmitting event will discharge CB to its minimum voltage 
VMIN. Each event should not discharge CB below the energy and corresponding voltage, 
VMIN, required to keep the system operational. Therefore, vB drops to VMIN after every 
transmission and sensing event in Figure 2.3.  
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Figure 2.3. Power train and corresponding battery-voltage simulation. 
By waiting for vB to reach sensing and transmission thresholds VS(TH) and VT(TH), 
the system automatically adjusts the time tO between transmissions to keep average load 
power PLD(AVG) and power losses PLOSS at the level the harvesting source vH supplies with 
PH: 
 LOSSLD(AVG)H PPP  . (2.1) 
This means that the consumed power, on average, is equal to the input power. If tO were 
fixed so that PLD(AVG) was also constant, any excess input power would not be used. If the 
input power were to go below the load power plus losses, the battery would deplete and 
the system would cease to operate until the battery could be recharged. By using the “just 
enough” low-energy task schedule, the consumed power always matches the available 
input power thereby maximizing the system’s resources. 
The application of the microsystem and the state of the art of supporting 
technologies dictate the thresholds and values required to operate the system. CMOS 
circuits, for example, can sustain up to 1.8–4.5 V and consume 11 nW when idling, 2–50 
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μJ when sensing, and 38 nJ–58 μJ when transmitting [6], [14], [98], [138], as Table 2.1 
shows. Chargers can deliver 0.15%–0.7% of the power drawn from a 40–500 mV source 
during startup and 87% from higher voltages in steady state [11]-[13]. Although startup 
does not affect the time the battery requires to charge when enough ambient energy is 
present (in Figure 2.3), low startup efficiency extends the time needed to recover from 
harvesting droughts. 
Table 2.1 Power Levels in the State of the Art 
 Parameter   Range Reference 
Harvesting Source vH 40–500 mV [143] 
Harvesting Source Power PH 1–1000 µW/mm
2
 [6], [90] 
Idle Power PIDLE 11 nW [98] 
Sense Energy ES 2–50 µJ [14], [138] 
Transmission Energy ET 38 nJ–58 µJ [6], [14] 
Breakdown Voltage VBD 1.8–4.5 V [144] 
Startup Efficiency ηST 0.15%–0.7% [143] 
Steady-State Efficiency ηSS 87% [87] 
 
2.2 Downtime Operation, Analysis, and Design 
The charger in Figure 2.1, like most harvesting chargers [87], monitors the power 
it delivers, PCHG, and adjusts to ensure it maximizes the delivered power. This entails 
operating the harvesting transducer at or near its maximum power point (MPP) and 
minimizing losses incurred in the charger. When PCHG falls below the threshold level in 
which it can supply the load, PLD, the system will turn off the Power Supply block. Note 
that this threshold level, PTH in Figure 2.4, is slightly larger than PLD, since the charger 
must supply both the load and the losses incurred in the Power Supply block. Because the 
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transmission circuits are turned off during this time, no communication is possible when 
PCHG falls below PT1. Because of this, the system should transmit a system-offline report 
before it switches the power supply, and therefore the load circuits, off. This report 
requires the battery to hold sufficient extra charge to send one transmission when the 
input power disappears. 
 
Figure 2.4. Proposed downtime flow chart. 
 Once the report is sent, the central processor (CP) then disables the power supply 
that feeds the sensor, DSP, PA, and other blocks until PCHG climbs back to PTH. During 
this time, as long as PCHG is greater than zero, the battery continues charging. But if PCHG 
falls further to zero, the harvesting power PH is no longer able to sustain the charger’s 
losses. When this occurs, the central processor shuts the charger to enter standby or sleep 
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mode until vH recovers to the minimum level VH(MIN) from which the charger can draw 
and output power. The system could be designed for either standby or sleep mode during 
droughts. During standby, the system never turns completely off and must depend on the 
battery continuously providing a low, standby, power. In sleep mode, the system goes 
into a low power mode at first, but in this case the battery is allowed to completely 
discharge at which point, no power is consumed. 
2.2.1 Standby 
When designed for standby, the battery CB must be large enough to keep vB from 
ever falling below the headroom level VHR that the charger requires to operate. This way, 
the microsystem can immediately resume operation when input power returns. Although 
most circuits are turned off during the outage, low-power survival blocks in the central 
processor, which monitor the available input power and detect when it has returned, still 
operate. Since these circuits remain on, the battery discharges, albeit slowly. 
Furthermore, electrochemical batteries and supercapacitors experience self-discharge, 
which means they lose charge even when not in use. Therefore, the battery must have the 
capacity to provide enough energy for the survival blocks during the entire drought in 
addition to the energy it will lose due to self-discharge. 
When the input power disappears, the battery will be somewhere between 
completely charged at VBD and its operational minimum, VMIN. Since being charged to 
VBD at the beginning means the battery will have the highest energy possible throughout 
the drought, it has the best chance to remain above VHR if it begins at VBD. Therefore, the 
battery being charged at VMIN at the beginning of the drought will be the worst-case 
condition for standby operation and will be used for design purposes. When the system 
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detects that the input power is no longer enough to charge the battery at 0.25s in Figure 
2.5, the power amplifier sends an offline transmission, which discharges CB quickly by 
one ET. After that, survival blocks and self-discharge continue to discharge CB until the 
drought ends at 7200 s. At 7200 s, the battery voltage vB, nears the headroom voltage 
VHR, which means that a longer drought for this particular design would discharge the 
battery to a point below where the system could recover from. This means that the battery 
must be designed such that it holds at least the capacity necessary to remain above VHR 
for the longest expected drought for its application. 
  
Figure 2.5. Standby simulation. 
Just before sending an offline report at 0.25 s in Figure 2.5, the battery should 
store enough energy above VHR to sustain the transmission ET and supply survival blocks 
EQ and the battery’s self-leakage ELK across the longest possible drought, which can be 
hours or longer [139]. In addition, the battery must hold enough energy for the normal 
operation transmissions, another ET. In order to minimize the space the battery occupies, 
vBshould be at its maximum voltage, VBD, just before a normal operation transmission is 
sent. Therefore, between VHR and VBD, the battery should hold ELK and EQ for survival, 
ET for an offline transmission report, and another ET for normal operation transmission. 
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In the case of a super capacitor, its energy is proportional to the capacitance and the 
square of the voltage: 
 
2
BBB vC5.0E    (2.2) 
So to hold ELK, EQ, and two ET’s, the battery’s capacitance must be:  
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From the values in Table 2.1, CB can be 3.2 mF when ET is 1 μJ, PQ is 0.5 μW, PLK is 
negligibly lower, TDR is 2 hours, VBD is 1.8 V, and VHR is 1 V. Because of the drought’s 
long duration, TDR, EQ at 3.6 mJ is by far the largest contributor to CB’s size. Since the 
larger EQ is stored between VHR and VMIN, and the smaller ET is stored between VMIN and 
VBD, VMIN, 
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will be very close to VBD. This is why vB remains near 1.8 V during transmissions in 
Figure 2.5.  
After the drought, when vH is back at or above VH(MIN), the central processor 
enables the charger whose output maintains vB above VHR. The system then waits across 
wake time tW until CB has enough energy 
  2HR2MINB VVC5.0   (2.5) 
above VHR at VMIN to send an offline transmission and supply survival blocks with PQ 
and the battery's self-leakage PLK across another drought. The central processor also waits 
for PCHG to reach PTH to enable the power supply, and in doing so, brings the system back 
online. Since the charger delivers a PHηSS portion of PH, where ηSS is steady-state 
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efficiency, vB can reach VMIN in 6.9 minutes when CB is 3.2 mF, VMIN is 1.8 V, VHR is 1 
V, PH is 10 μW, and ηSS is 87%: 
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2.2.2 Sleep 
When designed for sleep, the battery is allowed to drain completely during an 
energy drought. The battery should therefore hold the energy necessary to sustain an 
offline transmission ET and supply survival blocks with PQ and the battery's self-leakage 
PLK across a transmission period TT. But since the drought can begin just after a 
transmission starts, the drought could begin one ET below the battery’s maximum 
capacity. For sleep, however, the transmission time is so short that survival block power 
consumption and battery self-discharge are negligible. CB can therefore be 1.8 μF when 
ET is 1 μJ, TT is 1 ms, PQ is 0.5 μW, VBD is 1.8 V, and VHR is 1 V: 
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Figure 2.6. Sleep simulation. 
Like in standby, the central processor enables the charger when vH is back at or 
above VH(MIN). When the battery collects the energy for an offline transmission and PCHG 
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surpasses PTH, the minimum input power required to charge, the processor enables the 
power supply and the system. Contrasting with a standby-designed system where vB 
remains above VHR throughout the drought, in a sleep system, the battery charges from 0 
V, not from VHR. This means that initially there is no power, voltage, or energy available 
from the battery, so the charger must, initially, derive power from vH, which can be so 
low at 40–500 mV that startup efficiency ηST is often less than 0.7% [128], [143], [145]. 
While the battery voltage, vB, is below VHR, the charger operates with efficiency 
ηST, and when it surpasses VHR, it transfers power with efficiency ηSS. In other words, the 
charger first delivers a PHηST fraction of PH to raise vB to VHR and then a PHηSS portion to 
raise vB to VMIN [145]. So with 1.8 μF, for example, VMIN, 
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is 1.45 V when ET is 1 μJ and VHR is 1 V. The wake time for a sleep system, tW', can 
therefore be 13 s when PH is 10 μW, ηST is 0.7%, and ηSS is 87%: 
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2.3 Temporary Supply 
One way to accelerate the wakeup process is to supply the charger with a voltage 
above its minimum headroom level VHR with a smaller temporary supply CT [128], 
[143].To achieve this, CT is charged quickly above VHR from a low vH and with ηST. Even 
with a low efficiency, the small size of the capacitor still allows for a fast charging time. 
With CT supplying the charger with a voltage higher VHR, the charger transfers power to 
the main battery CB with the much higher efficiency ηSS and therefore CB charges faster. 
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The temporary supply, CT, however, should only feed the charger until the battery 
reaches VHR because, once CB reaches VHR, the battery can supply the charger. 
The purpose of the voltage supply to the charger is to supply gate-drive and 
quiescent power PC lost in the controller, which is a PHkC portion of the PH drawn. Across 
one switching cycle TSW, CT should therefore store this controller energy EC or PCTSW 
above VHR: 
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Switch and parasitic series resistances, however, consume another PHkR fraction. So of 
the PH – PHkR delivered, CT receives PHkC and CB charges with PH – PHkR – PHkC or PCB. 
Since CT is continuously being discharged to supply PHkC, it must be recharged once it 
falls to VHR. vB in Figure 2.7 therefore charges with PCB to VHR in tB(HR), across which 
time CT recharges N times: 
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Unfortunately, resistive, or Ohmic, losses are higher when using CT because the charger 
passes more power at PH than without CT at PH – PHkC, so ηSS with CT is (PHkC)kR/PH or 
kCkR lower: ηSS – kCkR. 
When first waking with startup efficiency ηST, however, CT should charge just 
high enough above VHR to supply the gate-driver and quiescent losses EC: 
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So when waking, the temporary supply, CT, charges to VT1 with PHηST and the battery, 
CB, first charges to VHR with PCB or PH(ηSS – kCkR) and then to VMIN with PCHG or PHηSS: 
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Following the same example, CT, N, VT1, and wake time tW" can be 71 pF, 1040, 1.8 V, 
and 220 ms when TSW is 100 µs and kC and kR in ηSS are 8% and 5%. 
 
Figure 2.7. Wake simulation with and without temporary supply CT. 
2.4 Design Tradeoffs  
Although modern survival circuits consume very little power, they still discharge 
the battery CB across long harvesting droughts [146]. Super capacitors suffer more 
because they have higher self-discharge rates [24]. Unfortunately, keeping CB charged 
above the minimum headroom level VHR that circuits need to operate across these outages 
requires substantial capacitance, and as a result, volume and wake time, as Figure 2.8 
states. This is why sleep mode saves space, because while asleep, CB can drain. This way, 
CB and wake time can be 1800× and 1880× lower after a 2-hour drought when allowed to 
sleep than when kept in standby. 
The challenge with sleeping is waking with a drained CB and a millivolt source. 
This is because chargers output less than 0.7% of the power drawn when supplied from 
40–500-mV [143]. The problem with this is a long wake period. A smaller temporary 
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battery CT can help because CT charges quicker, and with CT's vT above VHR, the charger 
is more efficient (at 87% [87]) and therefore faster. This way, CT delivers the energy lost 
in the controller. In the example cited, wake time is 59× times shorter with only 0.004% 
more capacitance for CT. 
 
Figure 2.8. Wake design flow chart. 
In practice, startup efficiency ηST determines wake time tW' without CT, steady-
state efficiency ηSS sets the counterpart tW" with CT, and kCkR's reduction in tW" is 
normally insignificant. Wake improvement factor kI with CT therefore reduces to 
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In other words, improvement kI hinges on how much ηSS overwhelms ηST and how little 
VMIN surpasses VHR. Because with lower ηSS, the losses that CT supplies climb, so CB 
receives less power. And with a higher VMIN, CB requires more time to charge. This is 
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why CT reduces wake time (i.e., kI exceeds 1) in Fig. 9 when ηSS/ηST outweighs 
(VMIN/VHR)
2
 and kI is 59× in the example cited, which represents a typical case. 
 
Figure 2.9. Wake-time improvement factor. 
2.5 Summary 
To keep onboard batteries small, microsystems should perform only one task at a time, 
and do so as soon as stored energy is sufficient to sustain a task. This way tasks are 
distributed across time and are performed in between charging periods. The “just 
enough” low-energy task schedule algorithm minimizes the size of the required battery 
by only requiring the battery to store enough charge for one task at any given time. When 
ambient energy vanishes, the system stops receiving input power and is unable to charge 
the battery. Therefore, tasks cannot be scheduled and the system must enter either a 
standby or sleep mode. Designing for a system that goes into standby mode requires that 
the battery hold enough charge during droughts so that the system can continue operation 
when the input power returns. Unfortunately, droughts can be so long that this survival 
battery capacity dominates and dictates the total battery size, leading to larger and costlier 
systems. Alternatively, a system that goes into sleep mode allows the battery to 
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completely drain when input power is not present. By removing the need for extra 
capacity, microsystems that allow sleep reduce battery size by 1800× and wake time by 
1880×. Additionally, by using a temporary supply during wake-up, the initial inefficient 
startup is only applied to a much smaller capacitor, whereas the battery charges with the 
much higher efficiency steady state charger. With only 0.004% additional capacitance for 
a temporary supply, the system can wake 59× faster from a no-charge condition. This 
way, with the low-energy "just-enough" schedule, analytical methods, and design process 
proposed here, smaller energy-harvesting sensor systems can sustain more events more 
frequently and recover from harvesting droughts more quickly.  
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CHAPTER 3 
LOW-VOLTAGE STARTERS IN THE STATE OF THE ART 
Although harvesting energy from the environment can replenish the system battery, the 
power available by these transducers can be intermittent. Light and thermal energy could 
disappear for hours at a time. Power hungry components in the microsystem can drain the 
battery during these energy droughts. When the battery is drained below the system 
headroom voltage, the system loses its supply. Once the energy source returns, the energy 
harvester must draw power from the source to re-create a voltage supply. While 
miniaturized DC energy sources produce tens to hundreds of millivolts, CMOS circuits 
require higher voltages for proper operation. Therefore, a boosting converter is required 
to increase the voltage from the energy source to supply the system and charge the 
battery. However, even these boost converters require a minimum voltage supply to 
operate. Starter circuits in energy harvesters either allow the converter to transfer energy 
with low supplies, albeit with low efficiency, or create a temporary supply for the 
converter while the battery is initially being charged. 
During startup, a supply can be created by directly charging the battery [145], 
[147]-[150] with low efficiency energy transfers. However, because of the relatively 
large energy capacity of the on-board battery, the time required to charge the battery to a 
CMOS-compatible voltage is extensive. During the time in which the battery voltage is 
below the minimum supply of the steady-state power converter, the energy transfer to the 
battery is low due to both the limited power extracted from the power source and the low 
efficiency of the startup process. Once the battery reaches the minimum supply voltage, 
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the harvester extracts higher power levels at high efficiencies [151]. Therefore, for fast 
startup and high overall efficiency, the energy capacity of the battery should be 
minimized, which reduces the power available to microsystem. 
In order to decouple the power requirements of the battery with the startup 
restrictions, the starter can instead charge a smaller capacitor, which serves as a 
temporary supply. Starting up to a smaller capacitor allows for faster startup and creates a 
supply for the maximum power point charger, which means the battery begins high 
efficiency charging even when its voltage is below the minimum required supply. Since 
the startup time is now significantly reduced, the on-board battery can be designed so it is 
large enough to deliver the necessary power to the system without significantly extending 
startup. However, state of the art temporary supplies require an additional switched-
inductor power converter to charge the startup capacitor [128], [152]. Since the inductor 
is typically off-chip, the system size is significantly increased. 
The challenge in creating a supply with a drained battery is that the voltage 
available from the energy source is below the minimum supply voltage of a switched 
inductor boost converter. Therefore, the system requires a low voltage starter that allows 
the harvester to draw energy and charge the battery. State of the art starters consist of 
conventional boost converters operating near sub-threshold, replacing the energizing 
transistor with a mechanical switch, amplifying the input voltage with a transformer, or 
driving a charge pump with an LC or ring oscillator. While the boost converter offers the 
best performance in terms of startup time and efficiency, its minimum input voltage is 
much greater than what a tiny transducer can generate. The transformer starter operates at 
extremely low voltage, but adds large and costly components to the system. Using a 
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mechanical switch relies on vibrations, which may not be available or predictable in the 
system. An LC oscillator also increases the component count and system size, while the 
ring oscillator starter is limited by the variations in the fabrication process. 
3.1 Switched-Inductor Boost Converter 
Because the voltages produced by tiny DC transducers are below the requirements 
of CMOS circuit blocks inside a microsystem, a boosting converter must be used to 
increase the voltage that charges the on-board battery. Boost converters temporarily store 
energy in inductors or capacitors and transfer the energy through switches to achieve a 
higher voltage. Although switched-capacitor charge pumps provide high boost ratios at 
low input voltages, their large number of switches degrades efficiency [153]. Switch 
inductor boost converters require a higher voltage supply to operate, but can transfer 
energy at much higher efficiency for a wide boosting ratio. Additionally, once the 
converter is started, the switched inductor can use its high output voltage to supply its 
own circuits. 
3.1.1 Operation 
The switched inductor in Figure 3.1 transfers energy by first increasing the 
current in inductor LX. When ME turns on, a positive voltage is applied across LX so the 
current in the inductor, iL, begins to climb. Once iL reaches its peak, ME turns off and LX 
continues to conduct into CSW so the switching node, vSW, rises. The inductor current will 
continue to increase as long as a positive voltage is impressed across the inductor. 
However, when vSW surpasses the input voltage, the voltage across LX becomes negative 
and the current begins to fall. When vSW reaches a diode drop, vD, above vB, diode DD 
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turns on and allows current iL to flow into vB. Because diodes only conduct in one 
direction, DD prevents reverse current out of the battery so it is not discharged by the 
converter. Since vOUT is greater than vI, the inductor current continues to decrease as DD 
conducts and energy is transferred into the output. 
 
Figure 3.1. Schematic of switched-inductor boost converter. 
3.1.2 Analysis 
When a positive voltage, vGE, is applied to the gate of transistor ME, vSW is pulled 
to the ground node, during tE in Figure 3.2. Since ME is turned on, a positive voltage 
across LX increases its current, iL, with a slope of  
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 .  (3.1)  
If vGE is sufficiently above the transistor’s threshold voltage, VTH, the voltage across ME 
is close to zero, so vL becomes vI. Conducting for a duration of tE, with an inductor 
voltage vL close to vI, results in an inductor peak current of iL(PK) at the end of the 
energizing phase. At this point, the converter has transferred  
 
2
)PK(LXL iL5.0E    (3.2) 
of energy into the inductor. 
When vGE returns to zero at the end of the energizing phase, the inductor 
continues to conduct current, but the only component that can conduct current during this 
time is CSW. Once ME opens, the inductor first transfers energy to CSW,  
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until vSW reaches a diode voltage above vB, at which point DD begins to conduct. The 
inductor current now begins to flow into the battery and charges vB during the de-
energizing time tD. Once the inductor current is drained, the energy stored in the inductor 
during the energizing phase is transferred to the battery in addition to the charge flowing 
out of vI during tD, so that the total energy transferred to the battery is 
 DI)PK(L
2
)PK(LXB tvi5.0iL5.0E  .   (3.4) 
After the end of the de-energizing phase, the converter waits until the beginning of the 
next charging cycle, with period TSW, to begin energizing the inductor again. 
 
Figure 3.2. Operational waveforms of boost converter. 
3.1.3 Evaluation 
If the system battery is initially discharged, the harvester source is the only 
available voltage to drive ME. However, because tiny transducers produce low voltages, 
the current capability of ME is limited. ME must conduct enough current so that the 
inductor has enough energy to charge CSW to a diode voltage above the target output 
voltage. Increasing the width of ME improves current capability, but also increases CSW 
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producing limited returns. Therefore, the minimum supply of switched-inductor boost 
converters remains close to the threshold voltage of ME [154] and lowering the supply 
requires reductions in the threshold voltage [111]. Unfortunately, reducing the threshold 
voltage of transistors increases their leakage currents, so that the switches cannot be truly 
turned off. Therefore, further reductions of threshold voltages do not lead to reductions in 
minimum supplies. 
Nevertheless, boost converters can charge a battery from input voltages as low as 
0.6V when the input is the only supply available [155], [156]. At steady-state, when the 
output voltage is high enough to be used as a supply, the boost converter can operate with 
input voltages below 20 mV. Furthermore, boost converters can achieve efficiencies as 
high as 83-87% [87], [154] in steady state with output-to-input voltage ratios between 5 
and 50.  Although the initial efficiency of a boost converter is low, it can still charge a 
500 nF battery to 1.2 V in 4.2 ms from a 0.65 V [154] input source while only using a 
single inductor. 
3.2 Motion Activated Switch 
To overcome the threshold voltage limitation of a switched-inductor boost 
converter, the energizing transistor, ME, can be replaced with a mechanical switch. The 
mechanical switch can be a switch-button operated by a person [157]. However, this type 
of system would require costly periodic monitoring and maintenance of each wireless 
microsensor node. If vibrations or other forms of ambient kinetic energy are available to 
the system, a motion-activated micromechanical switch can replace a pushbutton and 
energize the power inductor without direct human interaction [128]. Since these 
vibrations would occur at seemingly random and infrequent time intervals, reliable and 
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timely startup would be difficult to achieve. Nevertheless, mechanical switches do not 
have voltage requirements to turn on, so they enable ultra-low voltage startup. 
3.2.1 Operation 
After a prolonged energy drought, in which the system battery completely 
depletes, the charger in Figure 3.3 cannot operate because vB is not high enough to switch 
ME on and off. When vibrations occur in the system, switch SM in Figure 3.3 is activated 
and closes causing vH to drop across LST and RST.ESR. A positive voltage across the 
inductor causes its current iL to rise while the mechanical switch is closed. However, 
because of the long duration of vibrations, the inductor current will eventually rise to the 
point where the voltage drop across the total series resistance will reach the input voltage 
vH. Since all the voltage will be dropped across the resistors, no voltage will fall across 
the inductor, and the current will stop rising. 
When the vibration causes the mechanical switch to open, the current in the 
inductor will charge the switching node, vSW, until it surpasses a diode voltage above vT, 
which is initially zero. As the diode conducts, the temporary supply, CT, charges with the 
energy stored in the inductor, until the inductor completely depletes into CT. If enough 
energy was transferred to CT, vT will rise above the minimum voltage required to operate 
the controller block and the charger. The system then begins charging the battery, CB, 
from the harvesting source using LX for the switched-inductor charger. 
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Figure 3.3. Schematic of motion-assisted starter. 
3.2.2 Analysis 
When a vibration in the system causes the mechanical switch, SM, to short, a 
positive voltage, beginning at vH, falls across LST and RST.ESR. Initially the current 
through the inductor, iL in Figure 3.4, is zero, so no voltage falls across the resistance but 
instead falls across the inductor. However, since the inductor has a positive voltage, its 
current begins to rise and some of the voltage now falls across the resistance, reducing 
the inductor voltage. The inductor current continues rising, following a negative 
exponential function, with its slope reducing with time. Since the vibration period tVIB is 
much greater than the time constant of LX and RESR, the inductor current will settle to 
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 where RTOT is the sum of RST.ESR and the resistance of SM. The inductor current remains 
at iL(PK), during tVIB in Figure 3.5, until the vibration allows SM to disengage.  During the 
second half-period of the vibration, SM opens and the energy stored in LST charges the 
switching node, vSW.ST, until it surpasses vT by a diode voltage, vD.  
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Figure 3.4. Initial response to mechanical switch closing. 
 
Figure 3.5. Charging of CT after complete vibration cycle. 
When DT turns on, the energy in LST, will transfer to CT with some energy lost to 
DT. The energy lost to DT, 
 D)F(TTDTDDD vVCvQvQE    (3.6) 
is proportional to the charge flowing through the diode, QD, and the voltage dropped 
across it, vD. Since DT and CT are in series, the charge flowing through these components 
are the same, so the charge flowing into DT is proportional to CT and the change in 
voltage during this time, vT(F). The energy transferred to CT is therefore 
 DLD)F(TT
2
)PK(LST
2
)F(TTT EEvvCiL5.0vC5.0E  .  (3.7) 
Since the inductor current has settled to its peak current at vI/RTOT, the energy transferred 
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to CT, and therefore its final voltage, is dependent on the input voltage. Therefore, to 
achieve a required vT(F), the minimum input voltage will be 
  DT(F)2)F(T
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Rv  .  (3.8) 
3.2.3 Evaluation 
Replacing a transistor with a motion activated mechanical switch eliminates the 
threshold voltage requirement of a switched-inductor boost converter. Energizing the 
inductor with a mechanical switch can reduce the minimum input voltage of the converter 
to 35 mV [128], charging a 470 pF temporary supply to 1V. Since only one charging 
event occurs per vibration cycle, charging the battery during startup is not practical 
because of its larger capacity. Therefore, an extra inductor is required to charge the 
smaller temporary supply during startup. Adding an additional inductor that only operates 
during startup is a significant increase in cost and size to the microsystem. 
Furthermore, predictable and reliable startup is difficult to achieve with this 
technology. Since the mechanical switch uses vibrations to transfer energy, the system 
must wait at least half a vibration cycle for the mechanical switch to close and open. 
Typical ambient vibrations are in the 50-300 Hz frequency range [158], which translates 
to a .01-1 s startup time. However, this estimate assumes constant vibrations, particularly 
during energy droughts that may not be available in all applications. In applications 
where vibrations are constant and persistent, harvesting kinetic energy may be a more 
practical solution. Furthermore, if the mechanical switch cannot be turned off during 
steady state, periodic switching of SM pulls current from vH, degrading efficiency and 
input power. 
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3.3 Amplifying Transformer-Based Oscillator 
Another method of bypassing the threshold voltage limitations of conventional 
boost converters is to use a transformer with a large turns ratio. When a voltage is applied 
to one side of the transformer, a voltage appears on the secondary side equal to the 
primary voltage times the turns ratio. Therefore, a theoretical transformer could 
inherently create a boosted version of the input voltage. However, real transformers 
cannot, on their own, boost DC voltages, since this would imply the current on each side 
would increase indefinitely. Switches are required on both sides of the transformer so that 
the voltages across the primary and secondary sides are, on average, zero. Fortunately, 
integrating the transformer into an oscillator performs both tasks of boosting the input 
voltage while ensuring the average terminal voltages are zero [148], [149]. 
3.3.1 Operation 
A transformer can create a large voltage at its output by amplifying its input 
voltage by its windings turns ratio, N. Furthermore, incorporating the transformer into a 
positive feedback loop, as in Figure 4.1, removes the need of a controller, as the feedback 
causes oscillations and periodic energy transfer to the battery [113], [148], [149], [159]. 
Depletion mode transistor, MDEP, is on initially even with zero volts across its gate and 
source. With MDEP on, a positive voltage, vH falls across the primary winding LP so its 
current, iP in Figure 3.6, begins to rise. Because LP and LS are magnetically coupled, the 
current in the secondary side, iS, also begins to rise. As iS rises and is positive, vOSC and 
vG climb, increasing MDEP’s gate drive. However, as vOSC continues to climb, the voltage 
across LS eventually reverses polarity so that iS and iP fall until they too reverse direction. 
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A negative current at iS begins to discharge vOSC and vG until vG becomes negative and 
shuts off MDEP. vOSC becoming negative again reverses iS’s polarity and current begins to 
flow out of the secondary side charging vOSC to the positive direction. Eventually vOSC 
and vG become positive and turns MDEP back on. This completes a full oscillation cycle 
that is continually repeated by the circuit. 
 
Figure 3.6. Schematic of amplifying transformer-based oscillator. 
The oscillation at vOSC is a sinusoid that cannot directly charge a battery, which 
stores a DC, or constant polarity, voltage. Therefore, a rectifying charge pump composed 
of CX, DN and DP is added to the oscillator for charging. When vOSC is negative, DN turns 
on and clamps vX to ground. CX then stores the negative peak at vX until vOSC becomes 
positive. As vOSC climbs, CX adds the voltage stored to it, so when vOSC reaches its 
positive peak, vX reaches twice that amount and charges CB through DP up to that voltage. 
The pre-charge of CX during the negative half cycle and the addition during the positive 
half cycle give the charge pump a gain of two which is in addition to the gain provided by 
the transformer turns ratio. 
3.3.2 Analysis 
The transformer and oscillator create a sinusoid, vOSC in Figure 3.7, with an 
amplitude of the input voltage times the turn ratio, NT. This amplitude must be enough to 
turn MDEP on and off. Since MDEP’s threshold voltage is negative, any positive voltage 
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turns the transistor on. However, vG must go sufficiently negative so that the gate-source 
voltage is below its threshold voltage. Alternatively, a requirement could be imposed on 
MDEP such that the absolute value of its threshold voltage is within the expected 
amplitude of vG. Another requirement for the oscillator is to charge the battery to its 
target voltage. The output of the starter circuit will be a diode voltage, vD, below the 
amplified input voltage, so that the minimum input voltage is 
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Therefore, an increase in turns ratio allows further reduction in input voltage. However, 
larger turns ratio result in physically larger transformers, which impedes integration. 
 
Figure 3.7. Operational waveform of transformer-based oscillator. 
3.3.3 Evaluation 
With its inherent turns ratio gain, a transformer can significantly reduce the 
minimum input voltage of a DC sourced energy harvester. With a turns ratio of 60, a 
minimum input voltage below 40 mV can be achieved [148], [149]. The transformer can 
also be reused in steady state to charge the battery with a more efficient configuration, 
although efficiencies remain close to 40% [149]. Additionally, adding a transformer, 
especially one with a large turns ratio, greatly increases the size of the system. Although 
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some volume can be saved by reusing the transformer, its low conversion efficiency 
when compared to a conventional boost limits its practical applications.  
3.4 Linear LC Oscillator 
An alternative approach to reducing the minimum input voltage of an energy 
harvester is to first boost the voltage used as gate drive for the switches in the boost 
converter. Using a similar technique as the amplifying transformer, an oscillation can be 
created using an inductor and capacitor in the form of an LC tank and regenerating 
amplifier. Then, a simple charge pump can increase the voltage from the amplitude of the 
oscillation. Once a higher voltage is achieved, a simple ring oscillator can provide the 
signal necessary to turn the energizing switch in the boost converter on and off. For faster 
startup, the LC oscillator drives an auxiliary boost converter to quickly charge a 
temporary supply that feeds a controller. Although this system would require more 
components than a transformer based oscillator, the startup circuits do not consume 
significant amounts of power, so they can be designed for a lower volume when 
compared with a transformer. 
3.4.1 Operation 
When vH recovers from an energy drought, the LC oscillator in Figure 3.8 begins 
to transfer energy between the inductors, LP and LN, and capacitor COSC. If vP is higher 
than vN, MN will turn on and pull vN low, turning MP off. Since vN is now low, a positive 
voltage falls across LN, and its current increases, charging COSC. As COSC charges, vN 
begins to rise with respect to vP, until vN surpasses vP, and LN’s current begins to 
decrease. When vN rises past vP, MP turns off and pulls vP low, turning MN off. Like the 
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first half cycle, vP being pulled low creates a positive voltage across LP, which causes its 
current to rise. As its current rises, LP charges COSC until vP surpasses vN and a new 
oscillator cycle begins. 
Because of the circuit’s linear and symmetric operation, the inductors energize 
and de-energize with amplitude of vH. Therefore, the amplitude of vP and vN is also vH. 
Since the input voltage is too low to directly drive a switch in the boost converter, the 
amplitude of these signals must be increased. Feeding vP and vN into a charge pump 
before supplying the boost converter increases its level enough to operate a power 
transistor. After a high voltage is produced by the charge pump, a second oscillator, at the 
converter switching frequency, drives an energizing switch, MSE in Figure 3.8, in the 
auxiliary boost converter. DT provides the de-energizing path that charges CT and creates 
a temporary supply for the main charger composed of LX, MCE and MD. 
 
Figure 3.8. Schematic of linear LC oscillator 
3.4.2 Analysis 
An LC oscillator can operate as long as the gain of its positive feedback loop 
remains above one. In Figure 3.8, the cross coupled pair consisting of MP and MN provide 
the positive feedback to the LC tank since they pull whichever node is lower towards 
ground and provide a high impedance to the higher node, allowing it to go even higher. 
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At equilibrium, when vP equals vN, their equivalent impedance is -1/gm. However, the LC 
tank also adds impedance in parallel to the cross-coupled pair so that the total 
conductance between vP and vN is 
 m
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
 ,  (3.10) 
where LOSC is the series combination of LP and LN and RESR.OSC is the equivalent 
resistance in LP and LN. For positive feedback, the total conductance, GP, must be 
negative. This requires  
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If MN and MP operate in the above threshold region, the minimum supply voltage 
becomes 
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where KN and VTN are the MOSFET transconductance coefficient and threshold voltage 
respectively. 
Even if the input voltage is high enough for the LC oscillator to operate, the 
oscillator does not provide gain to the input. The sinusoidal outputs must still be 
amplified by a charge pump to be used to supply a switched-inductor boost converter. A 
switched-capacitor charge pump boosts voltages by precharging a capacitor, and then 
superimposing an additional voltage as in Figure 3.9. The charge pump capacitor CC is 
initially charged to vI with its bottom plate connected to ground. During the second 
phase, CC’s bottom plate is connected to the input voltage and its top plate is connected to 
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the output. The result is an output voltage equal to the sum of the precharged capacitor 
voltage and the input voltage.  
 
Figure 3.9. Simplified operation of switched-capacitor charge pump. 
Changing the position of the capacitor requires series switches that must be turned 
on and off during each phase as in Figure 3.10. Control of these switches requires at least 
an oscillator and enough gate drive to overcome leakage currents of out-of-phase 
switches. Fortunately, subthreshold currents increase exponentially, so even a small gate 
drive produces a current large enough to overcome leakage. Higher order effects such as 
drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) cause the leakage current of a transistor to 
increase with the voltage across it [160], thereby limiting the minimum input voltage of 
the charge pump to about 100 mV [145], [147]. If the input to the LC oscillator is around 
50 mV, the amplitude of vP and vN are also 50 mV, but their peak-to-peak voltages are 
100 mV, which is enough to drive a charge pump. 
The switches in Figure 3.10 implement the same function as was shown in Figure 
3.9, but indicate how the top and bottom plates are switched between nodes. During the 
first phase, switch S1 connects the top plate to the input voltage and S4 connects the 
bottom plate to ground. While CC pre-charges to the input voltage, S2 and S3 remain open 
and block the output voltage. During the second phase, S1 and S4 open, and S3 connects 
the top plate to the output while S2 connects the bottom plate to the input voltage. The 
speed at which CC pre-charges and discharges into the output is determined by the 
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current drive of the switches, which is determined by the gate drive voltage for MOSFET 
switches. 
 
Figure 3.10. Implementation of voltage doubler with ideal switches. 
Cascaded, low voltage charge pumps, such as the implementation in Figure 3.11, 
operate by adding several stages in series so that the output of each stage becomes the 
input to the next. Each stage pre-charges a flying capacitor, CFLYi, through a diode or 
diode-connected transistor, MDi, while the bottom plate of the capacitor is grounded using 
the signal generated by the LC oscillator. During the next phase, the bottom plate of the 
capacitor is pushed up to the input voltage so that the top plate reaches the pre-charged 
voltage plus the input voltage and becomes the supply for the next stage. Consecutive 
stages operate in opposing phases so that while one is pre-charging, the other is 
discharging into its output. Cascading stages allows for higher output voltages that can 
better drive power switches. Furthermore, using later stages as supplies to drive the 
charge pump switches, MSi, reduces the voltage drops across the diodes, increasing the 
voltage gain of the charge pump. Once the charge pump output voltage reaches the 
minimum supply for the switched-inductor boost converter, the controller enables the 
converter and begins charging the temporary supply. 
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Figure 3.11. Transistor implementation of low voltage charge pump. 
3.4.3 Evaluation 
Creating a sine wave with an LC oscillator and then rectifying and boosting the 
signal through a charge pump can create enough gate drive for a switched inductor power 
converter to operate from a very low voltage. If native, i.e. zero-threshold, devices are 
used in the oscillator, the minimum supply can be as low as 50 mV [152]. With just 50 
mV at its input, this system can charge a 4.7 nF temporary supply to 0.8 V in 15 ms. 
However, the LC oscillator requires two inductors and the charge pump supplies an 
auxiliary converter which requires an inductor in addition to the one used to charge the 
battery. Although inductors can be much smaller than a transformer, this technology 
requires three inductors in addition to the inductor in the battery charger.  
3.5 Ring Oscillator Driven Starter 
A simpler, more compact solution to operating a boost converter at low input 
voltages is to use a digital ring oscillator to create a switching signal that is boosted by a 
switched-capacitor charge pump. The advantage of a ring oscillator over an LC oscillator 
is that no external inductors or capacitors are required. Instead, the ring oscillator is 
composed solely out of CMOS transistors, allowing for a much more compact solution. 
Similar to the LC oscillator approach, the input voltage feeds the oscillator directly, 
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which then drives a charge pump. The charge pump need not rectify the signal since the 
oscillator can be designed to switch near the desired converter switching frequency. 
Because the oscillator is a simple digital circuit, it suffers from the same limitations as 
any other digital gate, mainly reduced gain and speed at lower supplies, and sensitivity to 
mismatches between NMOS and PMOS transistors. Post-processing techniques can 
reduce the sensitivity by adjusting the threshold voltage of the transistors to correct for 
variations in the fabrication, although this extra processing step increases the cost of 
fabrication of the system.  
3.5.1 Operation 
When the input voltage, vH, to the system in Figure 3.12 returns, the ring 
oscillator begins operation by sending a periodic digital signal to the charge pump. The 
four-stage charge pump then increases the amplitude of the digital signal, so that when it 
reaches the gate of MSE, its amplitude is enough to switch MSE fully on and off. With the 
ability to drive MSE, the system can then energize the inductor LX with MSE, and de-
energize into CT through DD. As CT climbs, the body diode of MB conducts and vB 
follows a diode voltage below vT. Once vT surpasses its target voltage, the controller is 
enabled and charging continues using MCE and MD to energize and de-energize the 
inductor. When the controller is enabled, MB is turned on so that vT and vB are shorted. 
Further charging is then shared between CT and CB. 
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Figure 3.12. Schematic of ring oscillator driven starter. 
The ring oscillator in Figure 3.12 consists of cascaded stages of digital CMOS 
inverters. The output of each inverter in the oscillator in Figure 3.13 is connected to the 
input of the following stage, except for the last inverter whose output returns to the input 
of the first inverter. To ensure oscillations, the circuit requires an odd number of inverter 
stages. If the input to the first inverter, vI1, is low, its output, vI2, is high. Similarly, the 
input of every odd-numbered stage in the oscillator would be low and their outputs high. 
Since the oscillator only works for an odd number of total stages, the last stage would 
also have a low input and a high output. However, since the output of the last stage is the 
input to the first, the last stage would cause vI1 to go from low to high. This transition 
would then propagate across the stages until vI1 flips again. This results in the internal 
nodes, vI1 to vI(N) to toggle between vDD and ground with a period equal to twice the total 
propagation delay across all the stages, since the signals must transition from high to low 
and then from low to high to complete one cycle. 
 
Figure 3.13. Schematic of CMOS ring oscillator. 
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3.5.2 Analysis 
The minimum supply of a ring oscillator driven system will be determined by the 
oscillator. Since the oscillator is composed cascaded CMOS inverter stages, it will 
operate correctly as long as each individual inverter has enough voltage headroom. By 
operating in the subthreshold regime, the supply voltage of an inverter can be below the 
transistor threshold voltage. Since the transistors operate in weak inversion, their drain 
current follows an exponential relationship with respect to input voltage, beginning at its 
leakage current, 
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and increases with gate voltage: 
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The leakage current IOFF is a function of mobility (µn), oxide capacitance (COX), thermal 
voltage (, transistor width (W), length (L), threshold voltage (VTH), and capacitive-
divider coefficient (κn). Drain current, ID, increases with gate-source (vGS) and drain-
source (vDS) voltages. 
For digital gates, signal amplification or restoration occurs when the gain across 
the circuit is greater than one. As a signal is passed through cascaded gates, the signal is 
amplified by each gate according to their gain. If the gain is less than one, the signal will 
be attenuated and possibly lost. Therefore, the supply voltage must be enough so that gain 
of each stage remains above one.  For each stage in the ring oscillator, the inverter in 
Figure 3.14 has gain 
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where gmn and gmp are the transconductances for MN and MP respectively and gdsn and gdsp 
are the output conductances of MN and MP respectively. 
 
Figure 3.14. Schematic of CMOS inverter circuit. 
The transconductance of a transistor is defined as the change in output current for 
a given change in input voltage, which for an NMOS in the subthreshold region is given 
by 
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The transconductance of a PMOS transistor is given by (3.16), substituting the 
appropriate subscripts to reflect PMOS parameters. Similarly, the output conductance  
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expresses the change in output current with respect to output voltage. Substituting (3.16) 
and (3.17) into (3.15) and setting VIN and VO to half of the supply voltage (where the gain 
is maximum) produces the gain of the inverter: 
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Reducing the supply voltage increases the output conductance of both transistors, which 
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causes an overall decrease in gain. Figure 3.15 plots the simulated transfer function of an 
inverter for various values of supply voltage, vDD, with the axes normalized to the supply 
voltage. Setting the gain from Equation (3.18) equal to one and solving for vDD, reveals a 
minimum supply voltage of 
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For an ideal MOSFET, where κ is one, vDD(MIN) is 1.4, or about 36 mV at room 
temperature [129], [130]. However, this value does not consider process variations, 
specifically asymmetry between the NMOS and PMOS transistors. Any asymmetry 
moves the inverter away from the assumed maximum-gain bias point of half the supply 
voltage, essentially shifting the plots in Figure 3.15 to the left or the right so that the high 
gain region occurs outside of the maximum voltage, vDD. Assuming a standard deviation 
of the threshold voltage of 32 mV for each type of transistor, the minimum supply 
increases to 250 mV [129]-[133]. For voltages lower than 250 mV, there is no guarantee 
that the inverter will produce gain greater than one. 
 
Figure 3.15. Transfer function of inverter for various supply voltages normalized to 
VDD. 
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Since assymetries in inverters due to statistical variations in fabricaton processed 
dictate the minimum supply voltage of a ring oscillator, reducing or eliminating the 
asymmetry would allow for lower voltage operation. However, creating more predictable 
or less varying fabrication processes is impractical since no process is completely 
repeatable. Fortunately, after the circuit is fabricated, the threshold voltages of the 
transistors can be altered to make the inverters more symmetric. By applying a high 
voltage, vPROG in Figure 3.16, to the body of the PMOS in the inverter, positive charges 
are injected into the oxide of MP [147]. These injected charges remain trapped in the gate 
oxide and permanently increase the threshold voltage. 
 
Figure 3.16. Threshold voltage programming of ring oscillator inverter. 
By increasing the PMOS threshold voltage until the PMOS drive matches the 
NMOS drive, the asymmetries can be minimized so that the minimum input voltage is 
reduced. If a triple-well process is used, where the body of the NMOS transistors need 
not be the chip substrate, the NMOS threshold voltage can also be altered. If an 
additional well is not available, the PMOS must be designed to be systematically stronger 
than the NMOS, so that the programming reduces the PMOS strength to match the 
NMOS. In steady state operation, the body of the PMOS should be connected to the 
supply voltage, and the body of the NMOS should be connected to ground. Finally, since 
the input voltage is reduced, the signal that drives the charge pump is reduced, so more 
stages are required inside the charge pump. In addition to requiring a higher voltage ratio, 
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since the driving signal in the charge pump is lower, switches do not completely turn on 
and off, and significant voltage is dropped across the switches. Therefore, the threshold-
adjusted system in Figure 3.17 requires a thirty-stage charge pump even though the gain 
across it is less than thirty [145]. 
 
Figure 3.17. Schematic of threshold adjusted ring oscillator driven starter. 
3.5.3 Evaluation 
Ring oscillators operating at low supply voltages can drive switched-capacitor 
charge pumps to boost input voltages. Since the oscillator consists of a chain of inverters, 
the minimum operating supply voltage is the same for an inverter. Considering process 
variations, the minimum supply of a ring oscillator is limited to 200-300 mV [129]-[133]. 
Post fabrication threshold tuning can be applied to each inverter in the oscillator to 
compensate for die-to-die process variations, reducing the supply voltage to 80-95 mV 
[145], [147]. However, post fabrication tuning can be expensive, since it adds testing 
time to each integrated circuit. With each IC requiring around 60 minutes for a 34% 
decrease in supply voltage, a significant cost is added to the system with limited benefits. 
Additionally, since the second stage of the system, a charge pump, operates in the 
subthreshold region, the current drive capability is small, so charging is inefficient and 
slow. Once a supply voltage is created, however, the system can supply a switched-
inductor boost converter, which can charge the battery more efficiently. 
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3.6 Comparison 
Low voltage starters in the state of the art aim to reduce the minimum input 
voltage of energy harvesting boost converters. While switched-inductor boost converters 
are limited by the threshold voltage its power switches, once a high supply is available, 
they provide the highest efficiency and integration of all technologies. Replacing a power 
switch in the converter with a mechanical switch removes the threshold voltage 
limitation, but adds a requirement that a human physically presses a button to reset the 
system. Alternatively, a motion-activated microelectromechanical (MEMS) switch can be 
used to make the system completely autonomous from human interaction. However, the 
MEMS switch requires vibrations to occur periodically and consistently after an energy 
drought, which is not practical in many applications. An amplifying transformer 
inherently boosts the input voltage by its turns ratio, so it produces one of the lowest 
startup voltage. However, adding a bulky transformer is contrary to the goal of 
minimizing system size for ubiquity. An LC oscillator starter also operates from low 
voltages, but requires three additional off-chip inductors that are used during startup only. 
Finally, a charge-pumped ring oscillator driving a boost converter is limited by process 
variations, so reducing the minimum supply requires costly post-fabrication tuning.  
Table 3.1 quantifies the comparison among the state of the art starter circuits. As 
expected, a conventional boost converter requires the highest input voltage, but charges 
its output capacitor with the highest equivalent current, IEQ. The equivalent current, IEQ, is 
defined here as the average current required from each technology to charge its output 
capacitor, CT to its target voltage, vTAR within startup time, tST. Technologies that allow 
for an ultra-low input voltage, i.e. transformer, MEMS switch, and LC oscillator, require 
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bulky and costly extra components and, in the case of the MEMS switch, an external 
force in the form of vibrations. Of these, the transformer offers the highest IEQ, but its 
expected size is also the largest of the technologies. Although threshold tuned ring 
oscillators can operate as low as 80 mV, its extensive and expensive post-processing 
adjustment makes the system impractical, and with an IEQ of only 8 nA is also the slowest 
technology. Finally, the most compact solution, the natural ring oscillator, is limited to 
330 mV and although the output capacitor, CT is not reported, IEQ is expected to be low 
since the charge pump in the system operates in the subthreshold region, which means its 
current capability will be low. 
Table 3.1. Comparison of low-voltage starters in the state of the art. 
 ` Boost 
Converter X-Former 
MEMS 
Switch LC Osc. 
Ring Oscillator 
 
Tuned Natural 
[154] [149] [128] [152] [145] [150] 
VH(MIN) 0.65 40 mV 35 mV 50 mV 80 mV 330 mV 
CT 500 nF 10 nF 470 pF 4.7 nF 30 pF – 
VTAR 1.2 V 1.2 V 1 V 0.8 V 1.3 V 1.8 V 
tST 4.2 ms 4.9 ms 3 ms 15 ms 4.8 ms 1.2 s 
IEQ 143 μA 2.45 μA 157 nA 251 nA 8 nA  – 
Magnetics 4.7 µH 
1:60 
X-Former 
22 µH 2 µH 
6.8 µH – 
22 µH 2 µH 
MEMS 100 µH 
Switch 27 µH 
Volume 
**
4 mm
3
 175 mm
3
 150 mm
3
 
**
16 mm
3
 
**
4 mm
3
 4 mm
3
 
Technology 0.35 µm 0.13 µm 0.35 µm 65 nm 65 nm – 
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3.7 Summary 
Starter circuits in the state of the art are able to wake microsystems from voltages 
as low as 35 mV. However, to achieve such low voltages, bulky components, such as a 
transformer, or relying on external vibrations are required. In wireless microsystems, 
system size is of critical importance and adding large components for startup is 
impractical. Relying on vibrations is risky, since many applications will not have 
dependable or periodic sources of kinetic energy, and those that do, might be better 
served harvesting kinetic energy instead. Reductions on the minimum supply can also be 
made by using post processing adjustments, but these are time consuming and expensive. 
Furthermore, startup, as achieved by the state of the art, is either slow, because they aim 
to charge the battery directly with an inefficient converter, or large since they charge a 
smaller temporary supply with an additional boost converter. Therefore, an ideal startup 
circuit adds no external components to the system, charges a temporary supply for fast 
wake, and only uses components found in modern CMOS processes.   
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CHAPTER 4 
NONLINEAR LC-OSCILLATING CMOS STARTER 
State of the art starters operating from low input voltages increase the system cost by 
adding large off-chip components or requiring post-fabrication tuning. The proposed low-
voltage starter re-uses the inductor of the battery charger to charge a startup capacitor that 
acts as a temporary supply while the battery is discharged. Minimizing extra components 
used for startup reduces the impact of the circuit on the system while the use of a 
temporary supply allows for fast and efficient charging of the battery.  Charging the high 
energy-density battery from no-charge conditions without a temporary supply becomes 
impractical in an energy harvesting system, since the starter draws only a fraction of the 
power available to the harvester. Instead, charging a smaller, temporary supply provides 
the voltage necessary for high efficiency energy transfer quickly.  Using a temporary 
supply allows the energy harvester to charge the battery from no-charge conditions in the 
minimum amount of time. 
4.1 Operation 
The proposed system in Figure 4.1 starts from the low voltage available in vH and charges 
CT to be used as a temporary supply for the controller. Using the voltage and power 
available from vT, the controller drives switches SB and SE to charge the system battery 
CB. During steady state or battery charging mode, the controller turns off the starter 
through vOFF and monitors vT to ensure that the minimum voltage requirement is 
maintained. While the controller block is not operational during startup, SE and SB must 
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be turned off so that the battery does not steal energy from CT. Therefore, the controller 
ensures that the gate drive signals keep the switches off until the supply is ready. Using 
NMOS transistors allows the switches to be turned off with zero volts. However, an 
NMOS implementation for SB requires a boosted gate drive when charging the battery, 
since its gate must be at least a threshold voltage above the battery. PMOS transistors do 
not require a higher voltage to be turned on, but applying zero volts to its gate will cause 
the switch to turn on during startup. 
 
Figure 4.1. Proposed harvester system with starter and temporary supply. 
The starter in Figure 4.2 re-uses the battery charging inductor LX to oscillate and 
rectify energy from the input voltage, vH, to charge CT when no voltage is initially 
available at vT or vB. Transistor MSEN is used to ground vSW to create a positive voltage 
across LX. The higher the inductor voltage, vL, the higher the inductor’s current, iL, will 
reach. The maximum voltage that can be applied across LX is vH and can only occur when 
vSW is zero. However, MSEN’s resistance will limit how low vSW can go. Therefore, MSEN 
must have a low on-resistance to maximize the current and energy that can be stored in 
the inductor. To that end, MSEN’s gate is connected to the maximum available voltage 
before startup, vH, and a low threshold voltage transistor is used. Other transistors in the 
circuits can have low threshold voltages, but reducing their thresholds will have a smaller 
effect on the starter’s overall performance. 
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The role of MPD and MPO is to rectify the oscillating node vSW. When vSW rises 
above vT, MPD and MPO turn on and conduct current into vT to charge CT. MPLDY, RDLY, 
RG, and MNR create the positive feedback necessary to sustain oscillations. Since MNR’s 
gate, vDLY is derived from vSW, which is initially low, SPoR must initialize the circuit so 
that vE is initially zero and MSEN is on. SPoR is only needed during the first cycle, since 
once the starter begins oscillations, MNR functionally replaces SPoR. Once enough 
oscillations have charged CT so that vT passes its target, the controller turns off the starter 
by applying the vOFF signal to MOFF’s gate, preventing MNR from turning on. Once the 
starter is on, SE and SB form a high efficiency boost converter that can charge CB from 
vH. 
 
Figure 4.2. Schematic of harvester system. 
4.1.1 Starter 
The starter circuit begins operation when the power-on-reset switch in Figure 4.3a is 
closed to reset CE. With vE at zero volts, MSEN’s vGS voltage becomes vH, which, if above 
its threshold voltage, is enough to turn the transistor on. Once MSEN is on, it pulls vSW 
towards ground which creates a positive voltage across LX. The positive voltage causes iL 
to rise and consequently, the inductor current charges CE until vE reaches vE(PK) in Figure 
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4.4, around 0.13 µs. vE(PK) corresponds to the voltage at vE, at which the starter can no 
longer energize LX. Specifically, as vE rises, MSEN’s gate-source voltage reduces, until 
MSEN can no longer conduct iL, which occurs when vE reaches vE(PK). Since MSEN’s gate 
voltage is vH, vE(PK) is around a threshold voltage below vH. When vE reaches its peak, iL 
stops increasing and reaches iLPK(0), in Figure 4.4. 
 
Figure 4.3. Operation of switched-inductor starter circuit throughout the (a) 
energizing phase, (b) de-energizing phase, and (c) reset phase. 
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Once vE reaches a threshold voltage below vH, MSEN turns off so it cannot conduct 
iL. The inductor current instead begins charging the parasitic capacitance in node vSW. As 
the capacitance charges, vSW rises above vH, creating a negative voltage across the 
inductor. With a negative voltage, the inductor’s current begins to decrease just after 
reaching its peak, iL(PK0) in Figure 4.4. As vSW continues to rise, transistors MPD and MPO 
in Figure 4.3b begin to turn on. Since MPO’s gate is connected to ground, it requires its 
gate voltage to rise a threshold voltage, VTP, above ground to turn on. MPD’s gate is 
connected to its drain, which means it requires its source, vSW, to climb above its drain by 
another threshold voltage. By requiring MPD’s source voltage to climb above vT, current 
is only allowed to flow into CT, thus preventing reverse discharge. In all, vSW needs to 
rise above 2VTP, with respect to ground, during the first cycle before MPD and MPO turn 
on. In later cycles, when vT is above a VTP, MPO’s source voltage will automatically be at 
least a threshold voltage above its gate, so vSW need only rise a VTP (from MPD) above vT 
to turn on MPD and MPO. Once the transistors begin conducting, energy from LX is 
transferred to CT and vT rises.  
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Figure 4.4. Operational waveforms of starter circuit. 
While MPD and MPO conduct, vSW is at least a threshold voltage above vT. Since 
MPDLY’s gate voltage is vT and its source voltage is vSW, its gate-source voltage is above 
its threshold voltage, so it also conducts. MPDLY begins to charge vDLY through RDLY as 
shown in Figure 4.3c. As vDLY rises, MNR turns on and discharges CE, bringing vE and 
vSW low so that MSEN turns on again beginning another energizing event. Since vDLY is 
charged through RDLY and CDLY adds capacitance to the node, vDLY only charges after a 
time delay. This delay allows some of the inductor energy to transfer to CT before CE is 
reset. While CE is being discharged, and then while LX energizes, RG partially discharges 
vDLY so that MNR turns off and allows LX to charge CE. 
As oscillations continue, CT charges and vT rises. However, as vT continues to 
increase, the inductor current falls faster during de-energizing since the voltage across it 
becomes larger. On the other hand, the energizing events change very little since the 
positive voltage applied across the inductor is, at maximum, vH, which does not change 
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during startup. Eventually, the inductor loses more energy to CSW, during the de-
energizing phase than what it gains during the energizing phase. After this point, CT no 
longer receives energy, so vT remains at VT(F). Since MPD and MPO no longer turn on, 
MPDLY1 and MPDLY2 also remain off so that vE is no longer reset and oscillations stop. 
4.1.2 Battery Charger 
Once vT reaches the controller’s minimum supply voltage requirement, the system can 
deactivate the starter by turning MOFF on. By shorting vOFF to ground, further oscillations 
are stopped since MNR can no longer turn on to reset CE. With the starter off, the 
controller in Figure 4.5 can control SE and SB to transfer energy from vH to vB. By turning 
on SE, a positive voltage, vH, is applied across LX so that the inductor current increases 
until it reaches iL(PK). Because the gate drive to SE is much higher than MSEN’s gate drive 
during startup, the inductor can energize to a higher current more efficiently.  
After iL reaches its peak, SE is turned off, and LX charges vSW’s parasitic 
capacitance until vSW surpasses vB and SB is turned on. With SB on, the inductor de-
energizes into vB and charges CB. Since the controller and gate drivers of SE and SB draw 
current from its supply, vT, CT discharges as the charger operates. Therefore, when vT is 
discharged below a threshold, around 1 V in Figure 4.6, the controller sends an energy 
packet during tCH.T to CT by energizing through SE, but de-energizing through MPD and 
MPO by not engaging SB. This keeps vT high enough to continually operate the controller 
and battery charger. Once vT reaches its threshold requirement, battery charging resumes 
during tCH.BAT in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.5. Operation of switched-inductor battery charger. 
 
Figure 4.6. Simluated steady-state waveforms of the harvester. 
4.2 Integrated Circuit Design 
Since decreasing the size of microsystems increases their application space, it is of 
critical importance that component of the microsystem is miniaturized and integrated. 
Since discrete components are much larger than integrated devices, the proposed 
oscillating starter was designed in a 180-nm CMOS process to ensure an overall small 
system size. The key design goal for the starter is ensuring oscillations, while maintaining 
a low minimum input voltage. The minimum input voltage must also take into account 
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that vT must charge to its target voltage, which is high enough to supply a system 
controller. The power switches, SE and SB in Figure 4.5, were also designed in the design 
in the CMOS process. When enabled, the switches must be able to transfer power to the 
battery, CB, efficiently. Both the starter and battery charger must be designed with the 
constraint that all off-chip components, including the inductor and the battery itself, must 
maintain a small form factor, to not significantly increase the system size. 
4.2.1 Starter 
The starter begins oscillating cycles with LX being energized through MSEN. In order for 
MSEN to conduct, its gate-source voltage must be above its threshold voltage. During the 
energizing phase, its gate is at vH and its source, vE, is approximately zero, so MSEN’s 
threshold voltage must be below vH. To drive current into CT, the inductor current iL must 
surpass MSEN’s drain current. This means vE must rise enough so that MSEN’s gate drive 
reduces to the point where it can no longer sustain LX’s current. This occurs when vE 
rises to vH–VTN. The period between when vE is at its minimum until it rises enough to 
close MSEN is determined by how long it takes for CE and CSW to charge through LX, 
which can be approximated as a quarter period of an LC tank. A quarter LC period 
corresponds to the time it takes for the energy in the inductor to transfer to the capacitor, 
so that energizing time is approximately 
  SWEX
LC
E CCL
4
2
4
t
t 

 .  (4.1) 
During the energizing phase, the inductor receives energy from the harvesting 
source, but loses energy to CE, MSEN, switching node capacitance CSW. The inductor 
charges CE to vE(PK) to complete the energizing phase, and, in doing so, loses 
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Furthermore, after the energizing phase is complete, CSW must be charged to |2VTP| so 
that the reset phase can begin, so the energy in CSW, ESW(E), is 
  2TPSWSW(E) V2C5.0E    (4.3) 
to CSW. Since MSEN has resistance RDS(SEN), conducting iL’s current during the energizing 
phase loses 
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So, for LX to have energy at the end of the energizing phase and at the beginning of the 
reset phase, the input source must supply the inductor with EH(E), more energy than CSW, 
CE, and MSEN consume, requiring 
 SEN(E)E(E)SW(E)H(E) EEEE  . (4.5) 
Finally, a total charge of qH is supplied by vH to charge CE and CSW to their 
respective voltages. Since the charge delivered to a capacitor is equal to its capacitance 
times the difference between initial and final voltages, the charge extracted from vH can 
be calculated by finding the charge delivered to the capacitors. The energy required to 
provide this charge, 
   HEETPSWHHH(E) vvCV2CvqE  ,  (4.6) 
must be supplied by vH. Therefore, vH must be high enough for EH(E) to not only charge 
CSW and CE but also supply what MSEN consumes. This is why MPD and MPO are small, to 
keep CSW and its uncollectable energy small. 
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For oscillations to persist, MNR's gate voltage vDLY must rise high enough after 
each energizing period tE to reset MNR and start another energizing event. Additionally, 
vDLY must reach its target (MNR’s threshold voltage) before LX exhausts its energy. Once 
LX exhausts its energy, it would start discharging CSW and CDLY would stop charging 
before MNR can reset. In other words, vDLY's delay, tDLY, must be shorter than LX's 
exhaust time tEX when drained across vH and vSW: 
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For this, LX first charges CSW from vE(PK) to the greater of 2VTP above ground or 
VTP above vT. Once vSW is high enough to turn on MPD and MPO, MPDLY1 and MPDLY2 also 
turn on and begin charging vDLY. LX, then charges CDLY via RDLY with some current 
flowing instead into RG. Because RG steals part of the current that would otherwise 
charge CDLY, vDLY does not reach all the way to vSW. vDLY therefore reaches 90% of the 
voltage-divided fraction of vSW that RDLY and RG set after roughly 2.3 RC time constants 
tRC: 
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MPDLY1 and MPDLY2's series resistance is designed to be much lower than RDLY, so that the 
resistance that determines the final time constant, tRC, is RDLY in parallel with RG. 
Therefore, CDLY charges with time constant: 
 
DLYGDLYRCDLY C)R||R(3.2t3.2t    (4.9) 
Since MNR resets the system before vDLY can reach 100% of vSW's voltage-divided 
fraction, tDLY is about 2.3tRC. 
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When the system first starts and CT is discharged, CSW must charge from zero to 
MPD and MPO's two source–gate voltages 2vSGP. LX therefore drains with a voltage, 2vSGP 
– vH. vDLY, which charges from vSW, must then rise above MNR's threshold voltage VTN0 
for MNR to turn on and reset CE. This means, the voltage-divided fraction that RDLY and 
RG set from vSW's 2vSGP must be greater than VTN0: 
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and vDLY must rise above VTN0 across tDLY before LX depletes during tEX when drained 
with 2vSGP – vH. 
Once MNR engages, vE and vSW are pulled low, so that vDLY stops charging. With 
RG drawing current from CDLY, vDLY begins to discharge. MNR should then reset MSEN 
across tRES before RG discharges CDLY across tDIS: 
   DIS)NR(DS)SEN(DSSRES tR||RC3.2t    (4.11) 
where RDS(SEN) and RDS(NR) are MSEN and MNR's resistances and tRES is roughly 2.3 time 
constants of CE, RSEN, and RNR. RG should then drain CDLY before the energizing event 
ends. So about 2.3 time constants of RG and CDLY must elapse before tE: 
 
EDLYGDIS tCR3.2t  .  (4.12) 
4.2.2 Battery Charger 
Since the power available to energy harvesters from ambient sources is small, power 
conversion, from the input to the battery, must have high efficiency in order to provide 
the maximum power possible to the load. Switched-inductors provide high conversion 
efficiency across a wide input to output ratio, but they require an established supply to 
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operate correctly and efficiently. Therefore, after the starter has charged the temporary 
supply, the system controller can turn it off, and the switched inductor in Figure 4.7 can 
begin charging the battery.  
When the system is ready to charge the battery, MB1, through vGP, is turned on, 
and remains on as long as battery charging continues. Energizing switch, ME, controlled 
by vGN, begins the charging cycle by pulling the switching node, vSW, to ground, which 
increases the current in the inductor. When ME is turned off, the inductor current charges 
the parasitic capacitance at vSW, causing vSW to rise. Once vSW rises past MB2’s gate-
source voltage above vB, MB2 turns on and begins draining the inductor into the battery. 
Because MB2’s gate is tied to its drain, it acts as a diode and only conducts as long as the 
inductor current is positive. As the inductor current reduces, it eventually reaches zero, 
and MB2 turns off, marking the end of one charging cycle. 
 
Figure 4.7. Schematic of battery charger. 
In order to maximize the converter efficiency, the dominant losses must be 
identified and minimized. When the inductor energizes, its current, iL, flows through 
RL.ESR and ME’s on-resistance, RDS(E), each causing conduction losses. During the de-
energizing phase, the inductor current flows through MB1 and MB2 with conduction losses 
coming from RL.ESR, MB1’s on-resistance, RDS(B) and MB2’s gate-source voltage, vSG(B2). 
Furthermore, when transistors are turned on, their gate capacitance is charged to the 
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system’s supply voltage. These gate-drive losses are due to the fact that charge is drawn 
from the supply voltage each switching cycle. 
During the energizing phase, ME turns on and conducts iL, which begins at zero 
and climbs linearly with a slop of vE/LX, where vE is the voltage across the inductor 
during this phase. ME, which is designed for low loss, has a small drain-to-source 
voltage, so it resides in the triode region and can be modeled as a resistor with resistance 
RDS(E). The inductor’s equivalent series resistance (ESR), RL.ESR also causes energy losses 
when the inductor is conducting. Therefore, when the inductor current linearly increases 
to iL(PK) in tE.B with period TSW, the conduction power loss is:  
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Additionally, the energy required to turn on ME is equal to the voltage applied to its gate, 
VG, times the total charge delivered to its parasitic gate capacitance. Since this energy is 
lost every switching cycle, the gate drive power losses due to ME is 
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Since the gate drive losses increase with ME’s width, WE, a smaller switch would 
consume less gate drive losses. However, ME’s conduction loss, PC(E), increases with its 
drain resistance RDS(E), which is inversely proportional to WE. Therefore, while a smaller 
WE reduces gate drive losses, it would also increase conduction losses. Minimizing the 
total losses including gate drive and conduction loss produces the optimal value of WE. 
Since increasing the transistor length increases both gate drive and conduction losses, the 
minimum length allowed by the semiconductor fabrication process should be used for 
maximum efficiency. 
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When the inductor is draining into the output capacitor, CB, current conducts 
through MB1 and MB2. Since MB1’s gate is connected to ground, its gate-source voltage is 
large enough to maintain the transistor in the triode region, so it acts as a resistor with 
resistance RDS(D). The combination of the losses from MB1 and the inductor’s ESR are 
derived exactly as the conduction losses during the energizing phase, replacing the 
appropriate resistances and the energizing time, tE.B with the de-energizing time, tD.B: 
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However, this does not include the loss incurred by MB2, whose gate is connected to its 
drain. Since its gate-to-source voltage is equal to its drain-to-source voltage, MB2 operates 
in the saturation region and cannot be modeled as a simple resistor. Instead, the drain 
current, iD, of a transistor in the saturation region increases quadratically with source-gate 
voltage, vSG. Since the drain current of MB2 is known (the inductor current), its source-
drain voltage (equal to its source-gate voltage) can be found by solving MB2’s quadratic 
drain current equation for vSG: 
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Since MB2’s source-drain voltage is not constant with current, it cannot be 
modeled as an ideal diode. Its drain-source voltage is not linearly dependent on current, 
so it cannot be modeled as a resistor either. Therefore, the power lost must be calculated 
as the average of the product between the drain-source voltage and the drain current. To 
simplify the calculation, the average is only taken during the de-energizing time, tD, 
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which is when MB2 conducts, and then extended across the switching period so that the 
conduction loss in MB2 becomes 
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Therefore, the total conduction loss during the de-energizing phase, PC(D), includes the 
ohmic losses in RL.ESR and MB1’s RDS(B1) as well as MB2’s conduction loss: 
 )2MB(C)L(C)1MB(C)D(C PPPP  . (4.18)  
Since MB1 remains on after startup, it does not incur any gate drive losses after the 
initial switching. Additionally, MB2 is turned on by the inductor charging the switching 
node parasitic capacitance, CSW, which does not incur additional losses. However, after 
the inductor drains its current into the output, vSW remains at the output voltage, meaning 
CSW holds charge around vB. This imposes a negative voltage across LX, even if its 
current has reached zero. A negative voltage causes the inductor to begin conducting 
current in the negative direction until CSW has been discharged below vH and a positive 
voltage causes the inductor current to begin to rise and ultimately charge CSW again.  
The oscillation between LX and CSW, known as ringing, continues until the 
parasitic resistance RL.ESR consumes the original energy that CSW held, 
 
2
BSW)R(CSW VCE  .  (4.19) 
Since a wider MB2 adds parasitic capacitance to CSW, MB2 must be sized to minimize the 
total loss including its conduction loss and ECSW(R). Additional stray capacitance on the 
chip and printed circuit board (PCB) contribute to CSW, so these should be minimized to 
improve efficiency. 
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4.3 Low-voltage Starter Prototype 
A prototype of the proposed starter was created using a 180-nm CMOS process and a 2-
layer, FR4 printed circuit board. The goal of the prototype was to validate the design and 
simulations of the proposed starter circuit in the context of an energy harvester. Since the 
main purpose was to test the starter circuit, the system controller was implemented off-
chip and on the printed circuit board. Additional test circuits on the board were also used 
to measure the operation and performance of the starter, and to some extent, the 
harvesting system. However, off-chip components that would be required in a final 
system, such as the inductor, input capacitance and battery, were selected to provide 
maximum performance while only occupying the practical size expected in wireless 
microsystems. 
4.3.1 Harvesting System 
The proposed harvester circuit in Figure 4.8 was developed, designed and fabricated in a 
Texas Instruments 180-nm CMOS process. The 600 × 250-μm
2
 CMOS die in Figure 4.8b 
integrates the oscillating starter in Figure 4.9, the startup capacitor CT, and the power 
transistors ME and MB1–MB2. The printed circuit board (PCB) in Figure 4.8c embeds the 
fabricated microchip, the 100-μH inductor LX, the controller, the 100-nF battery CB in, 
and test circuits used to evaluate the system. Operationally, the starter charges CT until CT 
stores enough energy for the controller to operate ME and MB1. Afterwards, ME energizes 
LX from the harvesting source vH and MB1–MB2 drains LX into CB in alternating cycles. 
The purpose of the diode-connected transistor MB2 is to block reverse battery current that 
would otherwise drain CB. Here, the power converter that ME, MB1, MB2, and the 
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controller realize is for test purposes only, to show how the starter affects the dc-sourced 
harvester it supports. 
 
 
Figure 4.8. Prototype harvesting (a) system, (b) die and (c) printed circuit board. 
 
Figure 4.9. Schematic of prototyped starter circuit and harvester. 
A simple controller for the power converter was implemented on the printed 
circuit board (PCB). Its main purpose was to facilitate the transition between startup and 
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steady-state battery charging. To this end, an external voltage reference, VREF, an external 
oscillating square wave, vOSC, and the starter’s output voltage, vT, were fed into the 
controller shown in Figure 4.10. An external reset signal, vRST, was used to ensure proper 
initialization of the controller. Before any measurements are taken, vRST should be held 
high until the system is ready to be tested, at which point vRST is brought low. The 
controller, then, generates the starter disabling signal, vOFF, ME’s gate-controlling signal, 
vGN, and MB1’s gate-controlling signal, vGP. Note that vGP in Figure 4.8a is not inverted, 
therefore the PCB controller outputs a high voltage when MB1should be off, and a low 
voltage when MB1should be on. Since MB1 is off during startup, a high signal must be 
applied to MB1’s gate, even though a supply voltage is not available. Since the goal of this 
prototype is to test the starter circuit and its effect on the system during the battery 
charging phase, this issue was not addressed in this design cycle. Instead, a test supply, 
which was always on, was used for the controller.  
 
Figure 4.10. Schematic of off-chip experimental controller. 
By comparing vT and VREF through comparator CPT, and then latching this signal 
through S-R latch SR1, the controller indicates that the starter should turn off, by applying 
a high voltage to vOFF, once vT surpasses VREF as shown in Figure 4.11. When vOFF goes 
from low to high, the positive edge detector, EDP, sends a short pulse, setting the output 
of S-R latch SR2 high.  Since both inputs to the NOR gate at this point are high, the “D” 
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input to DFF1 remains low. Since vOFF is now high, once vOSC arrives, the AND gate 
allows vOSC to propagate across it, generating vGN. In other words, ME’s gate is simply 
vOSC when vOFF is high, and always low when vOFF is low. VGN also becomes the “CLK” 
signal to DFF1. When vGN goes high for the first time, the “D” input to DFF1 is low, so 
vGP remains high, and MB1 off. Therefore, LX is energized through ME, but with MB1 off, 
the inductor current drains into CT through MPD and MPO, charging vT one more time. 
This is why vT rises just after the first falling edge of vGN in Figure 4.11. This guarantees 
that the losses incurred to vT due to the controller and gate drivers do not discharge CT 
below its minimum threshold.  
 
Figure 4.11. Operational waveforms of PCB controller. 
When vOSC goes low, the negative edge detector EDN, resets SR2 so that its “Q” 
output remains low throughout operation. Therefore, DFF1’s “D” input would then be 
controlled solely by the output of CPT. While vT remains above VREF, vGP is kept low, so 
that energy packets are delivered to the battery, CB. Since losses incurred by the 
controller and gate drivers cause vT to fall, it must be periodically refreshed and 
recharged. When vT falls below VREF, DFF1’s output changes state and pulls vGP high, 
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turning off MB1 and directing energy packets to vT, until CT charges past VREF. Since vT 
can fall below VREF at any point during operation, it must wait until the next vGN cycle to 
receive energy. This is why vT in Figure 4.11 continues falling below VREF until the next 
vGN falling edge. To prevent vT from falling below VT(MIN), the lowest vT could fall before 
the system ceases to operate correctly, VREF must be chosen so that VT does not fall from 
VREF to VT(MIN) in one switching cycle, TSW, due to losses, ILOSS. 
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The off-chip implementation of the edge detectors is shown in Figure 4.12. The 
positive edge detector in Figure 4.12a creates a pulse when its input voltage, vIN, changes 
state from low to high. vIN is connected directly to one input of an AND gate, while the 
other input is connected to a delayed, inverted version of vIN. When vIN is initially low, 
one input to the AND gate is low, while the other is high. When vIN transitions to the high 
state, so does one of the inputs of the AND gate, and while the inverter tries to flip the 
other input of the AND gate low, the resistor and capacitor pair delay its transition so that 
both AND gate signals are high momentarily. This produces a pulse at the output, vO, 
whose duration is approximately the RC time delay constant.  
The negative edge detector in Figure 4.12b has a similar operation, but the AND 
gate is replaced by a NOR gate so that the output is only high when both inputs to the 
NOR gate are low. This implies that the pulse is generated when the input transitions 
from high to low, while the delayed, inverted signal remains low for a short period. Like 
the positive edge detector, this overlap period is approximately equal to the RC time 
constant created by the resistor-capacitor pair. 
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Figure 4.12. Schematic of off-chip (a) positive and (b) negative edge detectors. 
4.3.2 Initializing Startup 
Simulations showed that the oscillating starter circuit required a switch, SPoR in Figure 
4.2 to reset the capacitance CE in order to begin oscillations. Fundamentally, for a slow 
rising vH, vE will follow vH so that there is no voltage across the inductor. Once vH settles 
to its final voltage, vE remains high, so that MSEN remains off, the inductor voltage is 
zero, and no current is conducted. By momentarily shorting vE to ground, MSEN is turned 
on, and the input voltage, vH, falls across the inductor, which increases its current.  
While creating a pulse that is long enough to reset CE, but short enough so it does 
not affect operation can easily be implemented in simulations, it is not practical in 
hardware experiments. Therefore, in experiments SPoR remains on long enough that the 
inductor current rises until the total series resistance limits its current. When SPoR is dis-
engaged, oscillations begin and the starter charges the output CT.  As a more practical 
alternative, experiments also showed that oscillations could be initiated if vH rose fast 
enough. For some applications, where the energy source disappears and re-appears 
suddenly, a power-on-reset switch may not be necessary since the oscillator will begin on 
its own. 
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Power on Reset: 
Initializing the oscillator with a power on reset switch begins when a switch connected to 
vE in Figure 4.9 is turned on and shorts vE to ground. With a positive voltage, vH across 
LX, the inductor current rises until the voltage drop across the switch’s resistance and the 
inductor’s equivalent series resistance, RL.ESR, reaches vH. In other words, as the 
inductor’s current increases, so does the voltage dropped across series resistances until all 
of the voltage available falls across the resistors instead of the inductor. When the voltage 
across the inductor, vL, reaches zero, the inductor current no longer rises, and remains at a 
fixed current until the switch is turned off. This is why iL begins at 1.4 mA in Figure 4.13 
during tPoR. 
When the power-on-reset switch is turned off, the inductor current charges CE 
until vE rises enough to turn off MSEN. With MSEN off, the inductor begins charging the 
switching node’s parasitic capacitance, CSW, causing vSW to rise, around 0.15 µs in Figure 
4.13. As vSW rises, MPD and MPO turn on, and the inductor drains into CT. Due to the 
relatively large current caused by the power-on-reset switch, vT is charged about 340 mV 
within 100ns, during the first de-energizing phase. However, once the oscillator turns on, 
the inductor current reduces, and CT charges at a much slower pace, charging the 
remaining 500 mV in about 40 µs. 
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Figure 4.13. Measured waveform of the oscillating starter using a power on reset 
switch. 
Stepped Input: 
Requiring a switch to turn on before startup, when there is not enough voltage headroom 
to activate a controller or fully turn on a switch, may not be practical for most 
applications. Through experiments, an alternative way of activating the oscillator was 
discovered when the input voltage increased from zero to the oscillator’s minimum 
voltage requirement faster than the charging time of CE. Since CE charges through LX, the 
charging time for CE can be approximated as a quarter cycle of a LC tank period or  
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Fulfilling this requirement implies that when vH rises, CE remains discharged so that vE 
remains at or near zero. With vE near zero, a positive voltage, vH, is applied across the 
inductor and iL begins to rise. With a positive current in iL and vH high enough to turn on 
MSEN, the starter is able to begin and sustain oscillations. So, when vH rises within 250 ns 
in Figure 4.14, the starter can oscillate and charge CT until vT rises to about 500 mV 
within 40µs. 
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Figure 4.14. Measured waveform of the oscillating starter with a stepped input. 
Although starting with a stepped input instead of a power-on-reset switch may be 
slower, since the switch induces a larger initial current, the additional switch may prove 
to be impractical. An electronic switch is not expected to be reliable, since the available 
voltage, vH is not enough to properly operate CMOS circuits. A mechanical switch, 
which has no voltage requirement, could be used, but would require vibrations to activate 
or human interaction, which is not an option in most microsystem applications. 
Additionally, the high current drawn during tPoR may be incompatible with the small, 
low-power producing transducers found in wireless microsystems. Therefore, requiring a 
stepped input, although itself imposing requirements onto the system, is preferred over 
adding a power-on-reset switch. 
4.4 Measured Performance 
The performance of the prototyped starter and system was evaluated to validate the 
simulated performance as well explore its limitations and advantages. Key performance 
metrics for the starter include minimum input voltage, startup time, and startup 
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efficiency. Furthermore, since the output of the starter should supply the system 
controller, the maximum output voltage for a given input level, also affects overall 
system performance. Finally, since the starter circuit will ultimately share the inductor of 
the battery charger, measuring the impact the starter has on the charger during steady 
state is critical. Therefore, the efficiency of the battery charger was measured with and 
without an attached starter to confirm the viability of reusing the inductor. 
4.4.1 Starter Performance 
As Figure 4.14 demonstrates, the starter energizes and drains LX in alternating cycles 
when vH rises to 300 mV to charge CT to 500 mV in 38 μs. The system starts as long as 
vH ramps to its target within 250 ns, before LX and CE have a chance to drain with 
resonance. To determine the minimum operating voltage of the oscillator, the output 
voltage was connected to the input voltage in order to sustain oscillations and the input 
voltage was reduced slowly until oscillations stopped. The oscillations were initiated by 
stepping the input to 0.6 V within 250 ns. As shown in Figure 4.15, the oscillations 
persisted for input voltages above 255 mV. This means that the starter circuit can 
oscillate with input voltages as low as 255 mV while charging its output to the same 
voltage level. 
 
Figure 4.15. Measured starter waveforms when CT is a pre-charged battery. 
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Notice in Figure 4.14 that the system stops charging the output capacitor, CT, 
when vT reaches 500 mV. This happens because at first, LX energizes more than it drains 
to build current iL in LX. However, as oscillations continue and CT charges, the inductor 
drains more than it receives so iL, on average, begins to decrease. To test the functionality 
of the starter circuit, the output node was left open-circuited with CT connected. After the 
input ramped up, the oscillator charged CT to its maximum voltage, vT(F) in Figure 4.16, 
which increases with input voltage vH. When connected to a drained CT, the starter can 
charge the output to 320 mV from a 250 mV input and to 1.55V from a 450 mV input 
voltage, as Figure 4.16 shows. This means, the system charges CT, but only to the extent 
that vH allows. At its lowest input voltage, the gain is approximately equal to unity, 
indicating that at this point the oscillator begins to transfer energy to its output. As vH 
increases, the starter’s gain increases from just above one to 3.7 V/V when the input 
voltage is 450 mV. 
 
Figure 4.16. Measured final startup voltage and gain across vH. 
The input-to-output voltage relationship is nearly independent of CT, as Figure 
4.17 shows, with only a ±2.5% variation across 0.1–1.6 nF of CT. Since varying the 
output capacitance CT does not change vT(F), the starter transfers more energy with 
increased capacitance, but with a limited output voltage. So irrespective of the energy 
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needed to charge CT, the effective gain of the system from vH to CT's final voltage VT(F) is 
1.28–3.47 V/V.  
 
Figure 4.17. Measured final startup voltage across CT. 
Startup time measures the amount of time it takes the oscillator to charge CT to 
VT(F) once vH surpasses the minimum input voltage of the starter circuit. Since VT(F) rises 
with vH, startup time is expected to increase with vH as well, since the starter will 
ultimately charge vT to a higher voltage. This is why startup time, tST, increases with vH 
in Figure 4.18. For input voltage ranging 250–450 mV at vH startup time spans 44–93 μs. 
Startup efficiency, ηST measures the ratio of output energy to input energy during the 
startup phase. During the startup time, the output capacitor, CT, receives 0.15% to 0.65% 
of the energy that vH sources. Power-conversion efficiency across startup is low because 
the system lacks the gate drive necessary to keep conduction losses low. With lower 
losses, LX would have been able to draw and deliver more power. Since MSEN’s gate 
drive increases with vH, losses are lower for higher values of input voltage, so startup 
efficiency increases with vH. 
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Figure 4.18. Measured startup time and conversion efficiency across vH. 
For higher values of CT, the starter must deliver more charge to the output 
capacitor. Since the output voltage remains the same across CT, the charge delivered to it 
is equal to the capacitance times the final voltage. Since charge increases linearly with 
capacitance, tST in Figure 4.19 also increases linearly with CT. For an output capacitance 
between 0.1 to 1.6 nF, tST rises from 64 to 783 μs. Startup efficiency, on the other hand, 
does not vary with increasing CT. Since output energy increases linearly with CT, input 
energy must also increase linearly with CT to maintain a constant ηST. 
 
Figure 4.19. Measured startup time and conversion efficiency across CT. 
4.4.2 System Performance: 
Once the starter circuit charges CT to a reference voltage after tSTRT, the boost converter 
consisting of ME, MPD, and MPO transfers energy to CB. For testing purposes, the 
reference voltage, VREF, to which CT would charge, was set to 0.7 V for a 350 mV input 
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voltage. After vT is charged to VR, the system controller turns the oscillator off and, 
through the boost converter, sends one energy packet to CT to ensure vT does not fall 
below its target as in Figure 4.20. After this energy transfer, the controller engages ME to 
energize LX to iL(PK), and then turns ME off so that the inductor drains its energy into the 
battery, CB.  
The boost converter continues to transfer energy to CB with a period TSW set to 16 
µs. During the first several cycles, where CB is discharged, the inductor de-energizing 
time is slower and time-varying. This is due mainly to two factors. First, since the energy 
stored in a capacitor increases quadratically with its voltage, sending constant energy 
packets will cause larger voltage increases when its initial voltage is lower. This is why 
vB rises more during the first cycle in Figure 4.20 than it does in its third cycle. Since the 
de-energizing time decreases with increasing vB, as vB rises, iL decreases faster from its 
peak. Second, since vB is initially zero, most of the voltage dropped during the de-
energizing time is due to MPD and MPO. Since their voltages vary with current, as iL 
reduces during its first cycle, the voltage across LX also reduces so LX drains slower. 
Therefore, as the battery charges, vB becomes the dominant voltage and iL reduces faster 
and linearly.  
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Figure 4.20. Measured startup, transition, and steady-state waveforms. 
The main design goal of the boost converter was to transfer energy to the battery 
as efficiently as possible. Unfortunately, sharing the switching node with the starter 
means that the starter circuit will add to the parasitic capacitance at CSW and cause extra 
losses. However, the starter should not cause excessive additional losses in the system. 
Figure 4.21 shows the charging efficiency at different input power levels. Three setups 
were used to evaluate the effect of the starter circuit. The first setup tested a power stage 
that did not have a starter connected to it, so it only included ME, MPD, and MPO. The 
second setup included the same isolated power stage with a starter circuit connected 
externally, through the PCB. Finally, the most realistic setup consisted of a power stage 
and starter circuit connected inside the integrated circuit (IC).  
The aim of doing three setups is that the isolated power stage represents the ideal 
system, in which the starter circuit consumes no power. Therefore, efficiency is at a 
maximum. Since connecting a starter circuit inside the IC is not possible after it has been 
fabricated, a copy of the power stage was fabricated with a starter attached to it. 
However, since the power stages will not be identical, the losses in the converter will be 
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somewhat different. Therefore, the original, isolated power stage is connected to a starter 
circuit externally so that the losses due to the power converter are identical. The printed 
circuit board (PCB) connection introduces more capacitance at the switching node, which 
is a pessimistic degradation in efficiency, while the internal connection represents a more 
practical solution. Comparing the three setups proves to be the fairest evaluation of losses 
due to the starter circuit. 
 
Figure 4.21. Measured steady-state power-conversion efficiency. 
Without the starter and in steady state, ME and MB1–MB2 in Figure 4.9 charge CB 
with 62% to 74% of the 10–160 μW that the system receives from the harvesting source 
vH, as Figure 4.21 shows. The reduction in efficiency due to connecting the starter is 
1.8%. The reason for this loss is the energy lost to charging CE and the additional 
capacitance that the starter adds to vSW. For one, CE partially drains LX because ME in 
Figure 4.9 first discharges CE through MSEN when ME energizes LX. With CE's vE nearly 
at 0 V, vH closes MSEN to draw current from LX and charge CE. Charging CSW similarly 
draws power from LX, which is why adding board capacitance to vSW raises the loss in 
Figure 4.21 to 3.9%. Note that, even after vOFF closes MOFF, MPDLY1, MPDLY2, and RDLY 
do not dissipate much of LX's energy because CT's vT keeps MPDLY1 and MPDLY2 off. 
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4.4.3 Discussion 
One way to boost the input voltage to sufficiently high levels to operate CMOS switches 
is with a transformer [149]. And with a low-loss transformer, the system can convert and 
transfer power efficiently in steady state. Unfortunately, a low-loss transformer is, in 
relative terms, bulky and expensive. Although transistors powered from 300–400-mV 
supplies are resistive, they can still steer currents and transfer power. In fact, ring 
oscillators in [132], [133], [150], [154], [161] can drive CMOS transistors to switch 
capacitors that generate a voltage that is high enough to then energize and drain an 
inductor into a battery. And by tuning N- and P-channel MOS threshold voltages to 
balance, the network can operate with an 80-mV input [145], [147], as Table 4.1 shows.  
LC oscillators can similarly operate with a 50-mV supply [152]. The problem 
here is that resistances are so high at 50–330 mV and switched capacitors so inefficient 
that initializing the system requires 1.2–15 ms. Plus, the LC oscillator requires two 4-μH 
inductors and tuning threshold voltages is prohibitively expensive in practice. Although 
the prototyped system starts from 250 mV from Figure 4.16, vH in Table 4.1 is 300 mV 
because performance is more comparable to the state of the art when CT's final voltage 
VT(F) is 0.55 V. 
In [128], motion opens and closes an electromechanical MEMS switch that 
energizes and drains an inductor into 470 pF until the capacitor's voltage is high enough 
to drive a CMOS transistor. Since motion drives the MEMS device, the system can start 
from a 35-mV input. The drawback here is motion, because vibrations are not always 
available, and when they are, the period is long, so starting the system can require 3–20 
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ms. Plus, the switching interruptions that motion causes in steady state reduce how much 
power the system can output. 
Table 4.1. Performance summary and the state of the art. 
  X-
Former 
[149] 
MEMS 
Switch 
[128] 
LC Osc. 
[152] 
Ring Oscillator 
This 
Work 
 
Tuned 
[145] 
Natural 
[150] 
VH(MIN) 40 mV 35 mV 50 mV 80 mV 
330 
mV 
300 mV 
CT 10 μF 470 pF 4.7 nF 30 pF – 100 pF 
VTAR 1.2 V 1 V 0.8 V 1.3 V 1.8 V 0.55 V 
tST 4.9 s 3 ms 15 ms 4.8 ms 1.2 s 44 μs 
*
IEQ 2.45 μA 157 nA 251 nA 8 nA  – 1.25 μA 
ηST – – – – – 0.50% 
Other 
1:60 
X-
Former  
22 µH 2 µH 
6.8 µH – 100 µH 
22 µH 2 µH 
MEMS 100 µH 
Switch 27 µH 
Vol. 175 mm
3
 150 mm
3
 
**
16 mm
3
 
**
4 mm
3
 4 mm
3
 4 mm
3
 
Tech. 0.13 µm 0.35 µm 65 nm 65 nm – 0.18 µm 
 
Although the prototyped starter and harvester system proved to be functional, 
significant limitations were seen in the performance of the circuit. First, the starter circuit 
was not able to initiate oscillations on its own, and instead relied on an external force to 
jumpstart it. Additionally, once the starter was oscillating, its rectified output voltage 
remained limited. For low output voltages, where the circuit could still oscillate, the 
starter exhibited low gain and was not able to charge its output capacitor significantly 
above its input. Despite the limitations, the prototyped starter circuit was able to charge 
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its output capacitor within 100 µs for a 100 pF capacitor and within 1 ms for a 1 nF 
capacitor. It in fact had the second highest equivalent current, IEQ, after the transformer 
based starter. Equivalent current here is defined as CTVTAR/tST, which is a normalized 
measure of how fast the starter charges a capacitor, CT, to a target voltage, VTAR. 
Furthermore, the maximum output voltage or startup efficiency did not show a 
dependence on the output capacitor. And even though the startup efficiency was less than 
1%, such a small startup time allows the system to quickly leave the startup phase, and 
begin high efficiency battery charging. 
4.5 Summary 
The starter presented here charges a temporary supply by rectifying oscillations from a 
non-linear LC oscillator. By charging a smaller, temporary supply, instead of the battery, 
startup time can be greatly reduced, and high efficiency steady state charging can be 
achieved much faster. Although the efficiency of the prototyped starter was found to be 
less than 1%, the amount of energy that is required by the output capacitance is so small 
that the starter can still charge it quickly. Once the output is charged, it can supply a high 
efficiency charger that can take over. Therefore, the key to high efficiency charging 
during wake periods in energy harvesting systems is to keep the load on the starter circuit 
low, so it is not used for long periods of time. 
The prototype of the DC-sourced low voltage starter confirmed that reusing the 
inductor of the power converter already present in wireless microsystems minimizes the 
impact of the starter circuit on the overall system. The main benefit of the low voltage 
oscillator is allowing integration while only degrading efficiency by 1.8% during steady-
state. Furthermore, charging a temporary supply instead of the on-board battery during 
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startup allows the system to reach steady-state in less than 100 µs. This allows the 
harvester to draw more energy, increasing the lifetime and functionality of the wireless 
microsystem. One limitation of this technology is that the harvesting source must rise 
within 300 ns for the system to start, which is not always possible. The voltage of the 
input source also limits the starter's final voltage. These restrictions, however, are not 
necessarily insurmountable, plus, fast start-up applications are emerging, like when office 
lights or car headlights first shine on a miniaturized photovoltaic cell.  
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CHAPTER 5 
ROBUST BOOTSTRAPPING STARTER 
Since tiny DC energy harvesting transducers produce only hundreds of millivolts, while 
electronic circuits require volts, the harvesting system must boost, or increase, the input 
voltage. Typical power converters can easily achieve this by transferring energy using an 
inductor and a low resistance switching network and the voltage provided by the battery 
to control and drive the switches. However, since ambient energy sources can vanish long 
enough for the battery to deplete, the system must wake from the low input voltage and 
produce a high voltage supply. Before the high voltage is produced, the power converter 
is not operational, and the system instead must rely on a starter circuit. Once a high 
voltage is established, however, the power converter can use it as a supply and accelerate 
wake time. Although the starter presented in Chapter 4 operated from input voltages as 
low as 250 mV, it only produced one volt at its output when its input reached 375 mV.  
Another drawback of the presented starter circuit is that it could only start if the 
input voltage rose quickly. Although some applications could potentially meet this 
requirement, many more situations use slow changing ambient sources. Additionally, 
extra capacitance, CIN in Figure 5.1, is typically added at the input voltage node to reduce 
the ripple voltage and improve conversion efficiency. This added capacitance, along with 
the transducer’s limited power, slows the rising rate of the voltage and prevents the 
starter from oscillating. Therefore, to expand the application space of the oscillator as 
well as reduce its impact and requirements on the overall system, it must be able to start 
regardless of the rise time of its input. 
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Figure 5.1. Thermoelectric energy-harvesting charger system. 
5.1 Increasing Gain and Robustness 
In order to maximize the application space of a starter circuit, it must operate at the 
lowest voltage possible, produce a high output voltage, and be robust enough to operate 
with a realistic transducer. The starter circuit presented in the previous chapter suffered 
from low voltage gain and, therefore, produced a limited output voltage. The reason for 
the limited output was that only a fraction of the inductor current actually reached the 
output node. To increase the output voltage, more of this current must be steered to the 
output. The presented circuit also required a stepped input or an initializing switch to 
operate, which limits its usefulness in many applications. To overcome this limitation, a 
linear, self-starting, LC oscillator can be used to jump start the oscillating core. Since the 
jump starter can begin oscillating before the core is ready to charge the output, it may 
cause the starter to prematurely draw power from the transducer, lowering its voltage and 
ultimately stalling the startup process. Therefore, the starter requires a reset circuit, which 
detects a possible stalled condition and attempts to start again after a short period of time. 
5.1.1 Charging 
The oscillating starter presented in Chapter 4 could not charge its output, vT, to a high 
voltage because most of the power drawn from the source was consumed by the 
energizing circuit instead of being directed to the output. The starter, shown in Figure 5.2 
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with the addition of MFB, energized the inductor through MSEN, CS, and MR. As the 
inductor current, iL, increases, vE begins to rise until MSEN can no longer conduct the 
additional current. At this point, MSEN enters the saturation region, which means MSEN 
conducts a fixed amount of current. However, since vSW remains below vH, iL continues 
to increase. The difference in current between iL and the saturation current of MSEN 
initially charges CSW until MPD and MPO conduct and eventually is rectified into the 
output capacitor. As vT and vSW rise, more of this excess current, iREC in Figure 5.2, must 
be expended to charge CSW. The maximum voltage vSW can reach occurs when all of iREC 
is delivered to CSW and no excess energy is left to charge CT. Therefore, iREC determines 
how high the starter can charge vT, since it is iREC and not iL which charges CSW to vSW’s 
maximum possible voltage.  
Completely shutting off MSEN during the de-energizing phase would then allow 
nearly all of iL to be available as iREC. To this end, MFB in Figure 5.2 is added to the 
oscillator so that when vSW rises, it turns off MSEN. When vSW, which is connected to 
MFB’s gate, rises above vE by MFB’s threshold voltage, MFB conducts current and pulls vE 
towards vH. As vSW continues rising, MFB’s drain resistance lowers and the connection 
between vH and vE becomes stronger until vE is approximately equal to vH. At this point, 
MSEN’s gate-source voltage is near zero and the transistor is in the cutoff region. With 
MSEN off, all of iL flows into iREC.  MFB remains on until MR turns on and pulls vE to 
ground causing MSEN to turn on and pull vSW low, until MFB turns off. 
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Figure 5.2. Schematic of starter with gain enhancing MFB. 
In the oscillator without MFB, the inductor current, shown in Figure 5.3a, remains 
well above iREC throughout the oscillator’s operation. And with only a tiny fraction of the 
available inductor energy reaching the output, vT only rises to a final output voltage of 
0.55 V when the input voltage is 0.3 V. With the addition of MFB, iREC in Figure 5.3b 
increases to iL during the de-energizing phase, so more energy is available to the output. 
This allows the starter to charge CT to a final output voltage, VT(F), above 4V. Therefore, 
without MFB, the oscillator produces a gain of 1.7 V/V while producing a gain greater 
than 13 V/V with MFB. 
 
Figure 5.3. Waveforms showing starter charging capability (a) without and (b) with 
MFB. 
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When vT is around 0.5 V in Figure 5.3a, the inductor current peaks to around 170 
µA while iREC only reaches 32 µA. This causes vT in Figure 5.4a to rise only 2.6 mV 
when iREC is delivered to CT in each cycle and about 10 mV over four cycles across 0.4 
µs. With the addition of MFB, iREC in Figure 5.4b rises to and follows iL so that all the 
inductor’s energy is available to CT. This allows an increase of 140 mV in one cycle and 
400 mV over three cycles and across 1 µs. Comparing the waveforms in Figure 5.4 
makes clear that the addition of MFB causes the oscillator to deliver more energy in each 
cycle so that less charge time and cycles are required to reach the starter’s target voltage.  
 
Figure 5.4. Waveforms showing starter charging capability (a) without and (b) with 
MFB when the output voltage vT is around 0.5V. 
By adding one transistor to the existing technology, the gain can be increased by 
nearly a factor of eight when the input voltage is 0.3 V. Additionally, since the required 
target voltage is around 1 V, the improved starter provides more than enough gain and 
output voltage by having the capability to charge its output to above 4V. Note that 
although MFB makes the oscillator more efficient, the peak current is higher than before. 
In other words, the oscillator will draw more instantaneous power from the source. 
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However, with the improved efficiency, the total energy drawn from the source is lower, 
while delivering more charge and voltage to the output. 
5.1.2 Jump Starting 
Another limitation of the prototyped starter, which remains in the improved gain circuit 
in Figure 5.2, is that it could not begin oscillations without a fast-rising input or auxiliary 
power-on-reset switch. The root cause of this problem is that the circuit relies on a 
capacitor to energize the inductor, and for slow rising inputs, the capacitor does not 
provide enough delay to create a voltage across LX. Instead, the capacitor, CS, charges 
along with vSW and vH. With vE following vH, MSEN remains off and the inductor current 
remains zero. To overcome this limitation, the energizing capacitor CS can be replaced 
with a resistor, RE in Figure 5.5, which will always draw current through the inductor if 
vH is high enough to turn MSEN on.  
The oscillator in Figure 5.5 implements a self-starting oscillator by introducing an 
additional feedback loop. If vH is high enough to turn MSEN and MFB on, RE will draw 
current through MSEN and LX. Any positive perturbation at the gate of MFB will cause an 
increase in its drain current, which will ultimately cause vE to rise. When vE rises, MSEN’s 
gate-source voltage decreases, and its drain current decreases correspondingly. With less 
current being pulled by MSEN, the switching node, vSW, rises, strengthening the original 
perturbation. If the original perturbation were negative, the circuit would show a similar 
response, but in the opposite direction, ultimately driving the switching node low. 
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Figure 5.5. Schematic of jump starter oscillator. 
Without the inductor, LX, and capacitance, CSW, any perturbation would cause the 
positive feedback loop to move strongly in one direction until the series resistance 
ultimately limited the current drawn from the source. In other words, positive feedback 
on its own does not cause oscillations. Instead, the inductor and capacitor are necessary 
so that energy moves back and forth in the form of inductor current and capacitor voltage. 
If the input voltage, vH in Figure 5.5, rises slowly enough so that vSW moves at the same 
rate, there will be no initial voltage across the inductor, and no oscillations. However, any 
perturbation from this state, such as noise found in all electronic circuits, will begin 
oscillations. For example, if vSW begins at vH, both MFB and MSEN will conduct through 
RE with LX conducting MSEN’s drain current. If vSW rises slightly above vH, MFB’s drain 
current will rise causing a rise in vE, and a drop in MSEN’s drain current. Since the 
inductor is conducting more current than MSEN, the excess current will flow into CSW and 
strengthen the perturbation. As MSEN’s current keeps reducing, more of the inductor 
current, iL, flows into CSW and vSW rises.  
However, a rising vSW imposes a negative voltage onto LX causing iL to fall until 
it reaches zero. Once iL is zero, CSW stops receiving energy and vSW is at its maximum. 
With a negative voltage on LX, iL begins to increase, but in the negative direction, pulling 
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energy from CSW. This continues until vSW is low enough so that MFB no longer pulls vE 
high and MSEN can conduct current. MSEN then helps discharge CSW and create a positive 
voltage across LX so that its current can increase in the positive direction. Once iL is 
positive again, vSW is at its minimum, but CSW begins to receive energy from LX and vSW 
begins to rise. When vSW reaches vH, the cycle begins again. 
As the input voltage, vH in Figure 5.6, rises above MSEN’s and MFB’s threshold 
voltage, MSEN begins conducting inductor current and MFB begins providing positive 
feedback. Once positive feedback is established, the amplitude of oscillation grows 
exponentially until the amplitude settles. Since more input voltage allows more energy to 
be stored in the inductor and then delivered to CSW, the amplitude also increases and 
follows the input voltage. This is why vSW in Figure 5.6 continues to increase until vH 
settles at 300 mV and vSW’s peak voltage at 0.85 V. Although the 50 µs rise time in the 
input voltage in Figure 5.6 shows a significant improvement over the requirements of the 
circuit presented in Chapter 4, real-life energy harvesting transducers will have a wide 
range of rise times. Fortunately, the jump starter circuit in Figure 5.5 oscillates regardless 
of input rise rate. Figure 5.7 shows simulation waveforms of the circuit with an input 
rising in 100 µs, 1ms and 10 ms. The circuit is able to begin oscillations at the same 
minimum input voltage, vH, regardless of rise rate. 
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Figure 5.6. Waveform showing self-startup of jump starter circuit with slowly rising 
input voltage. 
 
Figure 5.7. Waveform showing jump starter circuit oscillating with input rise rates 
of (a) 100 µs, (b) 1ms, (c) and 10 ms. 
Note that although the jump starter oscillates from slow input rise rates, the 
amplitude at vSW is less than 1V. With the threshold voltage drop expected from a 
rectifier, this circuit can only charge the output capacitor to less than 0.5 V. Although 
decreasing RE would allow higher inductor currents and therefore more energy delivered 
to CSW and eventually CT, it would cause the starter to draw a higher DC, or constant, 
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current from the input voltage. Since practical transducers cannot produce unlimited 
current, additional power drawn by the starter would cause a voltage drop at the input and 
prevent the starter from charging the output. However, combining the oscillator in Figure 
5.2 with the oscillator in Figure 5.5 would create a high gain, self-starting oscillator that 
can be used as a starter circuit. The resulting circuit would simply replace CS in Figure 
5.2 with a resistor RE.  
5.1.3 Resetting 
With the introduction of the jump starter, the starter can now initialize oscillations and 
charge CT from slow rising input voltages. However, with slow rising inputs, the circuit 
may start oscillating prematurely. Since the starter presented in Chapter 4 only turned on 
with the activation of a power-on-reset switch or a fast rising input, it would only attempt 
to start under conditions that would guarantee startup. However, with the jump starter 
always on, the jump starter may turn on before vH reaches the minimum voltage of the 
oscillating core. As the jump starter turns on it begins drawing current. Real transducers 
cannot provide unlimited amounts of power and as the drawn current increases, its 
terminal voltage decreases. This is illustrated in the source model in Figure 5.8 where RS 
drops a voltage proportional to the current drawn. 
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Figure 5.8. Schematic of high-gain, self-starting oscillator with source model. 
Although the high gain starter can still produce high voltages for low inputs, if the 
input voltage reduces before startup completes, the output voltage will not reach its 
maximum level. For example, although vH in Figure 5.9 surpasses 300 mV, which 
according to Figure 5.3b should be enough for vT to reach 4V, vT only rises to 470 mV. 
When the oscillating core turns on, around 1.3 ms, the oscillator draws significant 
amounts of currents which cause vH to drop below the minimum input voltage, vH(MIN) 
before vT fully charges. When vH is below vH(MIN), the oscillator core is off, which is 
indicated by MR’s drain current, iD(MR) going to zero. Although vH rises back above 
vH(MIN), vT is already above 200 mV, which means that the jump starter needs to charge 
vSW an additional 200 mV in order to start the oscillating core. However, since the jump 
starter has limited gain, it is unable to charge CSW high enough to turn MDLY1 and MDLY2 
on and restart the oscillating core. Instead, for the remainder of the simulation, CT is 
weakly charged by the oscillations created by the jump starter. Additionally, since the 
jump starter remains on and continues drawing current, vH never reaches vS. 
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Figure 5.9. Waveform of startup from a resistive source without reset circuit. 
To ensure that the starter reaches its target voltage for any rising input voltage, the 
resetter circuit in Figure 5.8 is added to the starter. The resetter has two main functions: 
discharge CT if vT does not reach its target and turn off the jump starter once CT begins 
charging. Discharging CT would allow the oscillating core to turn on after some time 
while vH recovers. The resetter circuit discharges the output capacitor through RLK and 
MNLK. Turning off the jump starter while vT is not zero prevents CT from weakly 
charging as it does from 1.3 to 2 ms in Figure 5.9. The resetter in Figure 5.8 turns off the 
jump starter by enabling MSH when vT surpasses an NMOS threshold voltage. As vT rises, 
MSH turns on and pulls vSH low, turning MS off. With MS off, RE cannot conduct and the 
jump starter is disabled.  
Running a similar scenario as Figure 5.9 with the resetter circuit allows the starter 
to charge the output, vT in Figure 5.10, above 1.5 V. Even with a resistive source causing 
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vH to fall when current is drawn, the starter circuit can charge CT to its target by disabling 
the oscillator when not charging and discharging the output when it has not reached its 
target. After the starter makes its first attempt, around 1.3 ms, vT only reaches 260 mV. 
However, by discharging CT and turning the oscillator off, vH can recover fully and reach 
vS, so by the time vS settles at around 2 ms, the oscillator core can charge the output to 
1.8 V. Therefore, resetting after each attempt allows the starter circuit to have more 
voltage at vH in its next attempt and charge vT to a higher voltage if vS continues to rise. 
 
Figure 5.10. Waveform of startup from a resistive source with reset circuit. 
5.2 Bootstrapping and Resetting Starter Prototype 
A prototype of a starter combining the improved oscillating core, jump starter, and 
resetter was created using a 180-nm CMOS process and a 2-layer, FR4 printed circuit 
board. The goal of the prototype was to validate the design and simulations of the 
proposed starter circuit and verify the improvements made upon the previous prototype. 
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Since the previous prototype proved that the starter circuit did not affect the power 
conversion efficiency of the battery charger, a battery charger was not tested with this 
prototype. Test circuits on the board were also used to measure the operation and 
performance of the starter. The off-chip components that would be required in a final 
system, such as the inductor and input capacitance, were selected to provide maximum 
performance while only occupying the practical size expected in wireless microsystems. 
Other components which are not expected to be used in the final system or will be 
integrated on-chip later were selected to provide proper performance and functionality. 
These components were not necessarily designed for small size or low power 
consumption. 
The switched inductor in Figure 5.8 implements the oscillating core that energizes 
and drains LX from a dc source, vS, into a temporary supply, CT. The jump starter 
bootstraps the circuit so oscillations that start from a low harvesting voltage vH can 
activate the oscillating core. The resetter restarts the oscillating core until the temporary 
supply reaches its target. The voltage source vS, resistor RS, and capacitor CS is meant to 
emulate a tiny thermoelectric or photovoltaic source with RS limiting the power generated 
by vS as a real transducer would. Input capacitance CIN is intentionally added to provide 
the starter circuit fast transient currents that would otherwise overwhelm the source. 
Finally, RL is the parasitic equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the inductor LX, which 
introduces additional losses to the system. 
5.2.1 Oscillating Core 
When vH is at or above vH(MIN), the gate voltage of low-threshold switch MSEN is high 
enough for MSEN to draw current iL through LX into RE. With a positive voltage across the 
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inductor, LX energizes from vS. But as the inductor current, iL, ramps (past 14.7238 ms in 
Figure 5.11), RE's voltage vE climbs and collapses MSEN's gate–source voltage. So MSEN 
opens and iL flows into CSW to charge CSW to vH, which ends the energizing period tE. 
With current energy still in LX, LX then drains into CSW to raise vSW above vH. If vSW rises 
two threshold voltages 2|vTP| above CT's vT: above vSW(MIN), diode and ground switches 
MPD and MPO close to deplete LX into CT. 
 
Figure 5.11. Measured oscillating and charging waveforms. 
When vSW is high enough above CT's vT, MDLY1 and MDLY2 close to steer some of 
iL into CDLY. With sufficient energy, CDLY charges enough to close MR and re-engage 
MSEN, and in so doing, drain CSW. vSW therefore drops, and when vSW falls below vH, LX 
begins to energize and start another cycle. But since CDLY and RG keep MR engaged for 
tG, LX energizes that much longer on the second cycle so that iL peaks to a higher level. 
Notice CDLY does not begin to charge until vSW rises above vT by |vTP|. And CDLY does 
not trip MR until after RDLY's delay tDLY. After vSW falls and RG's delay tG, RG resets MR's 
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gate to zero. Like the oscillator presented in Chapter 4, tDLY should be long enough to 
ensure CT receives energy from LX, but also shorter than the de-energizing time tD. If tDLY 
is too short, the starter would still oscillate, but send less energy to CT per cycle, which 
would extend startup time. Conversely, if tDLY is longer than tD, vSW would fall below vT 
+ |vTP| before MR turns on. This would shut MDLY1 and MDLY2, preventing MR from 
turning on and resetting vE. The delay created by RG and CDLY, tG, should be shorter than 
the energizing time, tE, so that MR turns off before de-energizing begins. Fortunately, 
tDLY's and tG's acceptable ranges are sufficiently wide to accommodate process and 
temperature variations in RDLY, RG, and CDLY. Simulations confirm that CT charges to 1.4 
V from 220 mV when RDLY, RG, and CDLY vary –50% to +100%. 
MPD–MPO's and MDLY1–MDLY2's body diodes are head-to-head and back-to-back to 
block one another as vSW rises to vSW(MIN). This is important because leaking energy away 
from CSW can keep vSW from reaching its minimum threshold. MPO keeps vSW(MIN) from 
dropping below 2|vTP| to ensure vSW is high enough to charge CDLY to at least MR’s 
threshold voltage and re-engage MSEN. As vT rises, MPO drops a lower voltage, and as a 
result, burns less power. 
5.2.2 Jump Starter 
For the core to oscillate, vSW must climb |vTP| above vT to close MDLY1 and MDLY2. vS and 
LX must therefore charge CSW above this |vTP| + vT threshold vSW(MIN). But in addition to 
the energy required by the switch node capacitance, 0.5CSW(|vTP| + vT)
2
, vS and LX must 
also supply MSEN's leakage and vS's and LX's ohmic losses in RS and RL. For this, LX must 
first draw enough energy EL from vS. Since EL climbs with vH, vH must similarly surpass 
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a threshold vH(MIN). So to keep vH(MIN) low, LX and MSEN's off resistance should be high 
and CSW, |vTP|, RS, RL, vT, and MSEN's on resistance low. 
Although MSEN's current falls as vE rises, MSEN does not completely turn off. So 
MSEN leaks some of the inductor energy, EL, away from CSW. MFB reduces this leakage 
because, as vSW and vE climb, MFB shorts MSEN's gate–source terminals, completely 
turning MSEN off. The switching node, vSW, and its parasitic capacitance, CSW, therefore 
receive more of the inductor energy and charge to vSW(MIN) with less input energy. That 
way, a lower input voltage can charge CSW to vSW(MIN). 
5.2.3 Resetter 
Although LX loads CIN, vS supplies much of the current that LX draws when energizing at 
3.8–4.4 μs in Figure 5.11, so vH falls, but not by much. When LX drains at 4.4–4.7 μs, 
however, MFB closes and pulls additional current from CIN. This is why CIN discharges 
and vH falls more at 4.4–4.7 μs than at 3.8–4.4 μs. The challenge with vH falling is that vT 
rises after LX delivers a packet to CT, so vSW must climb to a higher threshold vSW(MIN). In 
other words, vH(MIN) increases with every cycle. And if vH falls below vH(MIN) after one 
cycle, vH may not be high enough to reach the higher vH(MIN). This can stall the circuit. 
To fix this runaway problem, the starter can repeat the startup process until CT 
receives enough energy to supply the charger. For this, MSH shuts the jump starter (by 
opening MS) each time CT charges above MSH's threshold VTN0. MR, however, can still 
help LX and CSW oscillate and charge CT. So if vH does not fall below vH(MIN), like in 
Figure 5.11, CT can charge to its target in one or two more cycles. 
If vH falls below vH(MIN), the core stops oscillating. This removes the load that 
droops vH, so vH rises to vS. Meanwhile, MPLK discharges CT, so vH(MIN) also falls. When 
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vT falls low enough below VTN0, MSH opens to close MS and reactivate the jump starter. 
These attempts continue until vH is high enough to charge CT fully. At that point, the 
system sends an off signal vOFF that disables the oscillating core so it can no longer reset. 
vH(MIN) is therefore the voltage necessary to charge CSW |vTP| above vT's reset level VTN0 
and CT to its target from VTN0. 
5.2.4 Stopping Oscillations 
Once the starter charges vT past its target voltage, the temporary supply, CT, can provide 
voltage and power to the rest of the system and the starter can be disabled. The starter 
presented in Chapter 4 could be turned off by enabling MOFF, which shorted vDLY and 
prevented further oscillations. Similarly, MOFF in the starter in Figure 5.8 shuts down the 
oscillating core and keeps MR off. During startup MPLK discharges CT when vOFF is low. 
However, as vOFF is raised to vT, which is MPLK’s source voltage, MPLK is turned off and 
the leakage path is removed. Additionally, with vT above VTN0, MSH is on, which pulls 
vSH low and disables the jump starter. With vSH low, MNLK is also off so it does not 
discharge CT. 
An off-chip comparator and reference voltage was used to detect when vT reached 
its target voltage of 1.8 V. As vT surpassed the reference, VREF in Figure 5.12, comparator 
CPT tripped and applied a high voltage to vOFF. Since the comparator was used for testing 
purposes only, an external supply was used for it, so it was always on regardless of CT’s 
voltage. In a final system, vT would supply CPT. A comparator with hysteresis was used 
to avoid vOFF going back low when leakage or noise caused vT to reduce.  
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Figure 5.12. Schematic of external components controlling the starter. 
5.3 Measured Performance 
The 200 × 370-μm
2
 die in Figure 5.13 integrates the bootstrapping and resetting 0.18-μm 
CMOS starter and the 120-pF temporary supply CT in Figure 5.8. The ambient source, 
transfer inductor LX, and input capacitor CIN are off chip. A 0–400-mV source vS and a 
180-Ω series resistor RS emulate the thermoelectric source. The 100-μH inductor includes 
4 Ω of series resistance and occupies 2 × 1.25 × 1.45 mm
3
. The 100-nF capacitor includes 
100 mΩ of series resistance and measures 1.6 × 0.8 × 0.6 mm
3
. For testing purposes, the 
board also includes an off-chip comparator that monitors CT's vT to generate the off signal 
vOFF that the charger in Figure 5.1 outputs when vT is high enough to operate the charger.  
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Figure 5.13. Prototyped die and experimental board. 
5.3.1 Startup 
One of the most important goals of this prototype was to verify the functionality of the 
starter and the proper operation of its three main components: the oscillating core, the 
jump starter and the resetter. In general the starter will go through three phases of 
operation: the off phase, the bootstrap phase, the reset phase and the charge phase. 
Additionally, if the input rises slowly enough, the starter may repeat some of the phases. 
The off phase encompasses the initial time where the input voltage, vH, is so low that 
MSEN and MFB are off and there are no oscillations. During the bootstrap phase, the jump 
starter oscillates until the amplitude at vSW is large enough to engage the oscillating core. 
If, after the bootstrap phase, the output of the starter, vT, does not rise enough, the starter 
moves into the reset phase and CT is discharged and the oscillator is turned off. Finally, 
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the charging phase occurs after a bootstrap phase only when vH is high enough so that the 
starter can charge CT to its target voltage. 
Off Phase: 
After a prolonged harvesting drought, the charger depletes the input capacitor CIN and the 
load empties the battery CB. So when ambient energy first raises vS above ground, all 
nodes in the circuit are near ground. As long as vH remains below 180 mV in Figure 5.14, 
nothing conducts current. As long as vH remains below the threshold voltages of MSEN 
and MFB, the starter remains off. Since no current is drawn from the input, there is no 
voltage dropped across RS so vH and vSW follow vS as vS ramps up. 
 
Figure 5.14. Measured startup waveforms. 
Bootstrap Phase: 
At and above 180 mV, MSEN in the starter conducts enough current to energize LX, but 
not enough for LX to raise vSW to charge CT and engage MR. Still, with the help of MFB, 
LX depletes into CSW and CSW drains back into LX. As vH rises above 180 mV, LX and 
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CSW exchange energy without drawing or delivering much power. As oscillations grow, 
however, the inductor peak current begins to increase. This loads the source, so that at 
about 9 ms, when vS is 200 mV, vH begins to droop below vS. With vH just below the 
minimum threshold vH(MIN), the jump starter continues to bootstrap vSW, so oscillations 
grow and loading persists, but CT still does not charge. 
Reset Phase: 
As the oscillations on vSW grow, MDLY1 and MDLY2 begin to turn on and charge CDLY. 
When the energy leaked into CDLY is sufficiently high to engage MR in Figure 5.8, the 
oscillating core begins to operate. So, at 13.8 ms in Figure 5.14, LX draws considerably 
more energy from vS than in the bootstrapping phase. As a result, vH dips further and 
excess LX energy charges CT to 0.6 V. Drawing so much current from the input causes vH 
to drop below vH(MIN), so the oscillating core stops. Since vT is not high enough for the 
charger to operate and shut the starter, vOFF remains low. However, becuase vT has risen 
above MSH’s threshold voltage, MSH shuts the jump starter. This completely removes the 
load on vH, so that it can recover to vS. MPLK discharges CT until MSH again opens at 14.7 
ms to reactivate the starter. Without a load, vH is now high enough at vS to charge CT to 
1.86 V. So at this point, the comparator that emulates the charger raises vOFF to disable 
the starter. 
5.3.2 Reliable Starts 
The starter incorporates three oscillators that must start and interface reliably to charge 
the temporary supply CT. More specifically, the jump starter should start and oscillate 
until vSW is high enough to activate the oscillating core. The core must then oscillate and 
charge CT. If CT does not reach the voltage the charger requires, the resetter must shut 
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and reactivate the starter and oscillate this way until CT fully charges. Once vT reaches its 
target voltage, the system would then shut down all three oscillators.  
To determine the minimum input voltage level, vH(MIN), above which the starter 
can charge CT, the input source, vH in Figure 5.15, should ramp at a rate that is much 
slower than the startup time tST of the system. Note that in this test, RS is removed so that 
vS and vH are equal. This way, the impact of startup dynamics on measured readings is 
minimal. In the case of Figure 5.15, rise time tH(R) is over 0.5 s. This value is orders of 
magnitude greater than the 15–135 μs that the starter requires to charge CT. 
Measurements therefore demonstrate that the starter starts with 215–222 mV across five 
measured sampled chips. 
 
Figure 5.15. Measured minimum input threshold. 
In the case of energy harvesters, ambient energy can vanish and reappear slowly. 
And in some cases, an external force or signal can suddenly inhibit and reconnect an 
ambient source. The system must therefore be able to start from slow- and fast-rising 
ramps. But to start, the input vH must surpass the 215–222-mV minimum level vH(MIN) 
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that the starter requires to operate. This is why vH in Figure 5.16 rises to 250 mV in 100 
ns and 1, 5, and 10 ms. In all cases, the starter charges CT to 1.8 V. 
 
Figure 5.16. Measured starts for 100 ns–10 ms input rise times. 
5.3.3 Startup Time 
Startup time tST is the time after vH reaches vH(MIN) that the system requires to charge CT 
to, in this case, 1.8 V. When vH rises in tH(R) or 1, 5, and 10 ms in Figure 5.16, for 
example, the starter requires tR to react and tC(R) to charge CT. For rise times of 1, 5, and 
10 ms, the starter requires 41, 63, and 85 μs respectively to react and 22–25 μs to charge 
CT. Total startup times, which include reaction time and charge times, are 64, 85, and 110 
μs. Startup delay or response time tR increases with tH(R) because vH rises less quickly. So 
by the time CT charges, vH reaches a lower level. And with a lower overdrive voltage, the 
jump starter requires more time to activate the oscillating core. 
Charge time tC(R) is consistent at 22–25 μs for 1-, 5-, and 10-ms rise times because 
vH and the time tE across which LX energizes do not vary much. Charging time is 66% 
shorter at 8 μs when tH(R) is 100 ns because vH rises above the minimum threshold vH(MIN) 
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before the starter can respond. As a result, the oscillating core energizes LX without help 
from the resetter. In other words, tC(R) excludes reset delays. 
When vH rises to 220–250 mV in the same time span, across 100 ns, charge time 
tC(R) in Figure 5.17 is fairly constant at 8 μs. This means, reset delays remain absent. 
Response times tR, however, fall from 32–52 to 6–16 μs with ascending vH levels, as vH 
peaks increase from 220 to 250 mV. The culprit for this rise in tR is the jump starter. This 
is because vSW in Figure 5.8 requires more time to bootstrap to vSW(MIN) when vH is lower. 
 
Figure 5.17. Measured startup times after stepping the input. 
5.3.4 Energy Management 
Wake time for energy-harvesting microsensors is a critical parameter because ambient 
sources can vanish and reappear without notice. Charging systems should therefore 
charge a battery CB quickly. And for that, CB should receive as much power as possible. 
With the temporary supply CT that the starter in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.8 establish, the 
charger can do this: output 80%–90% of the power it harvests [151]. This is possible 
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because vT is high enough at 1.8 V, for example, to keep resistances in the network in the 
milliohm range.  
Before the battery can receive power, however, the starter must charge the 
temporary supply, CT. But with only millivolts provided by the harvesting transducer, 
starters do not have milliohm transistors with which to switch the inductor LX. So 
transistors burn a large fraction of the power that could otherwise reach CT. As a result, 
ohmic losses in the starter extend the time that CT requires to charge. In the case of the 
prototyped starter, MFB in the jump starter and MSEN in the energizing path in Figure 5.8 
burn the most energy across the charging process. MFB's loss is significant at 4.4–16 nJ 
when vH rises to 235–300 mV in 100 ns in Fig. 9. This is because MFB draws substantial 
current from the harvested input vH every time vSW rises (as LX drains). 
MSEN dissipates the next highest loss at 0.6–1.2 nJ every time LX energizes. 
Because of MSEN’s limited gate drive, the inductor energizes into a resistive MSEN. This 
high resistance causes significant losses. The rest of the circuit consumes another 200 pJ. 
So in delivering 194 pJ to charge CT's 120 pF to 1.8 V, the starter outputs 1.5%–7% of 
the power the ambient source supplies when vH rises to 235–300 mV. However, since 
startup lasts less than 60 µs, the low efficiency does not significantly affect system 
performance. 
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Figure 5.18. Simulated losses and measured power efficiency. 
5.3.5 Relative Performance 
Integration: 
Because microsensors are useful in many more applications when they are smaller, one 
critical parameter to consider is integration. In this case, the starter requires a 200 × 370-
μm
2
 0.18-μm CMOS die and a 2 × 1.25 × 1.45-mm
3
 100-μH inductor. Combined, the 
starter occupies about 4 mm
3
, which compares very favorably with the transformer-based 
oscillator, motion-activated switch starter, and LC oscillator presented in Chapter 3 and 
summarized in Table 4.1. The size of the starter presented here is comparable with the 
ring oscillator driven starters, both tuned and natural, also from Chapter 3 and 
summarized in Table 4.1. 
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Table 5.1. Performance summary and the state of the art. 
  X-
Former 
[149] 
MEMS 
Switch 
[128] 
LC Osc. 
[152] 
Ring Oscillator 
Chapter 
4 
This 
Work 
 
Tuned 
[145] 
Natural 
[150] 
VH(MIN) 40 mV 35 mV 50 mV 80 mV 
330 
mV 
300 mV 220 mV 
CT 10 μF 470 pF 4.7 nF 30 pF – 100 pF 120 pF 
VTAR 1.2 V 1 V 0.8 V 1.3 V 1.8 V 0.55 V 1.8 V 
tST 4.9 s 3 ms 15 ms 4.8 ms 1.2 s 44 μs 59 μs 
IEQ 2.45 μA 157 nA 251 nA 8 nA  – 1.25 μA 3.66 μA 
ηST – – – – – 0.50% 
1.50% 
7% 
Other 
1:60 
X-
Former  
22 µH 2 µH 
6.8 µH – 100 µH 100 µH 
22 µH 2 µH 
MEMS 100 µH 
Switch 27 µH 
Vol. 175 mm
3
 150 mm
3
 
**
16 mm
3
 
**
4 mm
3
 4 mm
3
 4 mm
3
 4 mm
3
 
Tech. 0.13 µm 0.35 µm 65 nm 65 nm – 0.18 µm 0.18 µm 
 
The amplifying transformer-based oscillator requires a 1:60 transformer that, at 
175 mm
3
, occupies 43× more space than the 4 mm
3
 required here. The motion activated 
switch uses a MEMS device that switches in response to vibrations. Relying on such a 
switch is a drawback because the charger can only start when motion is present. Using a 
motion activated switch also requires two inductors, one for startup and one for steady 
state, that, at 150 mm
3
, occupy 38× more volume than the starter presented here. An LC 
oscillator can be smaller and is not reliant on external forces. Although the size of the 
inductors is not reported, with four inductors, it still occupies around 16 mm
3
, which is 
4× more space. 
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At 4 mm
3
, both tuned and natural ring oscillator starters are comparable in size. 
The challenge with tuning a ring oscillator is cost. Because to start from 80 mV, P- and 
N-type transistor threshold voltages in the ring oscillator that start the system must 
balance specifically for that purpose. So tuning requires post-processing steps in the 
fabrication process to adjust threshold voltages. These steps are costly and time 
consuming, and without them, the minimum threshold would be that of their less 
demanding siblings in the natural case: 330 mV. 
Capacitor and super capacitors receive and deliver power at any voltage across 
more than 500k recharge cycles [24]. Lithium- and nickel-based chemistries operate at 
higher voltages, so vH(MIN) can be higher and tST longer. They also only recharge 1k–1.2k 
times [24]. Unfortunately, tiny devices can deplete so often that cycle life must be higher. 
So although this and others in Table I can charge many types of batteries, capacitors and 
super capacitors are more likely candidates. 
Startup Time: 
Another equally important parameter is startup time tST. This is because each time the 
ambient source vanishes and reappears, tST determines if and what the sensor can 
accomplish. tST, however, changes with capacitance CT and target voltage VTAR, so 
comparing tST alone can be misleading. But since VTAR and CT will, for the most part, 
extend tST in the same way, equivalent CTVTAR/tST current IEQ is a better figure of merit 
(FoM). From this perspective, IEQ for the starter presented here is 3.66 μA, which is 23×, 
15×, and 458× higher than a motion-activated switch starter, an LC oscillator, and a tuned 
ring oscillator. Even without a bulky transformer, the starter presented here charges with 
IEQ 50% higher than an amplifying transformer-based oscillator. 
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Minimum Threshold: 
While the transformer-based oscillator can start from an input voltage as low as 40 mV, 
more space and higher costs are the ultimate tradeoffs. Similarly, using a MEMS switch 
is costly and relies on vibrations to start from 35 mV. An LC oscillator requires four 
inductors to achieve a 50 mV minimum input voltage. To reduce the minimum input 
voltage of a ring oscillator from 330 mV to 80 mV requires costly post-processing tuning. 
Therefore, more space, higher cost, and longer starts are the ultimate tradeoffs for lower 
input threshold vH(MIN) in the state of the art.   
Minimum input voltages for these technologies, 35–80 mV, are 16%–36% of the 
220 mV that the circuit here requires. But if space and cost are critical constraints, which 
is the case for many emerging applications with wide-area networks, vH(MIN) is 
unfortunately a necessary sacrifice. This sacrifice, however, is 50% more severe for a 
natural ring oscillator at 330 mV than for the starter proposed here. 
Predecessor: 
The starter here differs from its predecessor in Chapter 4 in three basic ways. First, the 
previous oscillator energizes LX into a capacitor and the oscillating core here into a 
resistor RE. Of the two, RE establishes a higher voltage more quickly and conducts 
regardless of input rise time. MSEN therefore shuts sooner and more effectively, and as a 
result, loses less energy. And although the capacitor receives charge it can hold, the 
previous oscillator nevertheless drains it to ground, which results in a loss of energy. 
The feedback transistor, MFB, closes a bootstrapping positive feedback loop that is 
absent in Chapter 4. This loop starts oscillating and bootstrapping the circuit from a lower 
input voltage. Plus, the starter incorporates a resetter that restarts the circuit until LX can 
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charge CT fully. Without these improvements, the previous implementation only starts 
when a non-resistive input rises in less than 300 ns, CT's final voltage varies with input 
voltage, conversion efficiency is 3×–14× lower, and the minimum input threshold is 80 
mV higher. 
5.4 Summary  
The robust bootstrapping starter presented here addresses and overcomes the limitations 
of the starter presented in Chapter 4. First, by introducing an additional positive feedback 
loop, the starter has increased gain between its input and output voltages. This allows the 
starter to fully charge its output, a temporary supply, with a lower input voltage. Second, 
by replacing the energizing element in Chapter 4, a capacitor, with a resistor, the starter is 
able to initialize oscillations regardless of the rise time of the input voltage. Finally, real 
transducers provide a very limited amount of power which manifests as a decrease in 
voltage when current is drawn. A resetter circuit was added to the oscillator to handle 
situations where the input voltage collapses before the output is fully charged. By 
combining a jump starter and resetter to an oscillating core, the goals of a robust and high 
gain starter were fulfilled.  
The designed starter was then prototyped and tested to validate the theory and 
compare to the state of the art. By sharing the inductor with the battery charger, it does 
not add volume to the overall system. Other than the already present inductor, the entire 
starter and temporary supply are on-chip, so cost remains low. The 0.18-μm CMOS 
starter prototype charges 120 pF to 1.8 V in 15–59 μs with 1.5%–7% of the power it 
draws from a 180-Ω, 220–250-mV source. Charging a temporary supply this quickly is 
important, because with 1–2 V, a charger can deliver 80%–90% of the power it harvests. 
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This way, the time required to charge both the smaller temporary supply and the larger 
battery is much faster than charging the larger battery alone with the less efficient starter. 
A wireless microsensor can therefore wakeup much quicker. And this way, the system 
can perform many more tasks in the brief time that an ambient source is strong enough to 
overcome losses and supply power.  
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CHAPTER 6 
SELF-STARTING CHARGER SYSTEM 
Tiny transducers powering wireless microsensors produce voltages in the range of tens to 
hundreds of millivolts. Operating from such a low input voltage is challenging because, 
with low gate drive, transistors are resistive, and as a result, lossy. The charger can 
therefore consume much of the power drawn, leaving little left for the battery and other 
blocks. As a result, the battery charges slowly, if at all, and the microsensor must wait for 
the battery voltage to reach a headroom level that is high enough for system components 
to perform their prescribed tasks. This is a problem when the source appears across short 
intervals because the battery voltage may not rise sufficiently to power the sensor, and 
leakages may drain the battery before the harvesting source is available again. The 
charger should therefore replenish the battery as quickly as possible, and since space is 
scarce in a microsystem, do so with as few off-chip components as possible. 
The starter circuit presented in Chapter 5 charges a small capacitance to well 
above the headroom level in under 100 μs. However, because of its low efficiency, 
charging the battery directly would lead to impractically long startup times. Therefore, 
the starter should only be used to charge a small capacitor to the headroom level to be 
used as a temporary supply for the maximum power point (MPP) charger in Figure 6.1. 
With the temporary supply providing the gate drive and quiescent current requirements of 
the MPP charger, the battery can be charged with the full efficiency of the charger. As 
Chapter 2 predicts, charging a smaller capacitor with the starter and then charging the 
battery with the MPP charger should significantly reduce the wake time of the system 
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This chapter describes and proposes a maximum power point charger, which uses the 
starter from Chapter 5 to create a temporary supply with which the system can use for 
high efficiency battery charging, until the battery is fully charged. 
 
Figure 6.1. Light- or heat-harvesting microsensor. 
6.1 Energy Harvester Operation 
The fundamental reason why batteries charge slowly from no-charge conditions is that 
the only voltage available, the input source, produces low gate drive for the charger. The 
problem is, with low gate voltages, transistors are resistive and therefore lossy. So, of the 
power drawn from the transducer, only a small amount reaches the battery. Furthermore, 
because of the large capacity of the battery, microfarads or millifarads in the case of 
supercapacitors, the battery voltage climbs slowly. To reduce charge time, the system 
should start to a smaller temporary supply, which can be used to drive low resistance 
switches, which can efficiently charge the battery. The temporary supply must be small 
enough to charge quickly, but hold enough charge to provide gate drive and quiescent 
current requirements to the battery charger. 
6.1.1 System Operation 
The guiding principles that drive the design here are: small capacitors charge 
quickly and transistors switch faster and more efficiently when supplied from higher 
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voltages. So, the basic aim of the proposed system is to charge a very small temporary 
supply, CT in Figure 6.2, from which circuits can later draw power. The temporary supply 
must be charged above the headroom voltage, VHR, which transistors need to switch 
efficiently. This way, with over 0.9 V, for example, the switcher can deliver 80%–90% of 
the drawn power [151], instead of the 0.1%–7% that a millivolt supply could have 
supplied [128], [132], [133], [145], [147], [149], [150], [152], [161]. For this, the system 
should first charge a small on-chip supply capacitor CT to a level that is high enough to 
feed the switcher without dropping below VHR. To store as much energy as possible with 
the least capacitance, CT should charge to the technology's breakdown level VBD. And at 
that level, capacitance should be sufficiently high to store the energy the charger needs to 
deliver at least two energy packets: one to CT and another to the battery CB. 
 
Figure 6.2. Schematic of harvester system. 
To begin the wakeup process, the starter block from Chapter 5 charges the 
temporary supply, CT, from a photovoltaic or thermoelectric source using the inductor 
LX. Although the system is inefficient when first charging CT with the harvesting input 
voltage vH, CT is so low at 200 pF that the process can be fairly short. Once CT is charged 
past the headroom level, the controller is enabled and battery charging can begin. The 
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controller monitors the temporary supply voltage, vT, and the battery voltage, vB to 
maintain vT above vHR and short switch SC when the battery reaches VHR.  
The controller uses the charger block to efficiently send energy to the battery by 
energizing and de-energizing the inductor with low resistance switches. When the 
temporary supply is discharged to the headroom level, it must be refreshed by energizing 
the inductor through the charger block and de-energizing the inductor through diode DS 
inside the starter block and into CT. vT should not be allowed to discharge below the 
headroom level, since this would require the system to return to the inefficient startup 
phase. Keeping CT's voltage, vT, above the headroom level throughout this process allows 
the switcher to supply 80%–90% of the drawn power. 
The system delivers energy packets to CT and CB this way, in alternating cycles, 
until the battery charges above the headroom level. Past that point, the controller enables 
switch SC and shorts the temporary supply with the battery so, together, both capacitors 
supply the switcher. So in all, the system is only inefficient when charging CT to VHR the 
first time. After that, as CT supplies the charger and later when CB supplies the charger, 
the charger can be 80%–90% efficient. Delivering this much charge to CB is how the 
system reduces wake time after harvesting droughts. 
6.1.2 Wakeup Sequence 
While the input source is not available, the system remains in the off phase. As the source 
returns, and the input voltage surpasses the starter’s minimum input voltage, VH(MIN) in 
Figure 6.3, the system enters the startup phase. The starter block then uses the inductor, 
LX, to charge the temporary supply, CT, to the headroom level, VHR. The low gate drive 
provided by vH makes the startup phase inefficient, but, fortunately, because of CT’s 
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small size, this phase is short and not much energy is consumed to charge CT. The 
controller, now supplied by vT, detects that vT has risen above VHR, and disables the 
starter. Before beginning to charge the battery, the controller ensures that vT is above 
threshold level VTH, and if not sends an additional energy packet to CT. Threshold level 
VTH is slightly above VHR and is simply meant to provide margin to the system so that vT 
does not go below VHR before it is refreshed. 
Once the controller begins sending energy packets to the battery, vB begins to rise 
and the system enters the charging phase in Figure 6.3. Since CT supplies the controller 
and charger with quiescent and gate drive power respectively, CT discharges and vT falls. 
If vT were to fall below VHR, the charger would not operate correctly and the system 
would return to the startup phase. To prevent this, the controller detects when vT has 
fallen below threshold level VTH and sends an energy packet to CT in between energy 
packets to CB. This way, the system keeps vT loosely regulated above VTH. The system 
continues alternating packets while the battery is charging so that vB rises until vB reaches 
VTH. Once vB reaches VTH, vB is high enough so that CB can now supply the system. 
Therefore, at this point, CT and CB are shorted together. Since CB is so much greater than 
CT, vT in Figure 6.3 falls to vB while vB barely changes due to the short. Once CT and CB 
are shorted, energy packets are only sent to CB and CT receives energy through the 
shorting switch SC in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.3. Operational waveforms during wake. 
During the charge phase, the maximum power point tracker sets the frequency at 
which the battery should be charged. This frequency is dependent on the power available 
from the energy source. Since ambient power changes slowly, this frequency is 
essentially constant or slow changing. However, the temporary supply is not charged at a 
fixed frequency and is instead only charged when CT requires refreshing. Therefore, the 
controller may request packets be sent to CT at any point during the battery’s charging 
frequency. Since CT’s charging events are not synchronized with CB’s charging 
frequency, conflicts may arise in which the controller requests packets to CB and CT at 
the same time. Since the system in Figure 6.2 reuses LX to send packets to both CT and 
CB, sending simultaneous packets is not possible. Therefore, the controller must be able 
to handle these conflicts and resolve them appropriately.  
The state machine in Figure 6.4 provides the logic required for the controller to 
prevent such conflicts. If the system is already in the process of sending an energy packet 
to CB, when the controller receives the command to charge CT, the controller will wait 
until the packet has been sent to CB before sending a packet to CT. In other words, if the 
system is in the state of “Sending to CB” the “Send to CB” signal must clear before the 
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system changes to the “Sending to CT” state. A similar operation occurs if the system is 
sending an energy packet to CT when the controller receives the signal to send to CB. If 
the system is not actively sending a packet (in the “Not Sending” state) and it receives 
signals to send to CT and CB at the same time, it will give priority to CT, since delaying 
this energy packet could cause vT to fall below VHR and disable the system. Note that 
although “Sending to Both” is not a valid state, the state machine provides an escape path 
in case a logical error causes the system to move into this state. In this case, regardless of 
the input signals, the system will move into one of the other three valid states. 
 
Figure 6.4. State machine diagram of dual output controller. 
6.2 Energy Harvester Prototype 
The proposed energy-harvesting charger in Figure 6.5 energizes and drains inductor LX 
from the harvesting input vH into either the small temporary supply CT or the larger 
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battery CB. When fully drained, the starter first charges CT above the headroom level VHR 
that transistors need to switch efficiently. Then, while supplied by CT, the controller 
disables the starter and enables the oscillating pulse generator, which with the controller 
commands ground switch MGND and diode switch DB to energize and drain LX from vH 
into CB and CT in alternating cycles. When CB's voltage vB is above a minimum threshold 
VTH, the controller closes MC1 and MC2 to short CT and CB, and in so doing, use CB to 
supply the charger. The purpose of the starter is to operate the switcher when no other 
power source than vS is available. Although inefficient with 250–350 mV at vS, the starter 
is nevertheless functional, whereas with such a low voltage, the controller is not. 
 
Figure 6.5. Proposed light/heat-harvesting 0.18-μm CMOS charger. 
6.2.1 Controller 
The purpose of the controller is to decide when to (i) disable the starter and enable the 
oscillating pulse generator, (ii) monitor and replenish the temporary supply CT, and (iii) 
use the battery CB to supply the system. For this, the controller incorporates three sensing 
comparators: CPEN, CPAID, and CPB. CPEN, shown in Figure 6.6, monitors vT and enables 
the charger by imposing a high voltage on vEN when vT is higher than the headroom level, 
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plus some margin. CPAID, shown in Figure 6.7, changes state when vT crosses VTH to 
indicate when energy must be sent to CT. Since replenishing CT requires that vT is high 
enough to operate the charger, CPAID's AND1 gate does not engage unless CPEN's output 
vEN is high to indicate CT is ready to supply. CPB, shown in Figure 6.8, monitors the 
battery voltage, vB, and sends the signal vSHORT when vB is above VAID so that CB and CT 
can be shorted. CPB's AND2 gate similarly keeps CPB from shorting CB to CT until CT is 
ready to supply. 
 
Figure 6.6. Schematic of the enable comparator CPEN. 
The comparators use VBN, generated in the bias block, to define currents with 
which to establish and compare states. These comparators are essentially headroom 
detectors. When CPEN's supply voltage vT is low, for example, MP1 and MC1's diode 
connections push MB1 into triode, reducing MB1's current below what VBN would 
otherwise set. MB2's current therefore overwhelms MP2's mirrored reflection of MP1–MB1's 
current to keep vO1 and vEN low. When vT is high enough to pull MB1 out of triode, MP2's 
current surpasses MB2's, so vO1 and vEN rise. This way, CPEN trips when vT rises above 
MB1, MC1, and MP1's headroom level VHR. To help, iLK1 keeps MP2's leakage from 
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inadvertently tripping vO1 when vT is low. I1 limits the current and power that vO1's first 
inverter consumes as it transitions. MH1 adds headroom to MB1 as vO1 rises to reinforce 
(with hysteresis) vO1's rising transition. 
CPAID operates the same way, except MC3's and MP3's longer channel lengths raise 
MB3's headroom level above that of MB1 in CPEN. CPAID therefore trips at a higher 
threshold level VTH than CPEN's VHR. VTH should be high enough above VHR to keep the 
switcher from discharging CT below VHR before the system can recharge CT. This way, 
CPEN disables the starter when CT first charges to VHR, and with the battery diode DB still 
off, the oscillating pulse generator, MGND, and LX can charge CT after that. When CPAID 
senses that vT rises above VTH, vAID prompts the oscillating pulse generator to enable DB, 
and that way, steer LX's energy into CB. After supplying the switcher across several 
cycles, CT discharges below VTH, but not below VHR, because before that happens, CPAID 
again disables DB and allows the diode inside the starter DS to replenish CT with the 
inductor’s energy.  
 
Figure 6.7. Schematic of the aid comparator CPAID. 
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The last comparator, CPB, detects when the battery voltage, vB, surpasses VTH, to 
let the system know CB is ready to be used as a supply. CPB is a replica of CPAID, except 
CPB senses CB's voltage vB. So when vB rises above VTH, the system shorts CB to CT, and 
this way, uses CB to supply the charger. CPB’s AND2 gate ensures that MC1 and MC2 do 
not short CB and CT unless both are charged near VTH. After the supplies are shorted, the 
system begins sending dedicated packets to CB and using vB as its supply. Even after 
transactions discharge CB below VTH, VTH is high enough above VHR, and transaction 
losses are low enough fractions of the energy delivered, that vB does not fall below the 
headroom level VHR. 
 
Figure 6.8. Schematic of the battery comparator CPB. 
6.2.2  Oscillating Pulse Generator 
The purpose of the oscillating pulse generator in Figure 6.9 is to periodically close MGND 
long enough to energize LX with sufficient energy to replenish the temporary supply CT, 
and when CT is full, to draw and deliver as much energy as possible from the ambient 
source to the battery. The frequency at which the charger delivers power to the battery is 
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set by the oscillator block so that every time that vOSC transitions high, an energy packet 
is sent to the battery. vAID from CPAID signals the pulse generator to create a packet of 
energy directed to CT. Although vOSC is periodic and deterministic, vAID may occur at any 
point in vOSC’s period so the pulse generator must resolve race conditions, where both 
vOSC and vAID arrive near simultaneously, and give proper priority when conflicts arise. 
 
Figure 6.9. Schematic of the oscillating pulse generator. 
The oscillating pulse generator determines the pulse length that energizes the 
inductor. When charging the battery, the inductor’s energizing pulse width τB is as long 
as the ambient source vS can tolerate to remain at or near its maximum power point 
(MPP). τB is therefore variable and set to a level that draws the most power from vS. 
However, because the temporary supply’s capacitance, CT, is so much lower than the 
battery’s capacitance, CB, τB could easily over-energize the inductor to the extent the 
inductor overcharges CT well above the technology's breakdown level VBD. So when the 
controller's vAID indicates the system should replenish CT, the logic chooses an energizing 
pulse τT that is just long enough to replenish CT in one cycle. 
Every time vOSC rises, the logic's vGND commands MGND to start another 
energizing event. But since CT may discharge below CPAID's VTH while charging CB, vCLK 
in the logic keeps vDB from changing DB's state and vGND from starting a pulse in the 
middle of a delivery. When either vOSC or vAID arrive, a pulse of length τD is generated, 
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which is used as a clock for the D-type flip flops, DFF1 and DFF2. Gate OR1 ensures that 
if one input arrives and begins to create a vCLK pulse, when the other signal arrives, the 
pulse length at vCLK is extended to allow the logic to settle with this new information. 
Once vCLK goes low, DFF1 and DFF2 transfer their input to their outputs, and a change in 
vAID or vOSC is ignored until the original packet is delivered. 
The oscillator in Figure 6.10 establishes the frequency at which the system 
charges the battery, CB. While vT is lower than vHR, vEN form CPEN is low so that AND1’s 
output is also low, preventing the SR latch, SROSC, from switching states and preventing 
oscillations. While the oscillator is disabled, the SR latch output may be high or low, so 
AND2 keeps vOSC low regardless of SROSC’s state until the oscillator is enabled. Once 
enabled by the controller's CPEN (when vT rises above headroom level VHR), the current 
that the gate voltage reference VBP from the bias block establishes with MB1 charges C1. 
When C1 charges above the gate–source voltage that M2 requires to sustain MB2's bias 
current, M2 overwhelms MB2, pulling its drain low and flipping INV1 and setting SROSC. 
With SROSC’s Q output high, MN1 resets C1 to ground, and allows MB3 to similarly charge 
C3. C3 therefore charges until M4 overwhelms MB4 to reset the flip-flop and re-start the 
process. C1 and C3 continue this way, ramping and resetting in alternating cycles, and 
oscillating vOSC between states at a frequency that MB1, C1, M2, MB2, MB3, C3, M4, and 
MB4 establish.  
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Figure 6.10. Schematic of the oscillator. 
The logic block in Figure 6.9 implements the state machine presented in Figure 
6.4 to determine where to send energy packets. The schematic in Figure 6.11 details the 
gates used to implement the state machine. The signals vQ(T) and vQ(B) are the states of the 
system: if vQ(T) is high the system is currently sending a packet to CT, while if vQ(B) is 
high the system is sending a packet to CB.  The output signals of the logic block, vD(T) and 
vD(B), dictate what the next sate of the system should be. As the state machine dictates, the 
logic prioritizes the state the system is always in, then sending a packet to the temporary 
supply, and finally sending a packet to the battery. No combinations of input signals 
produces a high signal at vD(T) and vD(B) simultaneously and if both vQ(T) and vQ(B) are 
high, at least one of the outputs is forced low. 
 
Figure 6.11. Schematic of the pulse generator logic. 
Four instances of the one-shot pulse generator in Figure 6.12 produce the 
energizing and filter-delay pulses τB, τT, and τD in Figure 6.9. When the input vI is low, 
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the AND1 gate grounds the output vO, MOFF shuts, and MS grounds MA's gate, so MB's 
current keeps vX high. When the input vI rises, AND1 raises vO, MS shuts, and MOFF 
closes to let IP charge CP. When CP's voltage is high enough for MA to overwhelm MB's 
current, vX falls, and with it, vO. In other words, vO is high only as long as IP requires to 
charge CP above MA's threshold. Therefore, with different IP currents, the circuit produces 
different pulse lengths. Copies of this circuit produce pulse widths of 0.25–1 μs when IP 
is 25–100 nA. When vI goes low, MOFF turns off and prevents MP from conducting. 
Similarly, MS is turned on to pull MA’s gate low so that MA and MB do not conduct. 
Therefore, when vI is low, the circuit consumes no quiescent current. 
 
Figure 6.12. Schematic of the one-shot pulse generator. 
6.2.3 Battery Diode 
The battery diode, DB in Figure 6.5 is not an ordinary PN-junction diode for several 
reasons. First, DB should not direct energy to the battery CB when the temporary supply 
CT needs charge, even if vB is lower than vT, which would otherwise engage a 
conventional diode. For this DB requires a disabling terminal which prevents forward 
conduction when vSW is higher than vB if the energy packet is meant for CT. The second 
reason is that a typical diode would drop 0.6–0.7 V when conducting, which would burn 
considerably more power than a MOS switch implementation. However, to prevent 
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reverse battery current, the system must detect when there is a negative voltage across the 
switch, and ensure the switch is off during this time. 
Functionally, MOSFETs MDB1 and MDB2 in Figure 6.13 should (together) operate 
like a diode when enabled by vDB. When vDB is high, MDB2 closes and allows the 
comparator CPDB to switch MDB1 like a diode when vGND opens MGND and an energizing 
event finishes. After some dead-time, the SR latch is set by a falling edge at vGND, and 
MDB1 turns on. When the switching node vSW falls below vB, CPDB's vO2 falls to open 
MDB1, and that way, disconnect vSW from vB like a diode would. MI1 and MI2, and as a 
result, their mirroring translations to vO1 and vO2 source equivalent currents when vSW 
equals vB. When vSW falls below vB, MI1's translation MM2 sinks less current than MI2 
sources, so vO1 rises, MO strengthens and pulls vO2 to ground, to open MDB1. 
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Figure 6.13. Schematic of the battery diode DB. 
For all this, MB1 and MB2 split ITAIL's 2 μA (from the bias block) to establish the 
currents that MI1 and MI2 and their translations conduct. Splitting the bias between MB1 
and MB2 ensures that neither MI1 nor MI2 will conduct more than ITAIL thereby reducing 
the overall power consumption of CPDB. MM1C sources a mirrored reflection of MI1's 
current, so when MI2 conducts more current, MM1C's translation allows vO2 to fall faster. 
And as vO2 falls, MH1 closes to decrease MM1C's mirror gain to vO2. This hysteresis allows 
MO pull vO2 to ground faster and prevent the comparator from tripping again due to 
switching noise. 
When vDB is low, MDB2's driver, INV2, connects MDB2's gate to vSW. Although 
MDB2 can still turn on when vB is greater than vSW, CPDB commands MDB1's driver to 
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connect MDB1's gate to vB when vB is above vSW to ensure MDB1 stays off. So combined, 
MDB1 and MDB2 are off when vDB is low. Otherwise, when vDB is high, MDB1 closes only 
when the SR latch is set, which happens just after the energizing pulse finishes, and vSW 
is above vB. 
6.2.4 Starter 
The goal of the starter in Figure 6.14 from Chapter 5 is to use the inductor, LX, to charge 
the temporary supply, CT, once, after the ambient source vS first recovers from a long 
drought. As vS first rises, MSEN energizes LX and the jump starter and MR help transfer 
and exchange the energy drawn between LX and switching-node capacitance CSW. 
Although the energy swapped is not at first high enough for MDS1 and MDS2 to steer 
charge into CT, the oscillations and the energy transferred grow, and with it, so does vSW's 
peak as it oscillates. 
Once vSW is high enough above ground, MDS1 and MDS2 close to steer LX's 
leftover energy into CT. But if vT does not climb sufficiently high for the controller to 
shut the starter, MSH resets the jump starter. And to help MDS1 and MDS2 engage the next 
time vSW is high, MPLK leaks CT. Since CT does not altogether deplete, vT reaches the 
controller's headroom level VHR the next time CT receives energy. This prompts the 
controller's CPEN to shut the starter and enable the oscillating pulse generator. Because 
vEN grounds vDLY, further oscillations from the oscillating core are stopped. Additionally, 
MPLK is turned off, preventing further leakage from CT and since MSH’s gate voltage, vT, 
is above its threshold voltage, MS and therefore the jump starter, also remains off. 
Turning the starter completely off during the charging phase prevents it from consuming 
significant amounts of power. 
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Figure 6.14. Schematic of the starter circuit described in Chapter 5. 
6.2.5 Bias 
The bias block in Figure 6.15 establishes the reference gate voltages VBN and VBP for N- 
and P-channel MOS transistors that all circuits in the system use to establish bias 
currents. For this, M1 and M2 sink equal currents because M3–M3C mirrors M4–M4C's 
current. Since M2's channel width is eight times wider than M1's, M2's gate–source 
voltage vGS2 is lower than M1's vGS1. The difference in gate-source voltages, vGS1 – vGS2, 
is dropped across RB. In the subthreshold region, this difference is linearly proportional to 
absolute temperature (PTAT) [162], so vGS1 – vGS2 across RB establishes a PTAT current 
that can be mirrored through VBN and VBP across the system. 
When the supply first rises, the circuit can enter and stay in the off state, where 
VBN remains at ground, VBP remains at the supply, and the drain currents of M1–M4 
remain at zero. To remove the bias block from the off state, M5 turns on if VBP is close to 
the supply, forcing current between VBN and VBP and charging these nodes until M1–M4 
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turn on. Once the circuit is biased, M5’s current is no longer needed and any current that 
it pulls introduces an error into the bias circuit. Therefore, to turn M5 off, MBST mirrors 
M4's current into a long-channel diode-connected PMOS MRST that behaves like a high-
value resistor. So once M4 begins conducting, MBST mirrors its current, pulling its drain 
and, through two inverters, the gate of M5 to the supply voltage. With M5’s gate at the 
supply, its drain current is zero. 
 
Figure 6.15. Schematic of the bias block. 
6.3 Measured Performance 
The prototyped charger was designed and fabricated in a 0.18-μm CMOS process. The 
die in Figure 6.16a integrates the components in Figure 6.5, except the 70-mV/°C heat-
harvesting source vS, the 100-nF input capacitor CIN, the 100-μH transfer inductor LX, 
and the 1.8-μF battery CB, which are off chip on the board shown in Figure 6.16b. The 
die and board also include replica and monitoring circuits used to isolate and test 
different parts of the system. The die measures 660 × 370 μm
2
, the packaged die 9.7 × 6.4 
× 1.2 mm
3
, the input capacitor 1.6 × 0.8 × 0.8 mm
3
, the transfer inductor 2 × 1.25 × 1.45 
mm
3
, the battery 2 × 1.25 × 1.25 mm
3
, and although emulated for testing purposes, the 
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thermoelectric generator emulated from [123] measures 3.3 × 2.5 mm
2
. The series 
resistances of the input capacitor, transfer inductor, battery, and ambient source are 10 
mΩ, 4 Ω, 5 mΩ, and 180 Ω. 
 
Figure 6.16. Die and board photographs of the prototyped charger. 
6.3.1 Wakeup 
Off: Across a prolonged harvesting drought, leakages drain all capacitances in the circuit 
below the system’s headroom level VHR. With such low voltages at the supplies, nothing 
is on. As ambient energy, EA, returns, the ambient source vS climbs, but as long as vS 
remains below the starter's minimum threshold vH(MIN), which, in this case, from Figure 
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6.17 is 220 mV, the system remains off. So up to about 9.5 ms, the system pulls no 
current, so the source resistance RS drops zero volts, and the harvesting input vH follows 
the ambient source vS. 
 
Figure 6.17. Measured wakeup charge sequence. 
Startup Phase: As vS reaches 220 mV at 9.5 ms, the starter in Figure 6.14 begins 
to energize LX and help LX drain into the switching-node capacitance CSW. LX and CSW 
then exchange energy and continue to oscillate this way after that. Except, LX's energy 
and current at 13.8–14.2 ms in Figure 6.18 is not enough to raise vSW high enough above 
CT's voltage, vT, for the starter's diode, DS (composed of MDS1 and MDS2) to steer energy 
into CT. So, although the starter draws harvested input power from vH, which is why RS 
drops voltage at and vH falls below vS between 10 and 14 ms in Figure 6.17, vT does not 
charge and instead remains near zero. 
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Figure 6.18. Measured inductor current across wakeup phases. 
At 14.5 ms, however, the inductor draws enough energy to charge the switch node 
capacitance, CSW, and steer leftover charge into CT. However, this energy is not enough 
to charge CT above the controller's headroom level, VHR, so the starter shuts the jump 
starter and begins discharging CT. During the starter’s next attempt, beginning at 15.075 
ms in Figure 6.18, the inductor’s energy is high enough to charge CT. So vT in Figure 
6.17 climbs above VHR's 0.8 V at about 15.1 ms. CPEN in the controller senses this, and in 
response, shuts the starter and enables the oscillating pulse generator. This marks the end 
of the startup phase. 
Charge Phase: Once the controller turns the starter off, the starter no longer loads 
the input voltage, vH. So at 15.1 ms, all of RS’s current charges CIN so that vH climbs 
close to vS. With vT now above the headroom level, the controller, together with the 
oscillating pulse generator, close MGND to energize LX for a time τT, and then open MGND 
to drain LX into CT through the starter's DS (with the rest of the starter off). This 
transaction charges CT to just below the chip's breakdown level VBD, which, in the 
CMOS process used, is 1.8 V. 
Now that vT is greater than CPAID's threshold level VTH, the controller enables the 
battery diode DB. After MGND energizes the inductor again, this time for τB, DB drains the 
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inductor into the battery to begin charging CB. These transactions, however, drain CT 
below VTH, but not below VHR. The controller, therefore, disables DB and sends an energy 
packet to CT through DS. With one energy packet, vT rises above VTH, and the controller 
again enables DB. The charger alternates packets to CB and CT this way between 15 and 
40 ms in Figure 6.17 and Figure 6.18. 
When vB is within about 300 mV of vT's low state and vT nears threshold level 
VTH (at about 40 ms in Figure 6.17), DS begins leaking some of the energy meant for CB 
into CT. This leaked energy keeps CT from discharging below VTH, so the controller stops 
steering packets directly into CT. Specifically, CPAID stops disabling the battery diode DB 
so that all the energizing packets last τB and are directed into CB. vT is higher than vB, 
however, because CT is much lower than CB, so vT rises faster with less energy. CB and 
CT share energy packets this way until vB reaches CPB's threshold VTH at 55.7 ms. Past 
that point, vB is high enough to supply the system, so the controller shorts CB and CT. The 
battery charges more than it supplies through this last phase, so vB climbs steadily with 
every switching cycle. 
6.3.2 Harvesting Efficiency 
For the system to charge the battery, CB, quickly, LX should draw as much power as 
possible. But as drawn source current, iS, climbs, the source resistance RS burns more 
power. While the power that is drawn from the source, PS, rises linearly with iS, the 
ohmic power lost to RS, PR(S) climbs with the square of the drawn current. This means 
that initially, harvested input power, PH, increases with source power, PS, but after a 
point, increases in PS are offset by increasing losses in PR(S) so that PH begins to decrease. 
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Therefore, harvested input power, PH, is at its maximum when the extra loss ΔPR(S) just 
cancels the additional gain ΔPS.  
As the source current, iS in Figure 6.19, increases and the voltage dropped across 
RS reduces the input voltage, vH, the source power around 0 mA rises faster (linearly) 
than PR(S) (quadratically). Since the source power rises faster than the losses, PH climbs 
past that point. After 972 μA, with vS at 350 mV, however, PR(S) outpaces PS, so at 972 
μA, PH is at its maximum at 170 μW and falls after that. Since source power increases 
quadratically with vS, a larger vS will quickly increase the maximum source power. 
Therefore, for higher vS, PR(S) will be higher before PH peaks. PH's maximum power point 
(MPP) PH(MPP) therefore rises with vS. 
 
Figure 6.19. Measured harvested input power and histogram. 
Because the inductor’s peak current, about 4 mA, is higher than the 972-μA of 
current that vS, on average, sources at its maximum power point, source and input 
capacitors CS and CIN supply most of the charge LX draws, and the capacitor voltage, vH, 
falls. However, whenever the inductor current is less than 972 μA, vS supplies more 
charge than the inductor draws, and the excess current recharges CS and CIN and vH rises. 
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So over a complete switching cycle, CS and CIN supply as much charge as they receive, 
and their net voltage change is zero. 
 Unfortunately, the ripple voltage that results at the harvesting input vH shifts the 
source from its MPP setting vH(MPP). However, since the input power is already at its 
maximum, where its slope with respect to vH is zero, a small enough ripple will have little 
to no effect on input power. With 100 nF of input capacitance, CIN, for example, vH 
ripples between 158 and 210 mV. This variation, however, is close enough to vH(MPP)'s 
175 mV to keep PH close to PH(MPP) and average 169 μW or 99.4% of the 170 μW that the 
input source vS can deliver at 350 mV. 
Average input power, PH(AVG), is so close to PH(MPP) that improvements from 
higher input capacitances are hardly noticeable in Figure 6.20. Lower input capacitances, 
on the other hand, increase the ripple to such an extent that the effects are apparent. With 
10 nF, for example, vH ripples 280 mV and averages 133 mV, so maximum input power, 
PH, averages 120 μW or 70.6% of the 170 μW that vS can deliver. PH averages less at 22 
μW with 1 nF, but not much less below that level because at that point, the ripple is equal 
to the total voltage available. In other words, input capacitance CIN is so low that each 
energy packet causes vH to collapse to zero when the inductor draws energy. Once the 
inductor stops conducting, CIN is again so low that vH is charged all the way to vS. This is 
why vH does not ripple more than 350 mV when CIN is less than 1 nF. 
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Figure 6.20. Maximum harvested input power and ripple voltage across input 
capacitance. 
6.3.3 Charging Efficiency 
Throughout the charging process, quiescent, PQ(C), gate-drive, PG(C), and ohmic, PR(C), 
losses in the charger leak power away from the temporary supply CT and the battery CB. 
When the source voltage rises, more voltage is applied across the inductor during the 
energizing phase, resulting in a higher peak current. Since ohmic losses in the inductor 
equivalent series resistance and in MGND’s, MDB1’s and MDB2’s channel resistances 
increase with higher inductor peak current, P(R)C increases with vS. Quiescent and gate-
drive losses are mostly independent of peak current and, therefore, vS. and PH(MPP). So, as 
the harvested input power, PH, and output battery power, PO, increase with vS, PR(C) in 
Figure 6.21 climbs and PG(C) and PQ(C) do not. But since PH consistently rises more than 
PR(C) when vS is below 350 mV, the charger draws 55–168 μW or 98.2%–98.8% of the 
56–170 μW that vS can supply at 200–350 mV and delivers 40–150 μW or 76%–86% of 
the drawn 55–168 μW. 
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Figure 6.21. Measured charger losses and charging efficiency. 
The inductor's 4-Ω series resistance, RL, in Figure 6.22 consumes more power, 
PR(RL), than those of the battery diode DB and ground switch MGND. Although a larger 
inductor with the same inductance exhibits less resistance, increasing the dimensions of 
the inductor counter the integration benefits of a smaller board component. DB burns 
more power than MGND's resistance RGND because DB's resistance RDB is, by design, close 
to 10 Ω. With a lower resistance, the voltage that the inductor current (at less than 4 mA) 
would drop across RDB would not be sufficiently high to drive CPDB enough. Without 
enough voltage across its terminals, CPDB would not be able to detect the zero current 
crossing of the inductor current and DB would not function as a diode. With 10 Ω, 
however, RDB does not consume more power than RL because DB conducts a small 
fraction of the time that LX does. MGND's resistance is considerably lower because, 
without RDB's limitation, MGND's channel width is wide enough to balance ohmic and 
gate-drive losses, at which point MGND requires the least power possible to switch across 
states. 
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Figure 6.22. Simulated ohmic power losses. 
When the ambient source vS is 300 mV, for example, RL, RDB, and RGND in Table 
6.1 burn 7.40, 5.06, and 1.13 μW respectively. Since RDB is not low enough to balance 
gate-drive power, the gates of DB's MDB1 and MDB2 require (at 100 nW) much less power 
to switch than the ohmic loss consumes. MGND's gates, however, require about as much as 
RGND dissipates since MGND’s losses are balanced and optimized. At 160 nW, DB's 
comparator CPDB requires a little more than what DB requires to switch. With three 
comparators to sustain, the controller burns more average power at 330 nW. The bias 
block consumes 60 nW. 
During the startup phase, the starter burns more power because, with only the 
250–350 mV that the ambient source vS avails, efficiency is only 1%–7%. But since the 
starter operates for only 5 of the 45 ms that the system requires to wake, and it only 
charges the small temporary supply, the starter consumes, on average, only a little over 
the 1.86 μW that the starter leaks when disabled. The oscillating pulse generator 
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consumes more power at 3.01 μW because, once enabled, it never stops switching. As 
Table 4.1 summarizes, the system delivers 86% of the power it draws to charge a fully 
depleted 1.8-μF battery to 0.9 V in 45 ms, which is equivalent to charging the battery 
with 36 μA. 
Table 6.1. Simulated average power losses when the ambient source is 300 mV. 
Block Power Loss 
Controller 330 nW 
Pulse Generator 3.01 μW 
CPDB 160 nW 
Starter 1.86 μW 
Bias 60 nW 
RL 7.40 μW 
DB 
RDB 5.06 μW 
Gate Capacitance 100 nW 
MGND 
RGND 1.13 μW 
Gate Capacitance 650 nW 
 
6.3.4 Relative Performance 
Integration: 
As Chapter 1 highlighted, wireless microsystems are more useful and can be used in 
more applications when they are smaller. Therefore, each sub-block, including the power 
management block, must be as small as possible. In this case, the starter requires a 660 × 
370-μm
2
 0.18-μm CMOS die, a 2 × 1.25 × 1.45-mm
3
 100-μH inductor, a 1.6 × 0.8 × 0.8 
mm
3
 input capacitor, and a 2 × 1.25 × 1.25 mm
3
 battery. The inductor, typically the most 
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critical component in a power management block, occupies about 4 mm
3
, which 
compares very favorably with the magnetic components used in the transformer-based 
oscillator, motion-activated switch starter, and LC oscillator presented in Chapter 3 and 
summarized in Table 4.1. The size of the inductor used in the prototyped system 
presented here is comparable with that used in the ring oscillator driven starters, both 
tuned and natural. 
The largest system in the state of the art, the amplifying transformer-based 
oscillator, requires a 1:60 transformer for startup that, at 175 mm
3
, occupies 43× more 
space than the 4 mm
3
 required here. The motion activated switch uses a MEMS device 
that switches in response to vibrations, but relying on such a switch is a drawback 
because the charger can only start when motion is present. Using a motion activated 
switch also requires two inductors, one for startup and one for steady state, that, at 150 
mm
3
, occupy 38× more volume than the starter presented here. An LC oscillator can be 
smaller and is not reliant on external forces. Although the size of the inductors is not 
reported, with four inductors, it still occupies around 16 mm
3
, which is 4× more space. 
Tuned and natural ring oscillator occupy about the same volume, estimated at 4 
mm
3
. Although a ring oscillator could have a minimum input voltage as low as 80 mV, P- 
and N-type transistor threshold voltages in the ring oscillator that start the system must 
balance specifically for that purpose. To guarantee that the transistors balance, post-
processing steps in the fabrication process is required. These steps are costly and time 
consuming, and without them, the minimum threshold would be much higher, at around 
330 mV. 
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Wakeup Time: 
Since different technologies are presented that charge a variety of battery sizes, wakeup 
time itself is not a particularly useful metric. Instead, the equivalent charge current, IEQ, 
which normalizes wakeup time with battery capacitance and target voltage, provides a 
better comparison across technologies. With 32 μA of equivalent charge current, the LC 
oscillator is almost, although not quite as efficient as the charger presented, but with three 
more off-chip inductors: two 2-μH and one 27-μH inductors. At 5.6 μA, with 6.4× less 
current, the motion activated starter is the next fastest-waking charger, but with one more 
off-chip inductor and a MEMS switch that operates only in the presence of vibrations. 
Although the tuned ring oscillator requires as many off-chip components as the system 
here, at 2.7 μA, its equivalent charge current is 13.3× lower. The amplifying transformer 
also charges with less current, with 2.4 μA, and requires a bulky off-chip 1:60 
transformer. 
The advantage of the transformer, MEMS switch, multiple inductors in the LC 
oscillator, and tuned ring oscillators is that they start with a lower input voltage vH. 
Replacing the starter in Figure 6.5 with tuned ring oscillators use can reduce the startup 
voltage of this system to the reported 80 mV. But still, to charge the battery with the 
equivalent of 36 μA, the system must retain the controller, switching network, oscillating 
pulse generator, small temporary supply, and operating principles proposed and presented 
here. 
Efficiency: 
After the battery has been charged, and the system exits the wakeup stage, the system 
must continue charging the battery at the input source’s maximum power point (MPP). 
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To this end, the proposed system charges the battery with 86% of the available input 
power. The natural ring oscillator has the second highest efficiency, charging its battery 
with 80% efficiency at steady state. While the other technologies have lower overall and 
charge efficiencies, they also operate at lower input voltages, which results in higher 
ohmic losses. For this reason, a fair comparison of efficiency between technologies is not 
straightforward. However the proposed system does not introduce any additional 
significant losses that would make it less efficient under similar conditions.  
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Table 6.2. Performance summary and the state of the art. 
  X-
Former 
[149] 
MEMS 
Switch 
[128] 
LC Osc. 
[152] 
Ring Oscillator 
This 
Work 
 
Tuned 
[145] 
Natural 
[150] 
VH(MIN) 40 mV 35 mV 50 mV 80 mV 330 mV 220 mV 
CB 10 μF 100 nF 1 μF 10 nF – 1.8 μF 
VTAR 1.2 V 1 V 0.8 V 1.3 V 1.8 V 0.9 V 
Charge 
Time 
4.9 s 18 ms 25 ms 4.8 ms 1.2 s 45 ms 
IEQ 2.4 μA 5.6 μA 32 µA 2.7 µA – 36 μA 
Charge 
Efficiency 
40% – – 72% 80% 86% 
CIN 100 nF – – – – 100 nF 
Harvesting 
Efficiency 
– – – – – 99% 
Overall 
Efficiency 
– 58% 73% – – 86% 
Other 
1:60 
X-
Former 
22 µH 2 µH 
6.8 µH 1 Inductor 100 µH 
22 µH 2 µH 
MEMS 100 µH 
Switch 27 µH 
Inductor 
Volume 
175 mm
3
 150 mm
3
 
**
16 mm
3
 
**
4 mm
3
 4 mm
3
 4 mm
3
 
Tech. 0.13 µm 0.35 µm 65 nm 65 nm – 0.18 µm 
6.4 Summary 
This chapter presented an energy harvesting system that quickly wakes from no 
charge conditions. It integrates the starter presented in Chapter 5 to initially charge a 
temporary supply that would then allow a maximum power point charger to efficiently 
deliver power to the battery even when the battery voltage is low. Low power circuits 
were also described that allow the system to maintain high efficiency, even at low input 
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power levels. Additionally by substituting the diode in the harvesting system used in 
Chapter 4 with a MOS switch, efficiency across power levels was improved. With a 100 
nF input capacitor and a 100 μH transfer inductor, the 0.18-μm CMOS charger 
prototyped draws 98.8%–99.7% of the power supplied by a 200–350-mV source and 
delivers 76%–86% of the 40–150 μW drawn to charge a fully depleted 1.8-μF battery to 
0.9 V in 45 ms with an equivalent charge current of 36 μA. This is 13.3× faster than the 
best reported single-inductor solution, and although only 1.125× faster than the best 
possible alternative, with three fewer off-chip inductors. The charger is much faster with 
one inductor because a small on-chip 200-pF power supply, which charges and 
replenishes quickly, feeds the charger at a voltage that is sufficiently high to switch 
quickly and keep ohmic and gate-drive losses low. This way, the system can more easily 
charge the battery and replenish the temporary supply in alternating cycles until the 
battery is high enough to supply the system. Fast wakeup features of this sort are 
important because tiny onboard batteries exhaust easily and frequently, and clouds, 
debris, water, and other factors often interrupt the harvesting action of small photovoltaic 
and thermoelectric generators.  
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS 
With their increasingly small size, wireless microsensors can add intelligence to a large 
infrastructure or the human body by creating a network of tiny, autonomous sensors, 
which send data to a central processor. Restricting the size of microsensors to the 
millimeter scale allows them to be numerous yet non-obtrusive. However, the limited 
space constricts the amount of energy that can be stored on-board the system. Harvesting 
energy from the environment can help reduce or eliminate this restriction by 
supplementing or recharging the storage device. The battery, which can be lithium ion, 
supercapacitor, atomic battery or another high-density storage technology, provides the 
necessary supply to the DC–DC converter in order to transfer energy to the functional 
components. However, if the ambient energy disappears during an extended period of 
time, the battery depletes and can no longer provide enough energy or voltage to the 
system. When the ambient source returns, the system must wake using the voltage and 
power from the harvesting source alone. 
Operating from such a low input voltage is challenging because with low gate 
drive transistors are resistive, and as a result, lossy. The charger can therefore consume 
much of the power drawn, leaving little left for the battery CB and other blocks. As a 
result, CB charges slowly, if at all, and the microsensor must wait for CB's voltage vB to 
reach a headroom level that is high enough for system components to perform their 
prescribed tasks. This is a problem when the source appears across short intervals 
because vB may not rise sufficiently to power the sensor, and leakages may drain CB 
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before the harvesting source is available again. The charger should therefore replenish CB 
as quickly as possible, and since space is scarce in a microsystem, do so with as few off-
chip components as possible. To this end, the system should use a starter circuit to charge 
a small temporary supply quickly that can then enable a high efficiency charger to 
replenish the battery until its voltage surpasses the headroom level of the system. 
7.1 Low Voltage Starters 
With the abundance of light and heat energy in microsensor applications, harvesting from 
heat and light becomes an attractive and practical solution to extend lifetime. However, 
the small size of the transducers limits the voltage and power generated. Photovoltaic 
cells small enough to be used in microsystems generate 300 – 450 mV of open circuit 
voltage and 1 – 100 μW of power from indoor light [125], [126]. Tiny thermoelectric 
generators produce up to 80 mV/K, which generates about 10 μW from one kelvin of 
temperature difference. With only hundreds of millivolts available at the input, a boosting 
power converter is required to charge the battery and supply the system. 
When light or heat energy disappears for an extended period of time, the system 
will eventually deplete the battery to a voltage below the headroom level. When the 
energy source returns, the battery voltage is not enough to supply the charger with the 
necessary gate drive voltage and power. Therefore, the system requires a starter circuit 
which draws power directly from the low-voltage input source to charge the battery or a 
startup capacitor. Because of the low gate drive provided by the input source, starter 
circuits are inefficient, so charging a large capacitor, such as the battery, would lead to 
impractically long wakeup times. Alternatively, charging a temporary supply with the 
starter first, and then supplying a maximum power point (MPP) charger with the 
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temporary supply would significantly cut down on wake time since the low efficiency 
starter is only used for a short amount of time. 
Today, energy-harvesting chargers use additional bulky components, such as 
transformers, inductors, or capacitors, which demand considerable space, or fine-tuned 
devices, which require additional processing steps, to start the system. What is more, 
state-of-the-art starters are slow and inefficient, which means systems can only harness a 
fraction of the energy available during startup. In general, the state of the art low voltage 
chargers can be divided into two main categories: starters that charge the battery and 
starters that charge a temporary supply through an additional inductor.  
The amplifying transformer based starter, with a transformer replacing LX in 
Figure 7.1a, charges the battery in startup and steady state with the same transformer. 
Similarly, a ring oscillator driven starter shares the inductor between the starter and MPP 
charger, but nevertheless charges the battery during startup, which results in an extended 
wake time. Using a motion activated switch to charge a temporary supply requires a 
second inductor, LST in Figure 7.1b, which increases the overall size and cost of the 
system. An LC oscillator driven starter also requires an extra startup inductor, in addition 
to two oscillating inductors inside the starter block. Although these chargers start up to a 
temporary supply, and therefore have a fast wake time, they nevertheless require at least 
one additional, bulky inductor. In summary, state-of-the-art chargers are slow to wake 
because they startup directly to the large battery or rely on bulky additional components 
to create a temporary supply that speeds up the wake process.  
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Figure 7.1. Low-voltage starting chargers (a) without a temporary supply and (b) 
with additional inductor to charge a temporary supply. 
7.2 Research Contributions 
7.2.1 Self-Starting Charger System 
The main contribution of this research is an energy harvesting system, show in Figure 
7.2, which achieves a fast wake time using a starter circuit that does not add any off-chip 
components. The starter begins the wake process by quickly, albeit inefficiently, charging 
the temporary supply, CT, above the required headroom level. Once the temporary 
supply, CT in Figure 7.2 is charged, a control block turns the starter off and begins 
charging the battery. Whereas the starter uses the low input voltage for gate drive, the 
battery charger uses the temporary supply initially charged by the starter, so that the 
battery is charged with high efficiency. 
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Figure 7.2. Proposed low-voltage energy harvester with fast wake time. 
To achieve low loss energy transfer, the battery is charged though a diode 
emulating switch, which drops less voltage when compared to a traditional PN junction 
diode. Since the temporary supply provides gate drive and quiescent power to the battery 
charger, the temporary supply will eventually discharge below the headroom level if it is 
not refreshed. Therefore, the controller monitors the temporary supply’s voltage and 
sends it an energy packet when its voltage nears the headroom level. By momentarily 
disabling the battery diode, the charger can energize the inductor and then allow it to 
drain into the temporary supply through the diode, DS, inside the starter block. Once the 
temporary supply is charged back above the headroom level, the system resumes battery 
charging. 
 After the battery is charged to the headroom level of the system, the controller 
shorts the temporary supply and the battery through switch SC. Since vT and vB are now at 
the same voltage, the charger only needs to send energy through the battery diode, so the 
starter diode DS is no longer used. At this point, the wake phase is complete, and the 
system enters steady state. To summarize, a novel power stage and control scheme allows 
the system to start up, charge the battery, and refresh the temporary supply with a single 
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inductor, thereby reducing the system size and decreasing wake time when compared to 
the state of the art. 
To create the complete harvesting system, several low power, low voltage blocks 
were developed and designed. A novel threshold detector was created that monitored the 
temporary supply and informed the system if the voltage was above or below the 
headroom level of the bias generator. A similar threshold detector, but with a shifted 
threshold, was used to loosely regulate the temporary supply. A copy of this detector 
monitored the battery and informed the system when the system should use the battery as 
the main supply. Additionally, a low voltage comparator was designed that quickly 
detected when the current through the battery diode was zero, so a low loss switch could 
replace a typical, lossy PN junction diode. Finally, a state machine and a race-condition 
preventing circuit were developed so that the system could deliver energy to two outputs 
without conflict. 
Related Publication: 
 A. Blanco and G.A. Rincón-Mora, “Self-Starting and Fast-Waking Light/Heat-
Harvesting Single-Inductor 0.18-μm CMOS Charger,” IEEE Journal of Solid 
State Circuits (JSSC), [Submitted for Review: February 2017]. 
7.2.2 Low Voltage Starter  
A novel starter circuit was developed, designed, fabricated, and tested that reuses the 
inductor from the maximum power point charger to initially charge a temporary supply, 
CT. The oscillating core in the starter energizes the inductor and then, through a diode, 
charges the output capacitance. The oscillator uses the high amplitudes that it produces to 
increase the gate drive available to it. An auxiliary oscillator was developed and designed 
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to jump start the oscillating core when the input voltage rises slowly as is expected in 
typical wireless microsystem applications. The starter also includes a resetting circuit, 
which allows the starter to charge the output from a limited-power source, which is also 
expected in typical applications. When the starter draws power, the input voltage may 
fall, causing the starter to stall and not charge the output voltage. In this case, the 
resetting circuit turns the starter completely off so that the input voltage recovers and the 
starter can attempt to fully charge the output capacitor. 
Related Publications: 
 A. Blanco and G.A. Rincón-Mora, “A 44–93 250–400 mV 0.18-μm CMOS 
Starter for DC-Sourced Switched-Inductor Energy Harvesters,” IEEE 
Transactions on Circuits and Systems II (TCAS II), vol. 61, no. 12, pp. 1002-
1006, Dec 2014.  
  A. Blanco and G.A. Rincón-Mora, “Bootstrapping and Resetting CMOS Starter 
for Thermoelectric and Photovoltaic Chargers,” IEEE Transactions on Circuits 
and Systems II (TCAS II), [Accepted: March 2017]. 
7.2.3 Analysis of Drought Recovery & Low-Energy Task Scheduling 
A novel task scheduling algorithm was developed that allows for the minimum size of the 
system battery. By scheduling only one task at a time, the battery only provides the 
power requirements of one task, and can therefore be sized so that it can provide power to 
the highest power consuming task. In between tasks, the battery is charged enough to 
supply the next task. Minimizing the battery not only saves on system size and cost, but 
also results in lower wake times, since a smaller battery charges faster. If this algorithm is 
not used, and tasks can be performed simultaneously, the battery would have to provide 
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large amounts of power. In this case, the battery would have to be sized to provide the 
sum of the power requirements of all tasks. Therefore, to minimize system size and 
minimize wake time, tasks should be completed one at a time. 
An analysis was conducted to prove that maintaining the battery charge during 
energy droughts was unnecessary and led to impractically large systems. Instead, the 
battery should be allowed to drain, and the system should wake when the energy source 
returns. The analysis also showed that charging a temporary supply during wake before 
charging the battery significantly reduces wake time. This reduction is due to the fact that 
the startup process is generally inefficient since there is not enough gate drive to fully 
turn on CMOS switches. Therefore, by only using the inefficient process on a small 
capacitor, the process is quick. Once the small capacitor is charged, it becomes the gate 
drive supply to the main charger, which can begin delivering energy efficiently to the 
battery. 
Related Publication: 
 A. Blanco and G.A. Rincón-Mora, “Energy-Harvesting Microsensors: Low-
Energy Task Schedule & Fast Drought-Recovery Design,” IEEE Midwest 
Symposium on Circuits and Systems (MWSCAS), Abu Dhabi, United Arab 
Emirates (UAE), Oct 16 – 19, 2016.  
7.2.4 Study of the state of the art 
One part of validating the presented technology is to compare its performance to the state 
of the art in low voltage starters. A literature survey was conducted to compare existing 
technologies and study their strengths and weaknesses. Important performance metrics 
were selected when designing the proposed starter in order to have the highest impact. A 
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figure of merit was developed to normalize the charging capabilities of all starter circuits 
across a range of test conditions. 
Related Publication: 
 A. Blanco and G.A. Rincón-Mora, “On-chip Starter Circuit for Switched-inductor 
DC–DC Harvester Systems,” IEEE International Symposium on Circuits and 
Systems (ISCAS), Beijing, China, May 19 – 23, 2013.  
7.2.5 Current measurements 
In the process of testing the prototypes, inductor current measurements were taken to 
validate operation and performance. However, at such low current levels and high 
frequencies in which the starter operates, measuring these signals can be difficult. 
Therefore, a study was conducted regarding different methods of measuring inductor 
currents, and determining which method was the best in terms of noise and maximum 
bandwidth. Experiments comparing these methods validated the analysis and the 
determination of the best method. This study not only allows for better measurement for 
the proposed starter, but future low power measurements can benefit from this analysis. 
Related Publication: 
 A. Blanco and G.A. Rincón-Mora, “Measuring Micro-amp Inductor Currents in 
Switched-inductor DC–DC Power Supplies,” IEEE International Instrumentation 
and Measurement Technology Conference (I2MTC), Montevideo, Uruguay, May 
12 – 15, 2014.  
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7.3 Technological Limitations and Future Research Direction 
Although the developed technology provides the fastest wake time along with the best 
integration in the state of the art, several technological limitations remain. First, the 
minimum input voltage is not significantly improved when compared to the state of the 
art and is even much worse when compared to larger solutions. The current system also 
implements a crude and open-loop maximum power point tracking scheme. While 
showing good performance in the lab, this loop should eventually be closed so that it can 
track across process variations and temperature along with more nonlinear sources. 
Finally, a wireless microsensor requires a regulated voltage that provides power to the 
functional load components. The system presented here only charges the battery whose 
voltage varies with the state of charge. Therefore, more research must be conducted to 
add this final stage to the system. 
7.3.1 Reduce Minimum Input Voltage of Starter 
While the proposed starter had the best integration while maintaining comparable 
performance, other starters in the state of the art achieve minimum input voltages that are 
an order of magnitude smaller. To start from these ultra-low voltages, the state of the art 
requires bulky and expensive components or depends on the presence of motion in the 
environment. The proposed starter circuit is voltage limited due primarily to two reasons. 
First, the threshold voltage of the energizing and feedback transistors limits the minimum 
input voltage, since input voltages below the threshold voltage cause  these transistors to 
be off or highly resistive. Secondly, the energy that can be stored in the inductor is 
strongly dependent on the voltage across the inductor during the energizing phase. Since 
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one terminal of the inductor is the input voltage, lower input voltage leads to lower 
inductor current and energy. If the inductor energy is too low, it cannot charge the 
switch-node capacitance high enough to engage the oscillating core. 
Using a lower or zero threshold transistors would help alleviate the first obstacle 
since the transistors would remain on for lower input voltages. However, the second 
obstacle remains regardless of threshold voltage. The inductor energy could also be 
increased by increasing the inductance value. However, this typically leads to a larger 
volume device or a larger equivalent resistance. A larger volume inductor would be 
counter to the integration required by wireless microsensors and a larger series resistance 
would lead to lower steady state charging efficiency. Therefore, further research is 
required to either increase the extracted energy from the source or reduce the energy 
required to charge the output in order to reduce the minimum input voltage. 
7.3.2 Maximum Power Point Tracking Loop 
Because of the low power produced by tiny energy harvesting transducers, the battery 
charger must extract power at or near the transducer’s maximum power point. Extracting 
power far from this point results in an opportunity loss in which the transducer could 
produce more power, but the battery does not receive it. For a source that can be modeled 
by a voltage source in series with a resistor, such as the source in Figure 7.3, a converter 
with a fixed frequency and fixed energizing time can be designed so that it extracts the 
maximum power regardless of the open circuit voltage, vS. In other words, for a given 
source resistance, RS, there exists a frequency and energizing time that extracts the 
maximum power from a transducer [128]. In discontinuous conduction mode (DCM), the 
average inductor current rises linearly with input voltage, and since the drawn current 
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which produces the maximum power, IMPP, also rises linearly with input voltage, the 
charger can be designed so that the inductor current closely matches IMPP. The harvesting 
charger presented in Chapter 6 used this scheme to extract maximum power from an 
emulated thermoelectric source.  
 
Figure 7.3. System diagram with maximum power point tracking loop. 
Although the proposed battery charger had a 99% harvesting efficiency when 
harvesting from a emulated thermoelectric source, the switching frequency was set 
manually in the lab set-up. Therefore, if there are variations in the source resistance, RS in 
Figure 7.3, the harvesting efficiency will fall. The power that the harvester will attempt to 
draw will differ from the source’s maximum power point. Additionally, the switching 
frequency and energizing time set by design will vary in fabrication and with temperature 
and time. Therefore, a slow changing maximum power point tracking loop is required to 
guarantee that the switching frequency and energizing time are set correctly and do not 
change with time. 
For thermoelectric sources, the switching parameters of the battery charger should 
not change much over time, since the source resistance will remain mostly constant 
throughout the harvester’s lifetime. Photovoltaic sources, however, have a nonlinear 
relationship between the open circuit voltage and IMPP. As a result, as the input voltage 
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changes, the inductor current will change linearly and will not match the nonlinear IMPP. 
Therefore, photovoltaic sources require a changing switching frequency so that the drawn 
power matches the maximum available power. In this case, an external maximum power 
point tracking loop must be included in which the switching frequency is selected in real 
time to maximize the harvested power. The speed of this loop will depend on the 
expected time constant of the energy source. Finally, the loop should sense and maximize 
the battery power instead of the input power, since losses in the charger will slightly vary 
the maximum power point of the system. 
7.3.3 Integrated Power Supply for Load 
The purpose of the maximum power point battery charger in a wireless microsensor is to 
provide and store energy in the battery so that the battery in turn can provide power and 
voltage to the load, which can be sensors, data processors, transmitters, or receivers. As 
described in Chapter 2, the battery size is minimized when its voltage is allowed to rise as 
high as the technology break down voltage and fall as low as the headroom voltage 
during regular operation. Since the battery voltage varies with its stored charge, the 
battery voltage is not an appropriate supply for the load, which typically requires a 
constant voltage. Instead, a voltage regulating power supply is used in between the 
battery and the load to transfer power between the battery and the load while regulating 
the load voltage, vLD in Figure 7.4. 
 
Figure 7.4. Energy harvesting system with regulated load. 
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The voltage-regulating power supply could be a switched-inductor, switched-
capacitor or linear regulator. While a switched-inductor power converter would provide 
the highest efficiency, an additional inductor would significantly increase the size of the 
energy harvesting system. Fortunately, state of the art power supplies reuse the inductor 
already in the battery charger to regulate the load voltage [163]. However, these supplies 
require the inductor be disconnected from the input voltage, which is not compatible with 
the starter presented in Chapters 4 and 5. Therefore, further research must be done to 
investigate methods of sharing the inductor between the starter, the charger and the power 
supply without requiring extra components or special fabrication processes. 
 Alternatively, a switched-capacitor converter with on-chip capacitors can be 
used. However, switched-capacitors have high efficiency when the ratio between input 
and output voltages remains relatively constant. Since the output voltage will be 
regulated, it is not expected to vary much. However, the input voltage of the power 
supply, the battery, will vary considerably as it is charged and discharged. Therefore, a 
switched-capacitor circuit is not an attractive solution since efficiency will be low. 
Finally, a linear regulator, the simplest and smallest of the three power converter types, 
has two major drawbacks. First, the loss in a linear regulator is proportional to the voltage 
difference between its input and output. Therefore, when the battery voltage is at its 
maximum voltage, the linear regulator will have poor efficiency. The second drawback is 
that the linear regulator can only produce a voltage lower than its input. This would 
require that the output voltage always be below the battery voltage, which may not be a 
practical requirement.   
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7.4 Summary 
Harvesting energy from light or temperature differences in the environment provides a 
practical solution to extend the lifetime of wireless microsystems. Unfortunately, these 
kinds of ambient sources are not always present. With the limited size available in the 
system, the on-board battery cannot store enough energy to power the microsystem 
throughout the drought, even if the system goes into a low power shutdown mode. 
Therefore, after prolonged energy droughts, the battery completely depletes. When the 
ambient source returns, the system should resume operation as fast as possible, which 
requires quickly recharging the discharged battery. Reducing the size and energy capacity 
of the battery allows for a faster wake time. To this end, an algorithm and design 
procedure was developed to minimize the required size of the battery. Nevertheless, when 
the battery is discharged, the charger must be supplied from the low voltage produced by 
the energy harvester transducer. This low gate drive results in low efficiency charging 
during startup. Since startup is inefficient, recharging a drained battery impractically 
extends the wake time. Instead, quickly charging a smaller capacitor first, then using the 
capacitor as a supply for the charger allows for high efficiency charging and faster wake 
time.  
A novel starter circuit was designed that reuses the battery-charging inductor to 
minimize the impact on the system’s size. This starter circuit quickly charges an on-chip 
capacitor that serves as a temporary supply to a maximum power point charger. The 
charger and its controller were designed so that it could manage sharing the inductor 
between the starter and charger. After the starter charges the temporary supply, the 
system maintains the temporary supply above the headroom requirements of the charger 
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as the battery begins charging. After the battery is charged to the system’s headroom 
level, the system shorts the temporary supply with the battery and the system continues 
charging the battery. Prototypes of the starter and harvesting system showed that wake 
time could be minimized while keeping the system size small. 
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